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Abstract 

This dissertation uses a heuristic reflection method to describe the expenence of co- 

authoring a book on the topic of hritrsfitg Withitz a Faith Commutzity: Promoting Healfh in 

Times of Transiiorr. Specifically, the dissertation follows threads of heuristic inquiry in 

relationship with the question: What benefits, possibilities, barriers, and limitations need to be 

considered for interdisciplinary miniçtry collaboration to be fostered between faith comrnunity 

(parish) nurses and faith group leaders in promoting a renewal of both faith and health in times 

of transition? Data for heuristic reflection has been gathered over a period of five years within 

the context of (a) experiencing interdisciplinary collaboration, (b) reflecting upon 

interdisciplinary partnerships between parish nurses and pastoral leaders involved in two six 

credit university nursing courses and an extended basic unit of clinical pastoral education 

(CPE) intended to provide both theoretical and clinical support for beginning professional 

practice in parish nursing, and (c) producing the book as a significant piece of interdisciplinary 

literature. Themes of fuith ami health, promotion of inquiy, and narrative sojozmiitzg have 

emerged as meaningful "discoveries" at the heart of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration 

between nursing prepared and theologically prepared professionals who share a cornmitment 

to wholeness and weH-being. 
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Introduction 

What we cal1 the beginning is ofien the end 
And to make an end is to  make a beginning. 
The end is where we start from. 

(Eliot, 2963) 

Commencing the writing of this dissertation document, 1 find myseiflooking back on a 

series of events through which 1 have learned a great deal about faith and health, nursing and 

theology, colleagueship and collaboration. On the one hand it is a beginning that is also an 

end, for the writing of my dissertation marks the conclusion of seven years involvement with 

doctoral studies. On the other hand this end is aiso a beginning, for it beckons me to pass 

through what Eliot (1963) cdls "the unknown, remembered gate". That is to Say, it invites me 

to revisit rny doctoral learning experiences in search of those synthesizing threads of wisdom 

which are still unknown to me because they have not as yet been "looked for". In keeping 

with Eliot's poetic observation, it is important to acknowledge that the threads of wisdom 

have already been "heard, hdf-heard, in the stiliness". Thus, as I remember and reflect upon 

my experiences, 1 am confident that the pages of this dissertation will reveal an integrated 

tapestry of amplified meaning, expanded awareness, and increased appreciation of God, self, 

and others. 

The learning context out of which my dissertation document emerges is that of the 

Doctor of Ministïy Prograin at St. Stephen's College, in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. This 

course of studies is designed to 'Yoster integration" such that "one's personhood as well as 

one's fÙnctioning7' in the practice of rninistry are characterized by "increasing professional, 

intellectual, and spiritual integrity" @octor of Mïnistry Standards, 1992 & 1999). The 

Project/Dissertation (PD) is the final integrative cornponent of the Doctor of Ministry 
1 



Program. Every P/D has two parts: a Project part and a Dissertation part. The Project serves a 

ministry purpose and can fit into one of three categories: a work of art, research in ministry, 

or a model ministry. I chose the "mode1 ministry" option- This type of Project is characterized 

by the production of a model or prototype of some form of ministry. The ministry "product" 

resulting fiorn my Project is a textbook in the field of Faith Community/Parish Nursing. While 

subsequent sections of this Dissertation will go into great detail about my experiences of 

selecting as well as completing the Project textbook, whai 1 wish to emphasize at this point is 

St. Stephen7s standards for the Dissertation. That is to Say, it is designed to serve an academic 

purpose. Thus, in authoring the foliowing pages 1 am embarking upon an extended leaming 

endeavor that is intended to (a) advance rny own and the Churchys understanding of ministry, 

(b) demonstrate that I have reached an advanced level of knowledge and competence 

regarding my selected area of ministry, and (c) foster my ongoing personal as well as 

professional integration. 

This dissertation is about my experience of CO-authoring a book on the topic of 

Nztrsing Withnt a Faith Comrnzmity: Promuring Heallh lit Times of Transirion (Clark & 

Olson, 2000). The book's authors are fiom the academic disciplines of nursing and theology. 

My CO-author is Dr. Joanne K. Olson, a professor in the Faculty of 

Nursing at the University of Alberta. Our professional collaboration has developed over a 

period of five years and revolves around the health promoting, faith cornmunity based ministry 

of "parish nursing". Interdisciplinary collaboration was integrai to the design as well as shared 

teaching of two six credit university nursing courses and an extended basic unit of cluucai 

pastoral education (CPE) intended to provide theoreticai as weil as clinical support for 

beginning professional practice in parish nursing. The idea of writing a book 

surfaced while teaching the first theory course in 1996. The experience of CO-autho~g the 

book has grown in tandem with subsequent course development and collaborative ministry 



endeavors- 

In the pages that follow 1 d l  conduct a multi-dimensional, in-depth, scholarly 

reflection on the contextuai theme of irzterdisciplitrary miizisny collabora rio^^ that encircled 

the writing of this book. Carrying on wiih the metaphorîc language of synthesizing "threads of 

wisdom" and "integrated tapestry" of arnplified mevling used previously, it c m  be said that 

the contextual theme of irtterdisciplinary rninisiry collaboratio~z has served as a "thread of 

continuity" which contributed both background substance and highlighting texture to my CO- 

authoring experience. Thus, fkom the outset, it is important to distinguish two dimensions in 

this retrospective work: (i) the expenence of CO-authoring the book project, and (ii) the 

corttexz of reflecting upon interdisciplinary ministry collaboration which surrounded that 

expenence. 

Six maturation stages can be identified as integral to the experzence of CO-authonng 

the book- These are summarized here and wili be fûrther developed later in the dissertation. 

First, there was a point in tirne when the need for a course textbook on the topic of parish 

nursing was recognized. Second, a period of negotiation foliowed with regard to the 

authorship of such a text. Third, a series of relational connections occurred in the process of 

approaching the publishing company, submitting a book proposal, and havhg our proposa1 

accepted. Fourth, there were phases in the development of authorship which eventually lead to 

the uniqueness of Our text being its focus on theoreticai underpi~ings for fâith community 

nursing written from the perspectives of two disciplines: theology and nursing (Clark & 

Olson, 2000). Fifth, there was the serendipitous, and wondrously energizing, discovery of a 

CO-reading process through which chapters were shared and collaboratively refined. Finally, 

we successfully met the "deadline" for getting Our book manuscript to the publishing 

company. 

When 1 speak of "reflecting upon interdisciplinary mùiistry collaboration" as the 



context surrounding my experience of CO-authoring the book project, 1 am referring to a 

complex topic that is both theological and socio-cultural in nature. 1 realize that 1 must spend 

t h e  in the dissertation expanding upon what 1 mean by the word cot~~ext. Likewise, 1 wili 

need t O discuss the three inter-related concepts (interdisciplinary, ministry and collaboration) 

which comprise the particular context chosen for my multi-dimensional, in-depth, scholarly 

reflection. For purposes of this introduction, 1 simply wish to make the distinction between 

expenence and context, draw attention to maturation stages within the book writing 

experience, and acknowledge the core concepts that reside at the hea. of my reflective 

endeavor, 

The body of the dissertation is divided into six chapters. In Chapter 1, I describe 

factors that led me to identiQ a need for the book project and introduce the question that has 

guided my reflection on the book's development. Within the research question are a number of  

key words. In this first chapter, the key words are descnbed with language drawn fiom my 

project design (Clark, 1997b). Temiinology used in that document reflects where 1 was 

"before" writing the book. In subsequent chapters of the dissertation these same key word 

concepts resurface with expanded meanings reveaied through the use of changed language. 

Chapter LI is a place where I refIect theologically on contextuai factors that have 

shaped rny approach to and expenence of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. The method 

1 use in carrying fonvard this reflection was gained as a result of writing one of the chapters of 

the book project. In this dissertation document, therefore, 1 surnrnarize my understanding of 

theological reflection as a way to (a) self-knowledge, (b) learning about others, (c) 

discovering the collective story of a (faith) communÎty, and (d) doing social analysis. 1 then 

draw upon this theological reflection approach in sharing the cntical incidents of my 

personaVprofessiona1 ministry sojourn related with the therne of interdisciplinary rninistry 

collaboration. 



In Chapter Di, I descnbe the heuristic research method used for this dissertation. 1 

speak about my heuristic reflection as a process of  (a) remembenng, @) engaging a focus of 

inquiry, (c) proceeding in that inquhy with self-dialogue, tacit knowing, and intuiting, (d) 

indwelling (or rurninating by means of interna1 thinking and feeling processes), (e) focusùig 

expanded awareness, and (f) sharing meaningfil discoveries (Moustakas, 1990). 1 then go on 

to make a distinction between refirectzng zipon the context out of which the book emerged, and 

rej7ecting tpon the experiet~ce of writing the book. Finally, 1 describe various components of 

the data gathered for reflection and relate some of the "story" surrounding the book's 

developxnent . 

Chapter N udolds as a "work in progress" while 1 apply rny heuristic approach to the 

experience of CO-authoring the book. In this chapter 1 read through the completed manuscript 

three daerent times. In the first reading 1 look at the experience of  CO-authoring the book as 

revelatory of self, story, and world (Crossan, 2975). The second reading is done in a course 

context. That is, 1 read the book dong side other texts and resource materials used in teaching 

the University of Alberta six-credit nursing theory course on "Promothg Well-Being in Faith 

Communities: A Course in Parish Nursing" in order to assess its usefuhess as a textbook. 

Finally, 1 retum to the language of T. S. Eliot (1963) and read the book a third t h e  so that 1 

can draw attention to the threads of wisdom 1 had previously only "heard, half-heard, in the 

stillness" but have now "looked for" by means of ngorous, methodical self-searching. At this 

juncture 1 will have passed through "the unknown, remembered gate" of my multi- 

dimensional, in-depth integrative reflection and be ready to look back across the threshold of 

that passage in the light of expanded awareness. 

In Chapter V the "threads of wisdom" highlighted at the end of the previous chapter 

are illuminated, explicated, and celebrated. This is where the contextual theme of 

itzlerdisciplinary rninisv collaboration is featured by means of contrasts in Ianguage 



depicting rny limited field of awareness "before" CO-authoring the book, and my expanded 

vision "after" the book wrïting experience. In this regard, theological themes, key words, 

theones and assumptions proposed in my project design document (Clarlg 199%) are 

revisited in the light of havhg "reflected upon" my CO-authoring experience. 

Finally, in Chapter VI, I return to the task of theological reflection. This time the focus 

of attention is quite different fiom that of sharing critical incidents in my personaVprofessiona1 

ministry sojoum. By contrast, in the dissertation's sixth chapter, 1 begin by reflecting 

theologicaily on critical incidents in my CO-authoring experience. I then go on to formulate a 

"creative synthesis" pertinent to the contextual theme of in~erdiscipIinary rninisiry 

collaboratimt. Such creative synthesis is an essential element of heuristic research 

methodology insofar as it offers "an original integration of the matenal that reflects the 

researcher's intuition, imagination., and persona1 knowledge of rneznings and essences of the 

experience" (Moustakas, 1990, p. 50). In my creative synthesis, sub-themes offaith and 

healzh. prornotio~t of in~qzhy, and narrarive sojornzitzg emerge as meaningfûl "discovenes" at 

the heart of interdisciplinary collaboration between nursing prepared and theologicdy 

prepared professionals who share a ministry cornmitment to wholeness and well-being. 

Concluding remarks in the dissertation occur afler my "creative synthesis" has been 

shared with Joanne Olson as CO-author and interdiscipiinary ministry collaborator in the 

experience of writing the book. This sharing and invitation of feedback serves the interests 

of validation in the heuristic research process. I approach Joanne with an adapted formulation 

of the question found in Moustakas (1990, p. 34): Does the depiction of the expenence 

derived from my ngorous, exhaustive self-searching on the contexhial theme of our 

inferdisciphary mi»~zsfry colIaboratiot~ (as provided through my "creative synthesis") present 

comprehensively, vividly, and accurately the meanings and essences of the expenence? 



Chapter I 

The Quest and the Question 

Al1 understanding takes place in a circular 
movement - the answer is to some extent 
deterrnined by the question, which is in turn 
confirmed, extended o r  corrected by the 
answer. (Schillebeeckx, 1984) 

In this chapter I describe factors that led me to identi$ a need for the book project. 1 

also introduce the question that has guided my reflection on the book's developrnent. The 

pages that follow present a combination of autobiographical musing and conceptual 

exploration. This approach reflects the heuristic research process in which 1 am engaged. 

From its beginning and throughout rny investigation, there will be evidence of self-search, self- 

dialogue, and self-discovery (Moustakas, 1990). In this sense, personal quest is intimately 

linked with the research question. On those occasions when I indulge in self-dialogue, 1 wiil 

indicate this by means of a font change from Times New Roman to Aria/. 

At the same time that heuristic process is autobiographic, this type of research does 

not equate with self-preoccupation. As Moustakas points out, "with virtually every question 

that matters personally there is also a social - and perhaps universal - signiiïcance" 

(Moustakas, 1990, p. 15). The interface of personal questioning and social meaning resonates 

with a core principle in feminist consciousness: "the personal is political" (Hanisch, 1970). 

Thus, within my autobiographical sharing as a woman it is reasonable to expect there to  be 

elements of "a feminist heunstic h e w o r k "  (Schüssler Fiorema, 1985, p. xv) which adrnits 
7 



to both social discrimination and historicd agency conceming women in all aspects of human 

experience. My interest in feminist consciousness and ferninist theology has been in the seMce 

of rnoving toward people, not for the purpose of either moving against or away fiom people 

(Horney, 1 945). 

Moving toward people implies a seeking of rehtiotzship. In this regard, 1 draw on a 

definition provided by Janet Surrey who speaks of relationship as "an experience of emotional 

and cognitive zntersrrbjectivity" characterized by "ongoing, intrinsic inner awareness and 

responsiveness to the continuous existence of the other or others and the expectation of 

mutuality in this regard" (Surrey, 199 1, p. 6 1). It is a definition which, 1 believe, can have not 

only psychosocial but also theological implications. htersubjectivity is not iimited to the 

hurnan-human domain. It can also occur in divine-human relatedness. Indeed, "transcendentai 

theology" points to a "subjective dimension of faith" which consists in "the acceptance of 

God's self-communication to the human spirit as subjective" (Dulles, 1994, p. 15 1). That is to 

Say, in the transcendentai theology of Karl Rahner and Bernard Lonergan, an argument is 

made that the human spirit is fundamentaily ordered toward the transcendent absolute, which 

in religion goes by the narne of God. Even when God is not known in an explicit or conceptual 

manner, this God is implicitly known in the inbom drive of human subjectivity. Thus, with 

transcendental awareness and responsiveness a person cm expenence "the saving presence of 

God as a holy mystery" that is both "awesome and alluring" (p. 152). Theological inquiry 

becomes an expression of heufistic discernment through which the "eye of religious love" 

looks upon and gains awareness of "God's self-disclosures" (p. 154). 

From both feminist and transcendental theology, therefore, 1 have gained heuristic 

underpinnings for my investigation. Objectively, this is an odd mVr insofar as it is only 

infrequentiy used! Subjectively, it is my odd mix! This is where 1 begin. For, whiie the 

literature does not speak of a "ferninist transcendentai theology", 1 find that 1 must claim this 



mix for my heuristic quest as well as questioning. From "femuùst consciousness" (Lemer, 

1993; Schneiders, 1991) I have gained appreciation for a subjectivity that opens me to social 

systerns awareness. From "transcendental theology" (Lonergan, 1967; Rahner, 1966) 1 have 

gained Uisight into a subjectivity that allows me to explore the profound mystery of 

immanent/transcendent divine presence. In both subjectivities there are points of entry for 

heuristic engagement. Thus, 1 reaErm a tmth of my experience fist articulated in my 

Professional Paper II (Clark 1998) ' . 

1 do not apologize for my more feminine ways of knowing and reasoning - 
Le. the circular and intuitive (BelerQ, et al, 1986). At the same tirne E 
value a dialogical approach to learning (Pope Paul VI, 1964; Clark, 992), 
and thus seek to converse with what I perceive to be the more masculine 
ways of knowing and reasoning - Le. linear and deductive (Lonergan, 1972). 

The leaming dialogue of bridging feminine and masculine ways of knowing as well as 

reasoning occurs for me on a number of planes. There are expenences of in~apersonal self 

talk, as explicated in Jungian psychology (Sanford, 1980). Likewise, there can also be 

Nzlerpersonal conversations which reco30nize feminine/masculine differences to be a type of 

cross-cultural communication (Tannen, 1990) as well as a basis for rninistry partnership 

(Ferder and Heagle, 1989). Finally, there is the nch realm of nmspersonal contemplation 

spoken of in literature on spirituaiity (Garvey, 1985; James, 196 1 ; Plaskow & Christ, 1989; 

Underhill, 191 1). 1 believe that each circle of dialogue fosters relatio~~shïp. 

As 1 relate the factors that led me to identifi a need for the book project, and 

introduce the question that has guided my reflection on the book's development, 1 will follow 

both circular and linear experiential quests of mind as well as hem. In this regard, my 

dissertation will lack the scholarly comprehensiveness and nuanced discussion of one who is a 

punst in either ferninist or transcendental theology. At the sarne time, 1 proceed in my 

scholarly heuristic approach with confidence and a sense of humor. My confidence is bom of 



self-knowledge, as one who has (both naively and wiùi intentionality) auowed myselfto "risk 

the opening of wounds and passionate concerns, and to undergo the personal transformation 

that exists as a possibility in every heuristic journey" (Moustakas, 1990, p. 14). My sense of 

humor is the faithful cornpanion which Iives, as "a giggle in my spirit" (Clark, 1978), enabling 

me to persevere in times of darkness, doubt, and even the occasional shattering encounter 

with various creatures of the "deep" (Genesis 1,~)'. 

The Quest 

During the exploratory phase of the Doctor of Ministry Program 1 used a number of 

self-assessrnent instruments to develop my learning covenant. What I discovered in that 

exercise is that 1 am a "World One" (Jones, 1989), "Four" (Riso, 1992), "INFP" (Briggs 

Myers, 1976), "Diverger" (Wolfe & Kolb, 1980), who is "Normally an enabler, potentidly a 

collaborator, and under duress a manager" (Values Technology, 199 1 ), bom "Scorpio" and 

living with "The Lovers" as a tarot life symbol (Arrien, 1987). Once again, 1 honor the odd 

mix that is my odd mix. In doing so, 1 have noticed a thread of meaning that links al1 six of the 

self-assessment instruments. Each includes "quest" as an essential element. Whether it is in  the 

search for self or as an alien "streetwalker of the Spirit" (Jones, 1989, p. 47), I continually 

move forward in ways that honor "the questions ihemselves like locked rooms and like books 

that are written in a very foreign tongue" (Rlke, 1934). My path of inquiry and exploration 

situates me not only at the limits of my horizon (Lonergan, 1972) but also at the heart o f  

"cosrnic allurement" (Ferder and Heagle, 1992; Swimme, 1984). Thus, the first factor 

influencing development of the book project has been a theme of quest and sojouming in my- 

personal story. 

At one level of awareness, there is a way in which my inner geography has been 



informed and shaped by outer mobility. According to famiiy narrative 1 was conceived on a 

journey. Fifieen rnonths following my birth 1 again joumeyed with my family as we moved 

fiom Milwaukee, Wisconsin to San Francisco, California. The geographical terrain between 

Miiwaukee and San Francisco was fiirther explored by train when 1 was five and by airplane 

when I was seven. At age eleven our family toured by car through the states of California, 

Nevada, Utah, and Colorado as my parents returned to their meeting place of Fitzsimons 

Hospital in Denver- At fourteen the famiIy explored Disneyland, Knott's Berry Farm, and the 

numerous coastal towns between San Francisco and Los Angeies. Finally, at eighteen, just one 

month prior to entering religious Iife, I took a lengthy sojourn with my mother by car and 

discovered the picturesque geographical diversity of the northem and southem states between 

California and Indiana. These were my formative years. Little did 1 know at the time, but al1 of 

these experiences ofjoumey were shaping my consciousness as well as my preferred 

"theological world" (Jones, 1989). As subsequent life events have involved sojouming within 

the United States as weil as to the British Isles, South Afnca, Rome, and my new home 

country of Canada, 1 continue to appropriate separatiodreunion as the life long cornpanions of 

my "world one" obsessio and epiphania. 

On a very different plane of expenence, at a time when the names of Peter-Paul-and- 

Mary, Bob Dylan, and Joan Baez were gaining popularïty and teens were explonng "pot", 

"dope", and the "beatnik era", 1 learned to play the guitar from my next door neighbor, 

Johnny- He and 1 became musical vagabonds. Many were the aftemoons and evenings when 

we would throw our instruments into the trunk of his aquamarine Chevy Corvaire and set out 

to enjoy a "gig" or two at the coffee houses of North Beach in downtown San Francisco. 

It was through folk music that 1 first experienced global consciousness. The voice 1 

listened to most was that of Joan Baez. Looking back over a penod of nearly thirty-five years 

now, it is her songs that have drawn my attention to social concerns in various parts of the 



world3. In the genre of folk music 1 found a mixture of rnyth and parable, the dark interval of 

story (Crossan, 1975, p- 59), creative self-expression, and a vehicle through which to pray 

with a depth of passion. It is the music in my heart that has given utterance to alrnost sixty of 

my own songs. Most of these have served as a pnvate means through which to -formulate the 

poetic synthesis of various Me experiences (Woodward, 1987). Some have been published 

(Clark, 1983). Over the years these songs have become vehicles through which 1 have been 

able to ghmpse threads of meaning in my life, recognize the restlessness in my sou1 as a 

"quest", and trust this quest to awaken "questions" for continued exploration and discovery. 

What music in generd, and folk music in particular, have given me is a vehicle through 

which to grow in solidarîty with both my "sojoumer" self and "artist" self This growth 

process is integral to the way 1 approach rninistry. Likewise, it is a factor in the way 1 have 

approached CO-authoring the book. That is to say, the synthesis of sojouming artist usually 

lives as a climate of itztetsity in my relationships. Those with whom I explore collaborative 

ventures are sometimes put off by this climate. In addition, with accumulated experiences of 

people approaching and departing from me in the Iight of my intensity, 1 have acquired a 

certain hesitancy and/or tentativeness in the way 1 engage others. While the odd rnix of artist- 

sojourner intensity can complicate interpersonal ventures, it can also contribute to a depth of 

cornmitment and creative responsiveness in the tasks 1 embrace. This is an important factor. 

Self Dialoque #1 
Ah, yes! There you have if! You're talking about your expen'ence of 'tvhaf if looks 
like" versus "what is really going onn. 
That's right. I sense that from an 0 b s e ~ e f s  vantage point I am viewed as quiet or 
vocal, interesting or difficult to understand, often intense, and so forth. Intemally, 
however, I find I am on an intuitive quest. 
As if you expenénce yourself Iktening fo the musical orchestration of your hearl 
un folding in surround sound. 
Exactly! First 1 "wandef' into an expen'ence. Then I bump up against something 
concrete and linear which makes me "aware" that I have been wandering and am 
actually "into" something. At that point I start to look at where 1 am and try to 
appreciate the phenomenon in which I am involved. With these inklings of 
awareness, I find myself "creatively convoluted with the ambiguities of intuitive 
circularity". 



Sounds like a line fiom your Professional Paper II [See Endnofe #il. 
You got it! 
lt feels overwhelmi'g to encounter such an abundance of possibilitiès bubbling up 
through "ernofional and imaginative" engagement wîth your experience. 
Right again! But I do press on in the midst of this plethora. In this regard, 1 tend to 
move through a phase of duality. 
Up and down, pro and con, shades of this and that, ooh and ah, ho and hum. 
CouldnY have said it better myself! It is like an inner amusement park with a mind 
bender roller coaster of the cerebrum- 
But if eventually winds d o m  into "stillness" or breaks through into "insight", nght? 
What I experience is a spontaneous surge of "wow!", "yes!", "oh-oh" andlor "oops!". 
Ah yes, the inner manifestations of creative synthesis, 
Getting this synthesis "out there" is the tough part. 
Kind of like affempting ballet in a field of gumbo, eh ? 
Words have a way of encurnbering clarity as well as providing pathways both into 
and out of it. 
Do you find it worfh the effort? 
Yes, That's what keeps me going ... a kind of artistic quest. 

My quest, then, is p r i m d y  an artistic sojourning that leads me into and out of various 

topic areas. It is fueled by a mix of reason and passion (Gibran, 1923/1985) that gives 

expression to creative synthesis through a combination of focused clarity as well as 

encumbered flights of insight. Ail of these elements of my quest have been in evidence during 

the experience of CO-authoring Our book. 

What about some of the other ways this quest has factored into deciding on the 

"cmodel ministry" textbook Project? These can be surnmarized as (a) being in a "stuck place" 

regarding the focus of rny doctoral project, (b) needing a creative ministry possibility at the 

time of chaotic healthcare changes in the province of Alberta, and (c) becoming involved with 

the emergence of parish nursing in the Edmonton area. 1 will speak to each of these factors 

bnefly before moving into the final sections of this chapter. 

Before settling upon the book project 1 spent several years in the 

Doctor of Ministry Program conternplating the question "What is a spintual need?". I liked the 

question, and even did a major project entitied "Toward a Definition of Spiritual Need: A 

Feasibility Project" (Clark & Brink, 1996) to explore the possibility of this being my thesis 

topic. In the end 1 could not sufficiently "own" the question to the extent needed for the 



research required. What 1 learned fiom the experience, however, was significant. It had to do 

with interdisciplillary collabora~ion. In doing the project 1 experienced my self beinç 

mentored by a very skilled and experienced professional in the fields of both education and 

research. This person knew how to evoke a wide range of cognitive and emotional responses 

from me in relationship with the topic. At the sarne t h e ,  I did not feel belittled o r  diminished 

in my enthusiasm to l e m .  1 felt respected and valued for the contributions 1 could make. 

Communication occurred across the disciplines of nursing and theology. This experience 

needs to be highlighted because, even though 1 was oniy vaguely aware of it at the tirne, it 

factored heaviiy into my appreciation for collaborative rninistry possibiliîies. 

Tumhg to the factor of my need for creative rninistry at a tirne of chaotic upheaval, 1 

offer the following reflections. Major budget driven health reform was introduced to Alberta 

as a new Premier took office in 1993. The radicality of the initiative, together with evidence of 

its being unplanned or thought through in terrns of systemic implications surrounding the 

depth of cost cutting, had a traumatic and chaotic affect on my work life as a healthcare 

ernployee. As 1 reeled in the face of overwhelming changes and "dug in" for purposes of 

s u ~ v a l , I  ùituited a need for some creative ministry opportunity that rnight provide a "balance 

of energy flow" between output and input. There was a ripening readiness for transfomative 

change. 

It was about this time that 1 had a senes of serendipitous conversations with nurse 

educaton on the topics of "spintual care" and "parish nursing". These conversations served a 

twofold purpose. First, they alerted me to the fact that there was significant interest in the 

Faculty of Nursing at the University of Aiberta concemùig comrnunity based spiritual care 

possibilities. Second, they reawakened some old dreams of mine regarding comrnunity 

pastoral care and cross-disciplinary clinicai pastoral education. What eventuated, slowly and 

over a penod of several years tirne, is that I have become involved with the emergence of 



parish nursing in Edmonton, Alberta, and in Canada. 

The Question 

A mixture of chaos and creativity, characteristic of our world as well as today's 

reiigious institutions, is the socio-cultural context within which faith comrnunities must not 

only survive but also prosper. At the center of each faith community is a vision or mission 

statement that fiequently includes some reference to heaith and well-being. Whether we cal1 it 

grace, salvation, moksha or shalom - the invitation is present for faith and healing to inter- 

connect in rneaninghl ways. It is this constitutive element of health and well-being residing in 

the core of diverse faith experiences and traditions that allured me toward parish nursing 

education. 

Over the past sixteen years, working in hospital-based pastoral care, 1 have often 

found my ability to access patients either enabled or complicated based on the degree of  a 

nurse's operational consciousness regarding the fit11 scope of her or  his health mandate: body, 

rnind and spirit. I f a  particular nurse did not see her treatment of patients to include "spintuai 

care", she could prove more a barrier than facilitator to my participating as an integral member 

of the heaith tearn. Likewise, if a nurse assumed that "empathic listening combined with saying 

prayers" was al1 it took to provide spiritual care to patients, he was in a position to block a 

patient's access to the broad scope of spiritual care interventions provided through pastoral 

practitioners who are theologically educated in both academic and clïnical settings. By 

contrast, the nurse who was aware of spiritual care as a dimension of her or his patient 

assessment, and recognized the value of chapiaincy within coordinated health services, was in 

a position to foster collaborative holistic well-being among patients and relatives. The 

integrated care which resulted fiom a professional partnership between nurse and pastoral care 

provider was seen repeatedly to improve the quality of a patient's coping with illness, 



recovery, He transition and/or dying processes. 

With the focal point of health care shifiing away fiom hospitals, a community-based 

partnership parallel to that of nurse/chaplain is beginning to develop between faith group 

leaders and nurse professionals working within fath communities. The narne associated with 

the nurse practitioner in such a context is "parish mrrse''. This is a term coined nearly twenty 

years ago by the late Rev. Granger Westberg (Solari-Twadell & McDemott, 1999). During 

the past two decades, parish nursing has evolved in numerous foms throughout the United 

States. It is now becoming a growing phenomenon in Canada, Australia, New Zealand as well 

as several coumries in Europe and the Pacific Rim. As with the chaplain in a hospital, parish 

nurses in faith communities are in a position to be limited or empowered by the quality of their 

working relationships with various rninistry professionals. Unlike the hospital context, a 

medical mode1 does not dominate approaches to healing in faith communities. Nonetheless, 

religious judicatories are in a position to replicate medicallmanagement hierarchies by the 

ways they approach inclusion of a nurse within ministry fùnctioning. As with the stereotyping 

of pastoral care providers in hospitais, nurses face forms of stereotyping in the context of faith 

cornmunities. Such stereotyping can lirnit the ministry potential of a faith cornmunity nurse 

and block the canying fonvard of holistic possibilities. Consciousness is needed by faith 

cornrnunity leaders and nuning practitioners alike in order to further the nch potential inherent 

in having a registered professional nurse who is hired or recognized by a faith cornrnunity to 

cany  forward an intentional health promotion ministry. 

The idea of writing a textbook on parish nursing emerged in 1996, within the context 

of teaching "Promoting Well-Being in Faith Communities: A Course on Parish Nursing". It 

was evident to faculty that a resource of ~heoretical underpi~ings for faith cornrnunity 

nursing was lacking. In addition, most of the Iiterature on parish nursing assumed a Christian 

faith perspective. There was need for broadening ffom the Christian starting point in order to 



include benefits available through the rich diversity of our world's faith traditions. Finally, 

insofar as faithlhealth interconnectedness was seen to be integral to the promotion of well- 

being in faith communities, attention needed to be paid to  the differing perceptions of nursing 

prepared as weU as theologicaliy prepared professioml rnilzistryparb~ers involved in fostering 

body-mind-spirit wholeness. From its inception, therefore, the textbook idea had potential to 

serve as my integrative doctoral Project and to develop as a "mode1 rninistry" tool in 

consciousness raising as well as theory buiIding. The focus of attention would be "nursing 

within a faith cornmunity", and the particular slant on this focus would be "prornoting health in 

times of transition". 

Once rreed for a book was established, the question of azhorship arose. Were we 

talking about "authoring" or "editing" the book? M e r  a series of discussions and negotiations, 

it was decided there would be t w ~  authors, Joanne Olson and myself. Then came the question: 

who will be "first author"? This introduced two considerations. What would be the book's 

content? Ifthis was to be a book about nursing, it made sense for a nurse to be first author. 

On the other hand, in light of the fact that 1 was planning to  use the book as my doctoral 

Project, didn't I needed to cany lead responsibility for the book's development? It was  a time 

of rich discussion as well as discovery about collaborative professiond partnership 

development. In the end we decided that the book's content would be directed toward faith 

cornmunity nurses, faith group leaders, nurse educators, and theological educators who were 

interested in explonng connections between faith and health. Furthemore, in support of my 

doctoral work, I would be fist  author. Ifwe were able to secure a book contract, and there 

eventuated more than one edition of the book, Joanne and I would then rotate first authorship. 

The significance of working together as nurse and pastoral educators on an 

interdisciplinary joint venture meant that the relationship between Joanne and 1 could be 

viewed as a "case in point" for monitoring our shared belief that r e n d  of failh mrd r e n d  



of heaith go hand in hand with N7terdisciplimn-y collnborarion beîv~eert nurses who are healrh 

prornotitzg and faith commrrizi~ leaders who are whole-life promo~ing- S truggling through 

various phases of cross disciplinary communication became an integal dimension in the 

project's furtherance. Ariiving at a greater appreciation of the differences as well as similarities 

in our two professions' vocabularies, theoreticai knowledge bases, contexts for professional 

practice, and modes of professional recognition took time and effort. It was a process of 

interdisciplinary leaming out of which the CO-authoring occurred. 

In the autumn of 1996 we drafted and submitted Our book proposal. In the spnng of 

1997 this proposal was accepted for publication by Sage Publications Inc., of Thousand Oaks, 

California- At approxhately the same t h e  that we received the book contract, 1 was 

developing my ProjectDissertation Design document (Clark, 1997b). It was in this piece of 

work that 1 first formulated my heuristic research question, as follows: 

What barriers, benefits, and ongoing limitations need to be considered for 
interdisciplinary partnerships to be fostered between nurses and faith 
comrnunity leaders in promoting a renewal of faith and renewal of health in 
times of transition? 

From that occasion of first articulating my question, up to the present, a number of 

refhements in awareness as well as perception have occurred through which 1 have gained 

greater clarity on the topic I am explonng in this dissertation. Thus, the question has evolved 

slightly from its original form to become the foilowing (changes are underlined): 

"What benefits, possibilities, bamers, and limitations need to be considered for 
interdisciplinary ministrv collaboration to be fostered between faith community 
(Dansh) nurses and-faith eroup leaders in promnting a renewal of  both faith and 
health in times of transition?" 

Within this guiding question are a number of key wordr. In the paragraphs that foilow I 

will describe most of these terms using the language of my design document. 1 am choosing 



this approach because terminology used in that document reflects where 1 was "before" 

writing the book. In later chapters of the dissertation 1 wiU provide expanded meanings for 

these concepts which have evolved in the process of  CO-authorship. 

Key Words 

Key wordshdeas present within the question are: (a) interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration, (b) faith community (parish) nurse, (c) faith group h d e r ,  (d) promoting a 

renewal of faith and health, and (e) tirnes of transition. Of these concepts, iriterdiscipfirlary 

mini* coZZ~zbora~iurz is seen to be the center of my attention. It is the subject of what needs 

to be "fostered". At the same time, fostering is linked with "promoting" insofar as 

interdisciplinary ministry coIlaboration is fostered "in" promoting a renewai of faith and health. 

The collaborating agents of renewai are "faith comrnunity (parish) nurses" and "faith group 

leaders". My heuristic inquiry has to do with experiencing interdisciplinary rninistry 

collaboration to a depth and degree of awareness that 1 am able to explicate the nature, 

essence, and meaning of this experience in terms of be~zefits, possibilities, bm-ers,  and 

lim i~atiorzs. 

In fomulating working definitions for my project/dissertation design, 1 used Webster's 

dictionary (1 989 j for a number of the key words. In this regard, re~tewal was seen as an "act 

of renewing, and/or the state of being renewed - i-e. restored, replenished, revived, re- 

established, recovered". Likewise, trmzsi~io~z was defined as "movement, passage or change 

fkom one position, state, siage, subject, concept, etc., to  another". 

Regarding collaboratiort, in formulating the heuristic research question for my design 

document I did not use the word "collaboration". Rather, I referred to "interdisciplinary 

partnership", and defined pmh~ership as "the state or condition of being a partner, Le. one 



who shares or is associated with another in some action, endeavor or joint interest" (Webster? 

1989). Since 1 was exploring the notion of "partnership" in feminist literature (Eisler & Loye, 

1990; Montuori & Conti, 1993) it took me some tirne to arrive at the awareness of 

"partnership" as a term used in other types of literature, including nursing literature related 

with colZaborarion (Sullivan, 1998). I will spend more time analyzing the term "collaboration" 

in Chapter II, and provide a literature review as weii as concept analysis in Appendix 4 Part 

1. For the present, I like Toni Sullivan's definition of collaboration as she has developed it 

within the context of healthcare: "Collaboration is defined as a dynamic, transforming process 

of creating a power sharing partnership for pervasive application in health care practice, 

education, research, and organizational settings for the purposefiil attention to needs and 

problems in order to achieve likely successful outcornes" (Sullivan, 1998, p. 6). It is bulky, but 

it is also meaningfûlly nch. 

In addition to Sullivan's definition, there is an author who ties the word collaboration 

together with another of my key words: interdisciplinary. In my project/dissertation design 1 

defined interdzscip/inary as "combùiing or involving two or more academic disciplines or 

fields of study" (Webster, 1989). Maiano expands on this notion by defining N~ierdisciplil~ary 

collnboratiot~ as "continuous interactions of two or more disciplines organized into a common 

effort, to solve or explore a common problem" (Manano, 1989, p. 286). 

A second word used to rnodifjr collaboration is rnznistry. This term, like that of 

collaboration, was not part of the original formulation of my research question. The definition 

1 share here is the one 1 first drailed in writing a paper for an elective course in my doctoral 

program (Clark, 1997a), and later refined within the context of writing the book. Mfilistry, 

then, is "a seMce orientation that is both representative of and camïed out in relationship with 

a faith comrnunity's reason for being". Further, "mittishy is endowed with as well as 

accountable to a public trust" (Clark & Olson, 2000). In this definition there are three major 



components to ministry. First, it is "representative". The one who ministers reveds the human 

face of a faith community's mission or purpose. Second, ministry is canied forward in direct 

"relationship" with a particular faith cornrnunity. Ministering persons do not act in isolation 

but rather as part of a Larger whole. That is, they are part of the faith community's reason for 

being as it gives practical shape to values emanating fiorn spiritual and religious traditions. 

Third, ministry is endowed with the "trust" of those being served- The one who ministers, 

therefore, is accountable to that public trust. 

Since it is interdisciplinary ministry collaboration between "faith community (parkh) 

nurses" and "faith group leaders" that 1 am interested in, 1 wish to define each of these t e m s  

as they were developed in the project/dissertation design document. The term fuith 

communiry "designates a parish, local congregation, rnembership within a synagogue or 

mosque, and the me" (Clark, 1997b, p. 9). Faith commmity leaders are "those oficial 

designates within a faith community who carry primary organization and relational 

responsibility for seeing that the faith comuni ty  actualizes its vision, mission a d o r  

objectives'' (p. 9). 

Use of the describer fuith cornrnzmity (parish) mrse was an effort to rnove away frorn 

strict adherence to the term "parish nurse". It is interesting to note that in researching the 

literature for a definition of parish nurse, nothing was in clear evidence. Discussing this 

observation with a key figure in the field of parish nursing in the United States, it was 

suggested that the definition is implied in the role as described by HoIstrom when she shares 

"...my role as a parish nurse has included the seven fùnctions of.. health educator, personal 

health counselor, referrai agent, trainer of volunteers, developer of support groups, integrator 

of faith and health, and health advocatel' (Holstrom, 1999, p. 69). As our book's CO-authors, 

Joanne Olson and 1 were not satisfied to use this description of fùnctions as a definition, so we 

developed Our own: "a f i  commutiity nurse is defined as a registered professional nurse 



who is hired or recognired by a faith cornmunity to carry forward an intentional hedth 

promotion d s t r y "  (Clark & Olson, 2000). In 1999, the Canadian Parkh Nurse Ministry 

Forum adopted the following definition: "What is a parish nurse?.,. A registered nurse with 

specialized knowledge who is called to Mnistry and &rmed by a faith community to promote 

health, healing and wholeness" (Canadian Parish Nurse Ministry Forum, 1999). For purposes 

of this dissertation, I believe inclusion of the preceding combination of role descriptors and 

definitions wiii both illustrate the core elements of failh commimity ifyn~rsing and give evidence 

of the fact that it is an evoivzng rninistry concept. 

Retuniing to rny projectldissertation design document, there are two remaining key 

words within the research question that are still in need of attention: fairh and heaith. From 

various studies in theology, and especially fiom my masters degree program in spirituality, I 

have gained an appreciation of fuith as "personal knowledge of God" (McBnen, 198 1). 

Further to this, 1 have seen faith to be intimately related with "grace" (experiencing God's 

self-revealing love) and "fieedom" (allowing oneself to be appropriated into that love of God). 

This was the definition of faih I brought to the task of writing the book. For its part, again 

from my theological referencing, health was a word related with "wholeness", "salvation", and 

"well-being". Both of these terms were the focus of a great deal of interest and attention as 

the book's CO-authoring developed. Early on, 1 was claiming the faith chapters and Joanne 

wrote in depth about health. Gradually these tems becarne more "connected" and we were 

CO-authonng chapters about local faith communities being a type of "community health 

center", 

These, then, are the key words 1 will be working with. They al1 denve fiom my 

research "question". Each, in its own unique way, is integral to my heuristic quest into the 

meaning of iriterdiscipiitzay mhiisz'ry colluboratio~~. Now 1 wish to tum my face to the task of 

further discovery. 



Chapter II 

Knowing, Leaming, Discovering, and Doing 

Lead by the Ariadne's thread of my answer 
through the Iabyrinth of LXe, 1 came to a time 
and place where 1 realised that the Way leads.. . 

(Hamrnarskjold, 1964) 

Labyrinths appear in the myths of many cultures. They are syrnbolic constmcts 

connoting the idea of life as a perplexing and challenging joumey into the unknown (Leerning, 

1990). They are ofien the product of brilliant architectural design. The pathways of a labyrinth 

can be unicursal (a single route to the center and back out again) or multicursal (many 

confusing routes and blind paths, demanding knowledge of the key to the route) (Gordon, 

1993). As such, labyrinths are evocators of multidimensional expenence. They engage body, 

mind, and spirit @ntry, 1998). 

The Cretan labyrinth constructed by Daedalus, upon which the well known Greek 

myth of Theseus is based, appears to have been multicursal. It was built to hold a devounng 

monster and, as such, was the object of great fear for those sent inside its doors. In the case of 

Theseus, there was an advocate. Her name was Ariadne. She asked the architect of the 

labyrinth for a "clue" through which to ensure safe passage. The due given was a "bal1 of 

thread", one end of which kas to be fastened inside the maze's door. Movement within the 

labyrinth occurred as the bal1 of thread unwound. This ensured a way out of the complicated 

maze by means of reclaiming the thread and thus retracing one's path(Hamilton, 1940). 

The pages of this chapter advance, to some degree, as a labyrinthian sojoum. While its 



structure will be in clear evidence, there is also a sense of mystery and unfâmiliarity. This is 

tme because, as Moustakas says, "leaming that proceeds heuristically has a path of its own" 

(Moustakas, 1990, p. 17). It is the thread of my experience, rather than a strict acadernic 

review of the literatwe, that guides the chapter's developrnent. 1 have chosen to proceed in 

this manner because, for me, it is experience that anchors scholarship. At the same tirne, 1 

value academic rigor. Thus, as personal narratives are related 1 will include appropriate 

references to literature I have explored in my sojourning. 

This chapter looks at contextual factors that have shaped my approach to and 

experience of inferdiscipZimn-y mitlisDy collaborurio~t [See Appendix 4 Part 1: 

"Collaboration" - Literature Review and Concept Analysis]. Of note here is the distinction 1 

am making between factors Ieading me t o  idente  a need for writing the book (addressed in 

chapter one) and factors shaping my interest in the theme of interdisciplinary rninistry 

collaboration. The broader topic of collaborative ministiy, as focus of this current chapter, will 

be developed by drawing upon four experiential reference points: (a) kriowirg myselfthrough 

miniary expenences and discoveries, @) Iean~ing about others through significant 

collaborative relationships in which 1 have participated, (c) discovering faiith 

comrnziniîy%0.;pital stories in the settings where 1 have seen ministry partnerships evolve 

coliaboratively, and (d) doing social m~alysis by noticing societal factors which may 

contribute to the development of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. 

In the interest of t h  being both scholarly theological inquiry and heuristic 

investigation, 1 will first spend time discussing ~heological refectio~r as a framework through 

which to relate meaninal experience. That is, 1 wiil talk about the concept, outline four ways 

of doing theological reflection and provide a surnmary diagram of the four approaches. These 

ideas on theological reflection are drawn fkom chapter seven of the book project, where I 

wrote about "The Nurse and Theological Reflection" (Clark & Olson, 2000). In latter sections 



of the current dissertation chapter, 1 will piece together vignettes on i,~ierdisc@/inary mir~isriy 

collaboratio~z that &se kom applying theological reflection processes to my ministry sojoum. 

What wiu eventuate is a sumrnary chart of critical incidents. These are condensed as follows: 

(a) surnmary of the incident, (b) t h e  fiame of discovery, (c) core learning or Uisight relevant 

to interdisciplinary ministry coilaboration, and (d) references to Iiterature. Each critical 

incident has been instrumental in grounding my experience. 

What is Theological Reflection? 

According to Patricia O'Connel1 Killen and John deBeer, theoIogicaI reflectior~ is first 

of all "the-discipline of exploring individual and corporate expenence in conversation with the 

wisdom of a religious heritage". Secondly, in theologicai refleaion "the conversation is a 

genuine dialogue that seeks to hear fiom Our own beliefs, actions and perspectives, as well as 

those of the tradition. It respects the integrity of both." Third, theological reflection may 

"confkm, challenge, cl&% and expand how we understand our own expenence and how we 

understand the religious tradition". Finally, the outcome of theological reflection is "new truth 

and meaning for living" (Killen and deBeer, 1994, p. 51). 

Looking at this complex definition it is possible to abstract its key elements. First, 

theologicai reflection is a "discipline". The particula. discipline being described is that of 

"exploring" individual and corporate expenence. In Webster, to explore rneans to "cry out" 

(Webster, 199 1). It involves investigation, study and analysis. The focus of exploration is 

"expenence". When individuals and groups are able to "cry out" fiom within the uniqueness of 

their expenence they further the work of theology. 

Second, exploring involves "conversation". The conversation being proposed is one of 

"dialogue". According to Webster, to dialogue rneans to "speak across" (Webster, 1991). It is 

also what one man has called "the art of spintual communication" characterized by clarity, 



meekness, trust and prudence (Pope Paul VI, 1964, p. 36). In Killen and deBeer's definition. 

there are two main dialogue partners: a person's "beliefs, actions and perspectives" and the 

"wi-sdom of a religious hentage". Both individual and communal points of view are integral to 

the conversation of ~heologicaZ refleciion. If one of the partners dominates the other, dialogue 

is impeded. Both the person and the tradition need to CO-exist in a relationship of mutuality in 

order for theology to flourish. 

Third, successful dialogue requires that both partners in the discourse are viewed with 

"respect". Respect derives fiom an abdity to see another as distinct and separate tiom oneself. 

The Latin root respicere means to "look at" in the sense of looking back upon or re-looking. 

The irnpIication is one of continual review and repeated encounter with the other until it/they 

are seen for what/who they redly are. As a reIational activity, respect requires that a person 

think, reason, question and wonder until they get below the surface of the obvious and 

perceive the deeper issues: In this sense we may say that respect is a way of seeing another 

into visibility. Thus, as a person becomes visibIe to the tradition and as the tradition becomes 

visible to an individual, there can be a nch exchange of not only deductive, reason-based 

principles but also inductive, experienced-based narratives. 

Fourth, theological reflection will have an impact on how experience is "understood". 

As an individuaVgroup and a religious hentage get to know one another through exploration, 

dialogue, and respect, changes begin to occur in the ways they expenence both themselves 

and one another. Seeing3 hearing, touching, tasting, inquiring a n d h  imagining give way to the 

discovery of meaning. This is what Lonergan refers to as "understanding" (Lonergan, 1957, 

1972). Likewise, with one's understanding "confirmed, chdlenged, clarified and expanded", 

there is a possibility for individuals/groups to weigh the evidence of increased awareness and 

to discern "new truth and rneaning for living". Thus, experience flows into understanding, and 

understanding provides insight for evaluating, choosing, and irnplementing what one has 



understood. 

In sumrnary, 1 believe Killen and deBeer provide a definition of theological reflec~ion 

that is broad enough to be used by a number of faith traditions and cultures. It recognizes both 

individuai and communal expenences. It proposes an environment of exploration, dialogue 

and respect. It anticipates change occumng through the four activities of confirmation, 

challenge, clarification and expansion. Furthemore, with the inclusion of ongoing change, one 

can see an open-ended approach to theoIogicaI reflecfion. That is, reflection changes us, 

change proceeds to new expenences and these new expenences invite further reflection in a 

perpetual cycIic process. Findly, the definition used by KiUen and deBeer cornrnunicates a 

sense of hopefulness about the "outcc.mes" of theological reflection. As "new tmth and 

meaning" are generated, "living" is fostered 

Four Approaches to Theological Reflection 

Theoiogical reflection needs to be appreciated as a multi-faceted activity. To begin 

with, it fosters selfhowledge. Experiences of changing self awareness awaken questions of 

meaning and purpose. This is when it is important to reflect theologically on one's personal as 

well as professional identity. What does it mean to cal1 myself an artistic sojoumer a d o r  an 

interdisciplinary ministry collaborator? How do 1 experience myself ministering in this way? 

How do I understand my allure toward collaboration as foundational in my approach to 

ministry? If 1 were to observe rnyself engaged in interdisciplinary rninisuy collaboration, what 

would 1 see? Each question is an entry point to theological refiection as an activity of self- 

discovery. 

Another facet of theological reflection has to do with leartzhg about others. 

Interdisciplinary ministry collaboration is not only about oneself. It is aiso about those others 

with whom one is involved. These "others" may include individuals in a variety of official as 



weli as non-official leadership roles. There rnay be people £kom al1 phases of the life span, 

families in various aspects of their development, groupdaggregates with differing needs or 

interests, and large assemblies gathered around many types of events. In keeping with a 

holistic and integrative approach to human persons, it is important to acquire spiritual 

assessment skills that are weli gounded and comfortably integrated in one's ministry. Further 

to this, there can be a benefit in seeing that even though spintual assessment is something 

distinct from theological reflection, it cm also be viewed as a way of dozrtg theologicai 

reflection (Clark & Olson, 2000). That is, spiritua1 assessrnent is a way of listening to other 

persons as they relate with themselves, their social networks, cultural heritage, faith traditions, 

life events, and transforrning experiences (Fitchett, 1993). While attending the "spiritual" rnay 

mean the identification of spiritual distress or recognizing a human dimension that transcends 

one's biologicd and psychosocial nature, it can also mean tistening to a person speak about 

"divine" beings, experiences of "evil", a sense of "vocation", mernories of "previous 

incarnat ions1', and mystical ap proaches to " self-transcendence" '. Theological reflection as an 

activity of leaming about others may lead one to explore some of the following questions. 

What is the person's story? What relationships are uplifting for the person? What relationships 

are troubling to the person? Are there beliefs, syrnbols or ntuals that figure prominently in the 

person's experience of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration? How do faith, spirituality, 

theology andor religion play a part in the person's interest in this kind of approach to 

rninistry? How are faith and health inter-reiated for the person? Information gathered through 

questions like these are a fom of spirituai assessment that parallel theologicai reflection as an 

activity of learning about others. 

In addition to self-knowledçe and learning about others, theologicd reflection has to 

do with discovering the collec~ive story of a failli commtcniîy. Each faith group is situated 

within a network of beliefs, values and assumptions. Some of these are derived through 



religious tradition. Others are rooted in geographicai, socio-political a d o r  cultural 

perspectives. One of the tasks of those engaged with interdisciplinary ministry colIaboration is 

to gain an appreciation for the unique cornrnunity context within which they serve. What are 

the "faith filters" that guide the cornrnunity to think, choose and act the way it does? Who are 

the story tellers in the faith cornrnunity contexî? What types of experience do they include in 

their history? What do they ieave out? Who are the ones portrayed as heroes and heroines? 

Who are the trouble makers and villains? What are the community's experiences and attitudes 

toward interdisciplinary mulistry collaboration? Questions Like these can enable one to 

discover more about the community context's unique qualities and collective faith story. 

Finally, theological reflection has to do with social analysis- Each community of faith 

and health where interdisciplinary ministry collaboration between faith group leaders and 

health professionals occurs exists within a broader socio-cultural context. This may include 

local neighborhoods, businesses and resources. It may also broaden to include society at large 

as a cornplex, high tech, rnulticulturai and mukifaith global civilization. The possibilities are 

rnany. It is not enough, therefore, to refiect theologicaIly in isolation. Rather, a person benefits 

fkom reflective processes which dialogue with a world where structures of globalization are 

having an ever increasing impact on the ways we cornrnunicate, purchase goods, and invest 

resources. The challenge is to think globaIly and act locally. Questions similar to the following 

may foster this type of holistic approach. What are some of the "syaems" elements that 

pertain to the inter-relatedness of faith and heaith? How is the notion of "spirituality" 

understood by various interdisciplinary ministry collaborators? In what ways do the potential 

interdisciplinary rninistry collaborators appreciate and/or reach out to those whom society 

considers "dif5erentU, "strangers", "unimponant" and/or "a threat"? How do those exploring 

interdisciplinary ministry collaboration draw upon their religîouslfaith hentage to inform 

thernselves in matters of invohement with faith groups, cultural practices a d o r  social- 



political issues? How deeply andor broadly, and in what manners of expression, can faith be 

shared among the interdisciphary muiistry collaborators? 

In the foliowing diagram 1 provide the conceptual framework for theological reflection 

that is used in both the textbook Project and this Dissertation. It is a conglomerate comprised 

of the sphere of experience depicted by Killen and deBeer (1994, p. 60); the triangular mode1 

of James and Evelyn Whitehead (1995, p. 6),  and the pastoral circle of Holland and Henriot 

(1986, p. 8). As a theoretical leaming tool, it provides an overview of the four reference 

points for theological reflection previously discussed, and will guide me as 1 personalize my 

heuristic exploration by means of these reflective avenues. 

CULTURE ~ - ' T a * o r n o N  

(#3) 
Theologiqi Reilection a 
a w3y of discoverhg the 
coiiectivc sto- of a 
fait. community 

(Clark & Olson. 2000) 
Sage Publications, Inc. 

Chapter il, Figure 1: Four Approaches to Theological Reflection 

In the diagram one sees a circle of expenence. Near the circumfierence are four entry 

points into the circle of experience. These are position, action, tradition, and culture. Inside 



the circle is a triangle which connects culture, tradition, and experientiai tools. The notion of 

experiential tools is also Linked by proximity with positions and action. The terms insertion, 

pastoral planning, social analysis, and theological reflection are also situated inside as well as 

outside the circle with a connection to experiential tools. Finally, there is a line drawn fiom 

culture to social analysis and another line drawn fiom tradition to theological reflection. Each 

of these concepts and terms are taken fiom the sources referred to previously (Holland & 

Henriot, 1986; Kiilen & deBeer, 1994; Whitehead & Whitehead, 1995). 

Whenever I engage in ministry, 1 encounter a varïety of experiences inviting 

theologicd reflection- At tirnes the experience originates within me, as a ministenng person, 

and awakens questions of meaning or purpose. In t e p s  of the diagram, this is when I stand at 

the entq point ofpositiom (M). The way into greater depth of awareness and understanding 

is through theological reflection as a way of fostering seif-knowledge. Examining my beliefs, 

values, convictions, and/or opinions leads me into relationship with action, tradition, and 

culture but the weight of attention is on the development of my unique identity as weil as 

ministry functioning. 

At other tirnes, the expenence originates within a patient, parishioner, student, faith 

group leader, or other cornmunity member. This is when 1 am at the entry point of action (#2). 

Here it is important to approach theological reflection as a way of learning about others. 

Drawing upon holistic spiritual assessment tools leads me into relationship with tradition, 

culture, and self but the weight of attention is on respecting the story as well as uniqueness of 

the other. 

At still other times, and especially when first entenng a new ministry setting, the focus 

of expenence is Iocated with the faith comrnunity in its uniqueness. Here 1 am at the entry 

point of nadiiion (#3), and it is important to approach theological reflection as a way of 

discoverhg the collective story of the faith comrnunity. Using tools that emphasize theological 



reflection as a faith community endeavor put me in touch with culture, self, and the actions of 

others, but the weight of  attention is on the ministry context and its unique tradition. 

Finally, there are tirnes when societal issues are the focus of attention in the circle of 

experience. This is when 1 am at the entry point of c z ~ h r e  (#4) and benefit fiom seeing 

theological reflection as a way of doing social analysis. Instruments which explore linkages of 

faith and justice, combined with cornmunity assessrnent tools that highlight connections 

between faith, hedth, education, econornics and the like, serve my attempts to discern how the 

local is global, the personal is political, and so forth. Again, social analysis puts me in touch 

with seK, others, and a faith tradition's nch heritage, but the weight of attention is on the 

issues, policies, structures, and systems emanating fiorn a broader socio-cultural fabric. 

Knowing Oneself 

While a journey of theological reflection can commence fkom any of the four points of 

entry, 1 will start at positiom (#1). During the nearly thirty years of my involvement in 

parishhospital based pastoral rninistry, I have seen the constancy of "change". In Roman 

Catholicism, religious life began to undergo a f o m  of "down-sizing" at the very time 1 entered 

in the mid-sixties. Vatican II documents were published in tandem with the War in Vietnam, 

an emerging and widespread use of psychedelic drugs, increased socio-political upheaval in 

such "hot spots" as the Middle East, Northern Ireland, Central America, and the land-locked 

countries of llfnca. Subsequent to  "the sixties", the momentum of change has continued by 

means of Detente, gains and losses in technologies for Space Travel, increased activity by 

Terrorist groups, fa11 of the Berlin Wall, yielding of Apartheid toward democracy in South 

Afica, and globally mobilized militaristic responses to value conflicted "flash points" such as 

Iraq and Kosovo. The term "paradigrn shift", so often used to describe momentous changes 

such as those noted above, points to a new "world view". It requires dialogue. That is, it 



requires communication across dzflererrces such as those between quantum physicists and 

theologians, mathematicians and management experts, research scientists and artists. 

When 1 was first missioned by my religious cornmunity to ininister within a parish in 

Montana, M e  did 1 redite that 1 had been handed a "bal1 of  thread" and sent forth into a 

maze of many dead-ends, sou1 searchings, and even the occasiond encounter with imer  as 

weil as outer devouring monsters. My initial response to ministering within the climate of 

post-Vatican II change was both enthusiastic and naïve. 1 made an assumption that people 

welcomed "renewal" and would be interested in the implementation of  suggested changes. 

Little did 1 know of the phenornenon called "resistance". Little could 1 appreciate the power of 

its tenacity over time. 

The Years From 1971 to 1983: It was in Great Falls, Montana that I spent twelve 

years engaged in parish based ministry. There, in the summer of  1973, I learned the Greek 

root rneaning of  "parish" (Van Lierde & Giraud, 1964) as a result o f  attending a two-week 

seminar on "Caring for Community" at Augustana College, Sioux Fails, South Dakota. 1 

retumed home with a number of questions about, as well as insights into, the notion of an 

"operational" ecclesiology. In brief these included awareness that: (a) geographical contea  

impacts faith awareness and faith experience - thus, church c m  be viewed as a plzrralistic 

cortstrircr, (II) faith leaniing needs to be not oniy academic but also experience based - thus, 

church can be appreciated as an ernergent phertomertott, (c) diverse life and %th experiences 

draw upon both light and shadow sides of human encounters with God/selflothers in 

promoting healtMsalvation - thus, church can be approached as a composite of wholeness m 

well as brokeness in its mernbership, and (d) f&h community does not always happen where 

"expected" - thus, church can be celebrated as a f ~ ~ o v e a b l e  fem" thal meets people in 

process as they are "dwelling in foreign lands" (paroikein = parish). 

Godfiey Diekmann first made the comection between parish and "pilgrimage" an 



explicit statement when he wrote: "Vatican II proclaimed that the Church is a pilgrim Church 

- the very word 'parish', which to most of us means stability, means 'pilgnmage'. (Diekmann, 

1969, p. 16). In some very real ways, it was the conceptual linkage between "pilgim" and 

" parish" that solidified my sense of self-in-rninistry as a Iubyittthim sojourning. S lo wly, 

deeply, painfully and prayerfully I lived rny way into the dialectic of "separation/reunion" long 

before it was conceptudy available to me (Jones, 1989). 1 entered places of "exploration" 

(Cada, Fitz, Foley, Giardino & Lichtenberg, 1979) and encountered shadowlands of loneliness 

(Rolheiser, 1979), mine fields of contradiction, and uncharted pathways 1 would only later 

appreciate as raw matter in the transformation of my soul. 1 approached dialectic and 

discernent expenences more £Yom a stance of "exploration" than "certitude" or "self- 

assurance", without even being aware of this as an activity of theological reflection (Killen 

and deBeer, 1994). My ultimate decision was to enter more deeply into the meanins of 

pilgrimage, and to stay the course in my sojoumings. 

Additional to being a place of pilgrimage, Montana taught me much with regard to 

i~z~erdisciplinary rninisiry colluborariort . As 1 cornmenced parish work, the past or modeled a 

spint of respect and hospitality that both affirmed and encouraged me. Reflecting on this 

experience many years later, 1 would say that a skifi of consciousness occurred for me such 

that respecthospitality transformed into affirmation/encouragement. That is to say, while the 

paaor pastored and 1 did my diverse ministry tasks, an exchange of energies was taking place 

at the interface between us - in a place of "linking" or "partnership" (Eisler, 1987). Respect 

affirmed. Hospitality encouraged. It was a relational lir~kitzg, and its expression in 

collaborative ministry was what 1 came to appreciate as "a seMce designated by the Church 

for the sake of the mission of the Church" (McBrien, 1987, p. 14). While rny "jobs" were 

many, my mission and rninistry grew through a single relational focus that is best expressed in 

the words of a God-within voice which urged me to "tell the people 1 love them". Thus it was 



that 1 could "team up" with pastors, lay women and men, other sisters in my religious order. 

teens, theû parents, and so forth, in various foms  of relationai rninistry. The activities of 

classroom teaching, youth ministry, adult spiritual formation and hospital chaplaincy becarne 

transitionai containers through which linking/partnership energies could flow and be 

exchanged. 

Not uniike previous engagement with new life experiences, I opened to these ventures 

with both enthusiasm and naiveté. Indeed, deeper levels of leamhg were soon to occur. Once 

again, experience preceded reflective awareness. 

As 1 "wandered" my way into various initiatives and renewal movements that were the 

basis of a wonderfùl ecumenical faith cornmunity in Great Falls, 1 experienced divergent forms 

of persona/ mar~ezivering being combined with shared rnB~istry endeavors. The "visible" was 

a collaborative undertaking. The "invisible" was an undeclared canying forth of many 

separate, and ofien conflicting, persona1 agendas. At times these unidentified rnotivators were 

a manifestation of the individu& involved (including myseif). At other times the drivers were 

a matter of systemic expedience and/or political will. Of particular note were the times 1 

struggled in team leadership of both a city-wide youth ministry prograrn and a diocesan-wide 

adult spintual formation program. Both programs resuited in what 1 perceived to be "failure", 

even though others described them as "ahead of their tirne". 1 was unconscious of the power 

of my own and others "ego investments" in these projects, and would not study psychologicd 

theones for another four or five years. 

What got my attention was my own "grief'. In the wake of its pain, I began to 

recognize that in the "we" of shared ministry activities it is important to recognize "me" and 

"you" elements. These operate in tandem. Whenpersorial goals are at odds with shczred goals, 

the ministry collaboration c m  falter. In other words, true ministry collaboration energizes both 

the parts (youhe) and the whole (we). Thus, personal exploration, discemment, and heaiing 



are often needed in relationship with interdisciplinary ministry collaboration in order to query: 

What underlying perceptions and motivations are at play (Richardson, 1 W6)? What is their 

potential to be Lived out in collusions of dominance/subordinance (Pierce, Page & Wagner, 

198611 998), counter-dependence/codependence (Schaef, 1986, I987), as well as 

heroism/victimization (Wilkinson, 1996)? When questions such as these are raised and worked 

with, learning can occur and a sense of "win-win" (Berne, 1964; Gordon, 1970) as well as 

"solidarity in groaning" (Russell, 1981) can move interdisciplinary ministry collaborators 

f o w d  in creative growth. These were my tenuous (ifalso not solidly conscious) discovenes 

of those first twelve years. 

The Years From 1983 to 1993: Geographic departure is often the exterior 

manifestation through which an interior journey of far greater magnitude commences. Such 

was the case for me as 1 left Montana and traveled north to Canada. The desire which guided 

me was a "return to Clinicai Pastoral Education" wirh hopes of proceeding toward 

certification as a CPE supervisor. Little did 1 know at the tirne, but a deeper issue was at 

work within me. In the language of W.P. Jones (1 989), 1 was being allured by the "obssessio" 

of my World One essentiai rhythm. "Cosrnic longing" attracted me first to an extended 

contemplative experience (a thirty day retreat) and then to a ten year vocational/professionai 

discernent process which resulted in my corning home in new ways to who 1 am. As I tasted 

the "epiphania" which reunited me with alienated and rejected aspects of my identity, 1 was 

able to choose the paradigm of "parish as pilgrimage" at deeper levels of what Lonergan calls 

"responsible consciousness" &onergan, 1972). It was during these years that 1 studied both 

pastoral care and pastoral counseling, complet ed three chaplain residency programs, and 

fulfilled the masters of divinity equivalency requirements for supervisory certification in 

clinical pastoral education. 1 went on to work for three years as a director of pastoral care and 

another three years as coordinator of supervised pastoral education. At deeper levels of my 



expenence, 1 was also discovering feminist consciousness, aboriginal spirituality, and 

solidan&y with sorne of society's margindized. Three signïfïcant "outcomes" of these years 

were (a) the achievement of supervisory certification, (b) a decision to separate from rny 

religious comrnunity, and (c) cornencement of the Doctor of Ministry Program at St. 

Stephen's College. In each of these areas of labyrinthian sojouniing, lessons related with 

interdisciplinary ministry collaboration continued to occur. 

What I discovered at the heart of the Canadian Association for Pastoral Practice and 

Education (CAPPE/ACPEP) is an interdisciplinary ministry matrix. That is to Say, the 

association is comprised of several professional disciplines. It also fosters a type of learning 

integration that interfaces theologicai knowledge with knowledge of the behavioral sciences. 

A dinician can be certified as a practitioner in the strearns of pastoral care (congregation or 

institutional) and/or pastoral counseling (CAPPE/ACPEP, 1998). In addition, there is a third 

professional discipline operative among those persons fi-om each of the two strearns who seek 

certification as clinical theological educators in pastoral care and/or pastord counseling. Over 

the years 1 have been stmck with this interdisciplinary cornplex. 1 have also struggled with the 

ambiguity and stmctural encumbrance occurring in our association as it continues to foster 

irlferdiscipZ~t~ary professiona1 ministry development. 

Leaving religious life was more an act of integration than departure. It occurred as 1 

journeyed to the deepest caverns of my heart and found anew the "one Who is al1 and Who is 

love". Grounded in that reality, I commenced the unknown. In the surnmer of 1993, irnmersed 

in feelings of both grief and compassion for leaving those with whom 1 had shared nearly three 

decades of life, 1 stepped into a new ministry identity. For me, the passage corn "Sister" to 

"Ms." was not simple. It involved deep levels of identity search as weli as transition. What 

shocked me, in the end, was to realize that the identity shift I expenenced was also an 

ir~terdisciphary rninisny shift! What do 1 mean by this? Overlaying my 



vocationaVprofessiona1 fünctioning as a "Sister" was a sense of rninistry credibility derived 

fiom vocation rather than profes.sion. By contras, as "Ms. ", my ministry credibility now 

appeared to derive more fromprofession than vocatiori. It was an amazing phenomenon to 

discover! In the end, 1 traversed this transitional path with the sarne cornmitment to tnist in 

God's lead that had guided my prior passages. In Harnmarskjold's language of being [ead by 

"the Ariadne's thread of my answer", what 1 discovered was a true paradox. Not ody was the 

thread of my answer continuing to unwind behidrne, it was also there h~fro>t~ of me. That is, 

1 now faced former life experiences with a need to retrace, reclaim and redirect them in the 

language ofprofess~on rather than vocutio~~. 

The Years from 1993 to the Present: In 1992 1 commenced doctoral studies at St- 

Stephen's College. This was another "outcorne" of my previous ten years sojoum. At first I 

wasn't sure why 1 was there. Once again it seemed as though my point of entry was that of 

"wandenng" into the expenence. Over the past seven years, however, the Doctor of Ministry 

Prograrn has become an important "horizon" (Lonergan, 1972) for my personal/professiona1 

learning integration. That is, exploring theological knowledge bases has gone hand-in-hand 

with discovery of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration at new levels of rneaning. 

Initially, 1 pursued the linkage between "parish" and pilgrimage. Since I perceived 

hospital based pastoral care as a type of sojourning, 1 wondered ifthere were some scholarly 

way to research the topic of "hospital as parish"? This curiosity lead me to explore as well as 

clarie rny understanding of the chaplain's role being that of "offering spiritual and emotional 

support to patients, families and staff during experiences related with hospitalization". While a 

number of health professionals attended to emotional needs, the uniqueness of chaplains was 

in their attention to "spiritual needs". This clarification led me to resonate with the question 

"What is a spiritual need?". Thus 1 pursued the collaborative research feasibility project 

referred to in chapter one. 1 discovered in that experïence, however, that a research question 



needs to have "staying power" in order to serve as the basis of one's project/dissertation 

(Brink & Wood, 1994)- Such was not the case for me with the question "what is a spintual 

need?". It took another two years before 1 "connected" with the learning energies that would 

see me through to the deepest and most exciting levels of doctoral study. 

Significant to this leaming was rny growth in an awareness of dualiries as both 

differentiating and unirjiing (Fox, 1979, Wheatley, 1992). To me, the "best" of ferninist 

consciousness is that it makes disrit~ctiom while at the sarne tirne making cota~ecrioi~s. There 

were three dualities that caught my attention as the radical cutbacks of progressive- 

conservative politics began to traumatize my work environment. These dualities were: (a) 

faith and health, (b) hospitai and faith community [as rninistry contexts], and (c) nurse and 

chaplain [as interdisciplinary health collaborators]. At approximateiy the sarne time that these 

dawnings of awareness were surfacing, 1 had a watershed conversation about "parish nursing" 

with a nurse professor at the University of Alberta. Within a few short months of that 

conversation an Ad Hoc Cornmittee on Parish Nursing had been formed within the Faculty of 

Nursing. 

The Ad Hoc Cornmittee evolved through nursing leadership. In its earliest activities it 

did not include interdisciplinary collaboration. I waited, served as a project consultant when 

asked, and took part in several presentations as 1 was invited to do so. In time, my 

involvement with the nurse educators who were pioneenng local/provincial parish nurse 

develo pment deepened. A learning partnership evolved. While the outwurd focus of this 

partnership was to explore possibilities for parish nurse courses at the University, an i~nvard 

interdisciplinary leaniing also occurred. This involved phenornena of stereotyping, projecting, 

value sharing, and a discussion of meaning differences related with terminology that was of 

common use to both of our professions. For example, the words "religion" and "spintuality" 

mean different things when derived through nursing Iiterature vis a vis theologicd Iiterature. 



In the end, ît was the evolution of interdisciplinary leaming into ministry collaboration that 

supponed parish nurse education and has lead to rny current heuristic study. 

In summary, then, self expenences and discovenes related with filierdisciyli~ta~ 

rniilisiry co//aboratior~ include the following. First, 1 learn in the process of sojourning- 1 tend 

to "wander" into new experiences, open to them with enthusiasm and naïveté, and then catch 

on to the more "objective" aspects of my situation or circurnstance. Second, 1 am attracted to 

ministry partnerships because 1 am committed to "relational" ministry. Theologically, in the 

language of my Christian faith tradition, 1 am created in the image of a God who is One and 

also a Trinity of persons. It is innate for me to seek expressions of ministry that are in 

"relation" rather than isolation. Thîrd, collaboration in ministry involves a "we" that is 

comprised of "you" and "me" parts. Personal as well as shared goals need to be brought to 

awareness and kept in balance for collaborative endeavors to flourish. Fourth., a need for 

interdisciplinary ministry collaboration can occur both within one's profession/vocation and 

betweett professions/vocations. FinalIy, leaming across differences is integral to collaborative 

relational development. Interdisciplinary professional differences have the potential to not only 

supplement, but also to cornpiement and enrich one another- 

Learning About Others 

In addition to reflecting on interdiscipiirlary milristry co~iaborariori as a way to self- 

knowledge, there has been growth for me through learning about others. While this and 

subsequent sections of the chapter wiU be more bnef than the previous one, focus on my 

heuristic theme remains constant. In this section, therefore, 1 highlight several collaborative 

relationships that 1 have either participated in or witnessed. Each has drawn me into 

theological reflection as a way to Iearn about others. 

M e r  completing undergraduate studies in Washington, D. C., 1 remained in that city 



and participated in my first unit of Clinical Pastoral Education. The setting for my pastoral 

care Mnistry was a middle-class, predorninantly Afiican-American parish. There it was that 1 

first observed an interdisciplinary partnership facilitating rninistry. A "group sharing" process 

was CO-led by one of the parish priests and a clinical psychologist. Group participants included 

youth and their parents. The youth were stniggling with allures of "life on the streets" and had 

been in trouble with the law. Their attendance at group sessions, thou& net mandatos: was 

strongly recomrnended. As a neophyte to parish ministry as well as black society, 1 found 

myself awed by the team leadership of pnest and therapist as they encouraged dialogue 

between parent and child. Rage, wailing and bitter verbal conflicts rnixed alongside words of 

encouragement, forgiveness and intensely emotional reconciliations. Skill, collaboration and a 

shared sense of purpose seemed to charactenze the group process. It wasn't just a therapy 

group. Neither was it a religious gathering. Rather, it was a mùc. It opened whdows into 

health and faith at the interface of knowledge drawn fiom both theology and the behaviorai 

sciences- 

In Montana, as 1 have already shared, 1 had rny own experience of coilaborative 

miniary with the local parish pastor. Rather than obsen~ing how knowledge and ski11 could 

work together in facilitating shared ministry, 1 found myselfparticipat~izg in the expenence of 

this rnix. It was a wonderfid immersion in mutual ministry deveiopment. It fostered, and was 

fostered by, faith cornmunity. Likewise, it benefited others in a wide range of caring, teaching, 

liturgical and organizational relationships. Even today 1 am grateful for this beginning. It 

taught me to trust goodness in others and in myself. It was rooted in vocatioitul dedication to 

the love of God and service of others. While 1 did not yet have a sense of parish ministry being 

an area of expertise for pastoral careprofessioizaIs, 1 felt grounded in common sense and 

healthy faith. 

In addition to rninistry collaboration with the pastor, Montana provided me with the 



opportunity to  share ministry with a number of lay leaders. Of note in this regard were the 

three years 1 spent in youth rninistry and the additional three years 1 spent leading an adult 

spintual fornation prograrn. Each experience taught me something new about interdisciplinq 

ministry collaboration. For exarnple, the lay woman with whom 1 coordinated youth Mnistry 

was a dynamic teacher. She loved young people and brought passionate conviction to our 

planning sessions. 1 came with a love for diversity and suggested the idea of mixing adults 

with teens in the leaming design. At its peak, our program gathered approximately 125 youth 

and 40 parents in weekly faith learning sessions. In its singularity of purpose and solidarity of 

effort it was a collaborative, city wide, bridge-building success. By contrast, the adult spintual 

formation prograrn labored with leadership struggles. We were two religious sisters and a lay 

woman. In this configuration diffenng approaches to church, age, spirituality and pinistry 

credibility had a way of bogging us down. We were "in" something without the knowledge or 

ski11 needed to step back fiom our experience and reflect on it methodically as well as 

collaboratively. In the end, our sense of "team" dissipated and the fiagile structure we were 

pioneering yielded to collapse. Lessons learned by the two very different experiences of 

ministry collaboration were imprinted sornewhere in my consciousness. In time, and with 

additional experience, they began to "make sense". 

During the years that 1 worked as director of pastoral care, 1 collaborated with another 

clinical pastoral education s u p e ~ s o r  "between hospitals" in offenng CPE prograrns. It was an 

experience of cross-gendered, and inter-institutional learning. My male colleague had 

knowledge of the city in which we worked and experience in the complexities of management 

as well as institutional politics. At the same time, he was a gentle and easy going person with 

whom 1 felt quite cornfortable communicating. From the start 1 felt peership in our relating. 

My characteristic rnix of intensity, enthusiasm and naiveté was welcomed and engaged in ways 

that felt quite mutual. We developed several CO-supervised CPE units in which we optimized 



the diversity of our persondities, supervisory styles and hospital settings. It was in 1989, 

within this creative collaborative milieu, that 1 first envisioned a unit of CPE for "parish 

nurses". 

Finaily, there is my current experience of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration with 

nurse educators. This began in a cornmittee context where there were as many as four nurses, 

with myselfas the only theological educator. In ways reminiscent of Montana, the professional 

imbalance had a way of complicating communication. This t h e ,  I was in the minority 

position. I found myseif "bumping into" differences of language, expectation, assumption, and 

so forth. On a number of occasions, efforts to move into greater depths of understanding 

andor appreciation were hstrated as we becarne b g g e d  down in terminology as well as 

meaning differences. After repeated excursions into this sort of circuitous interdisciplinary 

impasse, and with the aid of a theoretical approach that fostered the valuing of diversity, we 

made a decision to leam across Our professional differences (Pierce, Page & Wagner, 

1986/l998). That decision was the beginning of something new, creative and authentically 

collaborative. More will be shared of this in the next chapter. For the present 1 simply wish to 

point out that a shifi to rejlective Iearning about and £kom one another appears to have been 

the key to unlocking Our impasse and opening the door to authentic collaboration. 

Discovering Faith Community/Hospital Stories 

Much of my reflective sharing thus far has been grounded in personal experience. In 

the current section 1 would like to ponder both faith comrnunities and hospitals as "parish 

contexts" in which stories of interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration pertinent to faith and 

health can be fostered. The focus of my attention wil1 be the word "parish" as it has been 

developed by Kittel and Friedrich (1967). 

T o  begin with, the Greek root for parish is rcapoina, paroikia. This word is a 



composite ofpara (beside) - oikeo 00 dvell). According to Kittel and Friedrich (1967, p. 

842) paroikia has several rneanings in profane Greek usage. These rneanings include 

"neighbor", "non-citizen" and "resident alien" (Le. one who has a domicile with or arnong 

natives of the land and lives under their common protection, but who has no chic rights). As a 

verb, the word means "to dweU beside" with the identity of a stranger or foreigner; "to be a 

resident alien" or sojourner without entitlement and with only iimited credibility. 

In both hospitals and faith communities the question of "credibility" arises. The 

hospital setting, for exarnple, seeks to safeguard patients' health vulnerabilities. Thus, access 

to patients is mediated by health practitioners and/or policies that may question a spiritual care 

provider's credibility. It is a context in which cornmunity based faith group leaders can feel Iike 

strangers and sojourners without entitlernent. On the other hand, faith cornmunity settings are 

usually the domain of spiritual traditions and religious practices. In this context it is possible 

for health professionals, seeking to provide healing ministry, to be the ones facing a credibility 

query related with faith issues/concems. The possibility exists for these health professionals to 

feel like foreigners in local faith communities of which they are committed rnembers. Further 

to the topic of credibility and context, one can also examine the domain of interdisciplinary 

education. In the interest of furthering faithniealth integration, for example, where are the 

theologians within faculties of nursing and where are the nurse professors in Our theologicai 

colleges? How would the enigmatic characteristics ofparoikia as neighbodforeigner play 

themselves out around such innovative arrangements? 

Returning to Kittel and Friedrich, in the Hebrew scriptures a co~ect ion exists 

between napoiiaaiparoikia and faith. That is to say, the notion of "resident alien" is used as a 

way of viewing Israel's relationship with God. It is noteworthy, in this regard, to observe the 

fundamental discemment undergirding Jewish faith as it flows out of the nomadic impulse of 

n~oving in order to survive (Breeden, 197 1). Abraham's faith was dernonstrated when he 



"went as the Lord had told him" (Gen. 12,4), departing f?om the land he and his family 

inhabited in order to sojoum through unknown temtones. In the tension of being resident 

aliens, while at the sarne time living a faith-based desire to inhabit *ând possess their own 

"promised land", the Hebrew people learned about the paradoxes of permanence/ 

impermanence and possession~dispossession. These tensions endured societally as well as 

theologically to a point where the political fact ofparoikia was no longer perceived as a 

rnatter of extemal circumstance. Rather, paroikü became "the quality of  the Jewish 

community before God, the claim to be God's people and subsequently pilgrùns in the world" 

(Kittel & Fnednch, 1967, p. 842). In this regard, alien residence was a matter of life-style and 

a means through which to "dwell with God" by being God's "guests" (p. 844) - that is, 

sojoumers in the "promised land" of relationship with God. 

In hospital as well as faith community ministry situations, it is important to Look at the 

dualities of permanence/impermanence as well as possession~dispossession. Who are the 

"permanent" vis a vis "impermanent" residents of hospitals andor of faith comrnunities? 

Indeed, in both settings one c m  witness a great deal of turnover among both 

patients/parishioners and stafE 1s there not a sense in which what endz~res in each setting has 

more to do with faith and health than role and finction? Likewise, addressing the second 

duality, what are the "possessions" vis a vis "dispossessions" operative in hospitals andor faith 

community settings? Think for a moment of the patient in "hospital gown" who must relate 

with the health care system dispossessed of titles, personai space, medicai knowledge and the 

like. Or, what about the newly ordained pastor who moves fiom congregation to congregation 

approximately every three to five years? hdeed, the topic of sojourning as a life-swe has 

great potential for theological reflection in both hospital and faith community settings. While 

this dissertation is not the place for in-depth deliberation dong these lines, the need for and 

value of such pondering deserves to be named. 



Doing Social Analysis 

The final section of this lengthy chapter contemplates social factors related with the 

theme of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration insofar as these have shaped my approach to 

the topic. In the paragaphs that Follow, I will look bnefly at dow1zs13ing rnmtsitioni~rg, and 

rertewing- 1 believe each term is linked with faith and health as well as a number of other 

related issues pertinent to interdisciplinary collaborative functioning. 

Dmzsizitg is a term associated with corporate restructuring. It has corne into popular 

usage over the past decade as we have witnessed a shift toward "globalization". While it 

appears to be econornically driven, it is a complex and multi-dimensional phenornenon. What 

at first appears to be a form of  "loss" may, in fact, be revealing the gradua1 transformation of 

self-organizing a d o r  self-renewing systems. In this regard, authors such as Cada, et al. 

(1979), Ha11 (1 986), Swimme (1996), Tilby (1 992), TofEler (l970), and Wheatley (1992) tell 

us that equilibrium leads to entropy while disequilibrium can lead to structural reconfiguration 

and gowth. 

Downsizing, then, can be viewed as a syrnptom of contemporary change. If we read 

Bibby (1987, 1993) we leam about ecclesial downsizing. If we read Noer (1993) we 

encounter organization downsizing. On the other hand, if we continue to read both authors we 

see that Bibby moves into something "more" (1 995) and Noer begins "breaking fiee" (1997). 

Perhaps there is affinity between downsizing and the impermanence as well as dispossession 

that is characteristic of faithhealth sojourning? Churches are both empty and fill. Hospitals 

have both fewer beds and increased acuity. How are these changes signaling equilibrium 



and/or disequilibrium? The answers to such questions can not be opened and probed if there is 

professional isolation, advantageous maneuvering, and cornpetition for resources that are 

perceived to be scarce. To rny way of thinking, downsizing is a signal we need to heed. 

Indeed, it encourages joint ventures, creative partnerships, and interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration. It gets Our attention by precipitating experiences of loss. Such losses, however, 

cm rnove us into transition. 

Tra~rsirioning, like downsizing, is a broad and complex topic. 1 do not intend to spend 

a lot of time on it here since 1 have written about it with significant detail in three chapters of 

the book project (Clark & Olson, 2000). The point 1 wish to make about transition in the 

current document has to do with its "pluriformity". It is difficult to "live" and not be in sorne 

form of developmental andor situationai transition. A signal of transition is the pain of "grief'. 

Living our losses, both personal and communal/global, can contnbute to the process of self- 

organizing and self-renewing system "resiIiencyn. This is not the sarne as "getting over it" or 

"getting past it". Rather, it is a matter of "going into it" and "coming out of it". This echoes 

images of labyrinthian sojouming. In meaningful transitional events there can be wounds and 

even scars. These have potential, however, to serve as a form of snarl or knot which can mark 

the unwinding of a person's "bal1 of Anadne's thread" with a quality of life experience that is 

profoundly meaningful. 

Transitional events,' t hen, are "markers" andor "critical incidents" used in both 

remernbenng and making sense of the pieces of one's journey. What does al1 of this have to do 

with the theme of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration? My experience has taught me that 

both developmental and situational transitions are pIaces where issues of faith as well as health 



corne to the fore- In order to attend to transitioning, 1 believe it is necessary to expenence as 

well as educate toward interdisciplinary collaboration that is informed by the knowledge bases 

of both health promotion and faith development. 

Finally, we corne to the third social factor of reizewing. What has been suggested with 

regard to domsiring and transitioning is also applicable to "renewing". 1t i s  a multi- 

dimensional and multi-faceted tem. For the purposes of linking this concept with my theme of 

interdisciplinary ministry colIaboration I wish to point out its "pervasiveness". 1 recdi the 

climate of "renewal" ushered in by Vatican II that has colored every aspect af my ministry 

journey to date. Whether it is a renewd of spirit (Hug, 1983)- renewal of religious life (Cada, 

et al., 1979), or an emphasis on "up to date" renewal (Flannery, 1975, p. 612), the constancy 

is chrnge. 1 have both learned about and expenenced changes that lead to 

destructionlfiagmentation as well as regeneration/transformation (Cada, et al., 1979; Hall, 

1986). My belief is that the exploration of life enhancing change involves speaking across 

differences that are professionai, educational, gender based, cultural and so forth (Hinkle & 

Hïnkle, 1995; Karaban, 199 1). In settings of interface, systems dialogue, and expanded 

awareness 1 believe we can discover a quality of change that will liberate, renew, and 

transfom. 

Conciusion 

In honoring the "thread of my experierïce" as foundational to the way 1 understand 

interdisciplinary mlliistry collaboration, while at the sarne tirne reflecting my respect for 

references to this theme existing in various sectors of acadernic literature, 1 a m  providing the 

following s u m m q  chart. It encapsulates what 1 have shared in narrative form throughout the 



chapter. The chart draws together; (a) incident summaries, (b) time fiame of discovery, (c) 

core learninghsights relevant to interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration, and (d) references to 

the Iiterature. It provides my conclusion to the chapter. 

Critical Incidents 

Related With "Tnterdisciplinary Ministry Collaboration" 

(#I) Theofogicu f Refreetion as u Way to Serf-Knmdedge 

Critical incident Tirne-frame Core learning References 

"Parish" means "pilgrimage" 1973 1 am a pilgrim soul: this Dielanann 1969 
is how 1 leam; this colors Jones' 1989 
rny theolog)/ecclesiology 

"Tell the people 1 love them" 1975-1983- mission/nünis-; as Eisler. 1987 
"relational" 

Personal vis a \is sharcd 1976-1982- true ministq- collabration Pierce&Page. 1986/1998 
ministry goals/agendas energizes b t h  part & whole SchaeE 1986. 1987 

Wilkinson, 1996 

CAPPE/ACPEP comprises 1987- 1993- pastoral care & pastoral Standards. Procedures 
an interdisciplinap- ministv counseling dinicians. and and Guidelines of 
rnatrix clinical theological educatom CAPPE/ACPEP. 1 998 

theology & behavïoral 
sciences lmowledge bases. 

Leaving Religious Life as 1990-1995- rninistry credibility based on P o  references] 
an interdisciplinary vocation vis a vis profession 
rninistry shift 

Early phases of the 1992-1 996 importance of "staying Brink& Wood 1994 
D. Min. l a n g  process power" & "Iearning energies" Ely. 1 99 1 

in P/D research question 



Critical incident Time-frame Core learning References 

Radical funding cutbacks 1993- the "best" of femuiist Harrison 1985 
and emergent dualities of consciousness: i t rnakes Herrma~&Stewan, 1994 
faith/health, hospitavfaith disrincrions dûle at the same Russell. 1 Y 93 
cornmuni@. nurse/chapIain time making connections Schneiders, 199 1 

f#2) TheofoMl Reflection as a Wav to Learn about Others 

Critical incident 

S u m e r  of paris h-based 
CPE 

Montana: parish pastor 

Montana: 1ay leaders in 
ou t i i  niinistry & addt  
spiritual formation 

Cross-gendered and inter- 
institutional collaboration 

Interdisciplinary: nurse 
educator and clinical 
theological educator 

Time-f rame 

1971 

1971-1978 

1976-1983 

1987-1990 

1994 - present 

Core learrting References 

access to faith and heaith [no referenes] 
at the interface of howledge 
drawn fiom both theology 
& the behavioral sciences 

mutual mini* Fenhagen 1977 

singulan~ofpurposeand Seaburnetaf.,1996 
solidarity of efforts vs, Sofield&Iuiiano. 1987 
leadership imbalance and 
mised purposes 

clifferences can be valued as Eisler & Loye, 1990 
complementary and drawn on FerderdIHeagle. 1989 
collabontively to foster Sanford 1980 
learning in others Tannen. 1990 

WlieatIw 1992 

importance of a "decision to Pierce. Page. 
leam" across differences 62 Wagner. I986/1998 

Sullivan 1998 

f#3) Th eolu~ica f Reflection as Discor?erinp Faith Commun itvLWospita/ Stories 

Critical incident Time-frame Core learning Refe rences 

paroikia, napolma Wal hospitavfaith cornmunity as Kittel & Fnednch 1967 
as neighbor vis a vis places of hospitali- vis a 
resident alien sojourner vis alienation/éstrangenrent 



Critical incident Time-frame Core learning References 

paroiha, zaporma [nm dualities of- permanence/ Kinel &r Friedrich 1967 
and faith responsiveness impermanence and Breeden 1971 

pssession/dispossession 

/#a Theolopical Reflection as Doin2 Social Analvsis 

Critical incident Tirne-frame Core leaming References 

w a ]  equi1ibriu.m to entrop YS. Ca&. et al., 1 979 
disequilibrium to resiliency Haii, 1986 

Swimn~e, 1996 
Tilby, 1992 

Wa] pl~rifonnity~ and Bridges. 1980, 1991 
Ifsignai" grief Colgrove, 1 976/1 99 1 

Doka, 1989 

[nia] peniasiveness. and the Flanne& 1975 
constancy of "change" Hug 1983 



Chapter DI 

Focused Concentration and Sustained Immersion 

To look at any thing 
If you would know that thing, 
You must look at it long ..... 

(Moffitt, 197 1) 

. In this chapter 1 describe the heuristic research method used as a frame of reference for 

renecting on my CO-au tho~g  experience. I go about this description in three phases. First, I - 
discuss the qualities and process elements of heuristic inquiry (Moustakas, 1990). Second, 1 

show how 1 have applied these qualities and elements to my "experience of CO-authoring a 

book within the context of refiecting upon interdisciplinary mùllstry collaboration". Third, I 

surnmarize stages in my heuristic inquiry, assumptions with which I have proceeded, theories 1 

have explored, and the data I have gathered. 

As 1 introduce my discussion of methods 1 need to make a distinction between (a) 

reflecting upon the context out of which the book emerged, and (b) reflecting upon the 

experierzce of writing the book. 1 believe this distinction is important insofar as it is the 

phenornenon of an experience withiit a conrext that holds my interest. While the experience is 

"CO-authoring a book", the context is "reflecting on interdisciplinary ministry collaboration 

between faith community (parish) nurses and faith group leaders". 

This chapter will conclude with a brief indulgence in "storytelling" as 1 nmate an 

overview of the book's development. Based on my reading of narrative theology, 1 believe 

it is story that serves as a revelatory container for expenence (Bausch, 1984; Crossan, 1975; 

Hauerwas & Jones, 1989; Navone, 1990; Tilley, 1985). As 1 share the story of our book's 

development, 1 supply some of the broad strokes in time and space that have surrounded both 
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CO-authors hip and interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. 

It needs to be pointed out that the current chapter's overviews of both methodology 

and story will serve as a basis for the "work in progress" to be camed out in Chapter IV. At 

that time 1 will analyze my data by means of re-reading the completed book manuscnpt three 

different times. In each readiig I wiU have a distinct focus. By means of the various readings I 

wiIl gather stories, conceptual themes, and integrative "threads o f  wisdom" pertinent to my 

research question: Whai benejirs, possibilitîes, barriers, and limitations rieed zo be 

cottsidered for interdiscip/i~ary ministry collaboration io be fostered beiweei~ faith 

commutzity @msh) mrses m ~ d  faith grozq leaders in promotztig a renewal of both fnirh and 

heaZth in times of ~raitsition? Stones, concepts and thematic continuities will serve as content 

for firther theological reflection and creative synthesis in Chapters V and VI of this 

dissertation. Thus, the pieces of my sojouming gradually corne together by following the lead 

suggested in Moffitt (1971): 1 am looki?zg [wïth focused concentration] and looking long [in 

sustained immersion] so that 1 may more tmly rbrow my expenence. 

Heuristic Inquiry 

In his text on heuristic research Clark Moustakas says that the "heuristic researcher is 

seeking to understand the wholeness and the unique patterns of experiences in a scientifically 

orgmized and disciplined way" (Moustakas, 1990, p. 16). He goes on to say that "at the base 

of al1 heunstic discovery is the power of revelation in tacit knowing" (p. 20). What, then, is 

tacit knowing? Polanyi (in Moustakas, 1990) describes it as a capacity that allows one to 

sense the unity or wholeness of something from an understanding of that thing's individual 

qualities or parts. Thus, what is perceived as visible or explicit can point to what is invisible or 

implicit. 

In heuristic methodology one seeks to obtain qualitative depictions of the essence of 

an experience. Further to this, the qualitatively oriented heuristic researcher "seeks to discover 



the nature and meaning of the phenomenon itself', and to illuminate it with first-person 

accounts of direct involvement with the phenomenon (Moustakas, 1990, p. 3 8). Heuristic 

research, then, fits within the phenomenologicd genre of qualitative research methods (Morse 

& Field, 1995). According to Douglass and Moustakas (1985), homver, it employs an unique 

emphasis in approaching not only the phenomenon but also one's experknce of the 

phenomenon. 

Phenomenology 
1. Encourages a kind of detachment fiom 1. 

the-phenomenon king investigated 
2. Moves toward definitive descriptions 2. 

of the structures of eqxrience 
3. Concludes with presentation of the 3. 

distilled structures of e-xperience 
1. Loses person in process of descriptive 4. 

analysis 
S. Ends with the essence of experience. 5. 

Heuristic Approach 
Emphasikes connectedness and relatedness 
w-ith the phenomenon 
Leads to depictions of essential rneanings, 
intrigue and personal significance of experience 
Concludes with a creative synthesis that indudes 
intuition and tacit understanding of e'iperience 
Portrays the person as visible in the esamination 
of the data 
Retains the essence of the person in experience. 

Seen in this light, the heuristic approach emphasizes "my expenence" rather than "the 

experience". It is a process in which, according to Schopenhauer (in Moustakas, 1990, p. 39) 

the depicted is "also at the same time the depicter" [italics mine]. One completes the inquiry 

when one has an opportunity to tell one's story - through one's internal hune of reference - to 

a point of natural closing (Moustakas, 1990). 

There are six phases of heuristic research which guide the researcher's investigation 

and comprise the basic design. First, biifial eugagement leads to discovety of an intense 

interest or passionate concern in the investigator that includes both persona1 and social 

implications. This results in formulation of a research question (discussed in Chapter 1). 

Second, there is a penod of immersion through which the researcher cornes to be on intimate 

terms with the question. Everything is filtered through the phenomenon at the heart of the 

question. It colors everything and influences the meaning of everything in the investigator's 



circle of experience (developed in Chapters II and III). Third, having indulged the immersion 

phase, the researcher now needs a period of i~mbatiort to dIow the "parts" and "wholet' of 

the experience to gravitate in relationship with one another (addressed as a work-in-progress 

in Chapter IV). This process eventuates in, fourth, "breakthrough into conscious awareness" 

of qualities and a thernatic clustering of qualities inherent in the question (Moustakas, 1990, p. 

29). Referred to as illumi~tatio~t, it is a phase where new awareness and a new sense of 

meaning is achieved (sumrnarized as themes and core learnings at the conclusion of Chapter 

IV). Fifth, in the phase of explica~io~~, discoveries and insights of stage four are further 

ruminated with in order to appreciate nuances in the "layers of rneaning" related with the 

phenomenon. The researcher brings together her or his discoveries of meaning, and organizes 

them into a comprehensive depiction of the essences of the experience (the content of Chapter 

V). Finally, in the sixth phase, there is the development of a creative syrhesis through which 

the researcher expresses the inward life of the question insofar as it has become amplified 

through deepening layers of personaVsocia1 rneaning (developed in Chapter VI). 

To validate heuristic research, one must look at "meanings and essences of the 

experience being studied" (Moustakas, 1990, p. 32). There is ofien a process of "participant 

validation" through which others involved in the experience under investigation are invited to 

respond to the creative synthesis developed by the principal investigator. 1s there resonance 

for them with the expenence provided in the synthesis? Are the meanings and essences of the 

experience comprehensive, vivid and accurate? In the final analysis, however, it is the primary 

researcher who ultimately decides whether or not outcomes of the investigation are vdid 

(Moustakas, 1990). 

Facilitating movement through the six phases ofresearch design are three crucial 

heuristic processes. These are described as: (a) coricerztroted gazi~zg on somethuig that 

attracts or compels one into a search for meaning, (b) foms on a topic or formulation of the 

question that will guide one's quest for meanin& and (c) rnethodî of preparing, collecting, 



orga-g, analyzing and synthesizing data. As shared in the previous two chapters, 1 have 

tended to "wander" my way into ministry experiences involving my working together with 

others. It is the phenomenon of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration, therefore, that invites 

my attention. This is a phenomenon which focuses my gaze on (a) the self-in-relation with 

others (Jordan, et al., 1991) and (b) ministry as essentially relational (Fenhagen, 1977) as well 

as collaborative (Sofield & Juliano, 1987). 

Self-Dialoque #2 
lt's what you already taiked about in Chapter One, in our self-dialogue #I. 
Yes, I know. This whole topic area of being-in-relationship is rny over all, "big 
picture" quest, I tend to 'bander" into relational experiences without necessarily 
knowing what it is that I have wandered into- 
Then, as you said Ii, ouf self-dialogue #1, you bump up againsf something concrete 
and Iinear which makes you "aware" thaf you have been wand-g. 
Right. 1 feel as i f  1 "wake up" with an awareness that i am now & the experience. 
So this is what you want to look at? 
I'm not sure exactly how to put words around it yet. 
Can i try to help? 
Well, of course! ... You're in this thing with me, aren't you? 
Right, you are! So, the way 1 look at it, there is the wandenng, the bumping and the 
waking up. Of these three, what do you wanf to explore? 
Well, its the burnping that usually gets rny attention. Its Iike a threshold event. 
Bump ... and wake up! 
Yes. But what it is I bump into? ... and what is it I wake up into? I think that's the 
phenornenon. 

Connecting this self-dialogue with the heuristic sojoum I am on in my dissertation, 1 

believe 1 "wake up to" a deeper understanding of, and increased cornmitment to, 

hitrrdiscipliniq mi~~is try  collaboratzor~. The specific disc@i~ies 1 am involved wit h at this 

time are those ofnursing and theology. Regarding rny first question, on what I "bump into" 

enroute to waking up, 1 think the answer cornes to light as 1 am able to identify "benefits, 

possibilities, barriers, and limitations" related with fostering this type of collaborative working 

together. Thus, in the language of heuristic process, my corzcetitratedgairtg within the 

experience of CO-authoring a book searches for the essential meaning of interdisciplinary 

ministry collaboration between those who are nurse educated and those who are theologically 



educated. Likewise, the foms OIT a topic in this concentrated gazing has been achieved 

through formulating my research question. That is: What benefits, possibilities, barriers, and 

limitations need to be considered for interdisciplinary ministry collaboration to be fostered 

between faith community (parish) nurses and faith group leaders in promoting a renewal of 

both faith and health in times of transition? This being said, the final process needing to be 

addressed has to do with methodology. 

Methods 

In heuristic research, methods are open-ended (Moustakas, 1990). There is no 

strict set of steps to foliow. At the sarne time, there exkts a need for clear procedures to guide 

the research and move it forward. Thus, according to Keen (in Moustakas, 1990, p. 44), 

methods chosen in heuristic research provide a thoughtful and orderly way to "help the 

phenomenon reveal iiselfmore compleiely than it does in ordinary experience". According to 

Moustakas, as long as a method is congruent with responsible ethical concerns, any course of 

action that a researcher's ingenuity is capable of suggesting is an appropriate method for 

scientific investigation. Eveiy method or procedure, however, mus relate back to the question 

and facilitate collection of data that will disclose the "nature, rneaning, and essence of the 

phenomenon being investigated" (p. 44). Moustakas goes on to list some of the points of 

access into experience that are available to the researcher as follows: (a) situations, (b) events, 

(c) relationships, (d) places, (e) times, (f) episodes, (g) conversations, (h) issues, (i) feelings, 

(j) thoughts, (k) perceptions, (1) sense qualities, (m) understanding, and (n) judgments. 

In exploring and answering my question on the topic of itzterdisc@linary mittistry 

collaborutio~i, 1 have employed methods of preparation, data collection, and organization as 

well as synthesis of the data. It is notewonhy to mention that these phases of heuristic 

methodology have developed in tandem with required assignments for the Doctor of Ministry 

Program. This is something I have found helphil. Thus, as 1 completed Professional Paper II 



(Clark, 1998), 1 was irnmersed in methods of preparation. Likewise, as 1 cmied forward the 

book Project, 1 engaged methods of data collection. Now, as 1 am writing this Dissertation 

document, 1 am involved in organizing and synthesizing the data. In the pages that follow 1 

describe the methods I have used in greater detail. 

Methods of Preparation 

There were several stages in preparing to CO-author the book. These included meeting 

with the health sciences editor of Sage Publications, becorning farniliar with Sage's "Proposai 

Guidelines", reading Getting Ymr Book Published (Smedley & Men, 1993), subrnitting a 

"Proposal for Publication", having this proposa1 reviewed by the publisher, and negotiating a 

book contract. It was a process that took approximately eleven months. It cornrnenced in 

May, 1996, and a signed contract with Sage Publications was in hand by April, 1997. With 

Our contract we received a copy of "How to Prepare Your Book Manuscript for Publication 

by Sage" (1 995). This document provided forrnatting details and a t h e  fkme relevant to the 

two major stages involved in getting a book published: manuscnpt development and 

production. Our goal was to complete the manuscript in latel 998 or early 1999. 

Concurrent with stages of preparation for the experieme of CO-authoring a book, 1 

explored the cotltext out of which the book emerged. This cortrext had to do with refiecting on 

interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. My initial step in this refiection was to write 

Professional Paper II. It developed as a retrospective study in three parts. First, there was 

autobiographical consideration of factors that lead me to form ministry partnerships. Second, 1 

investigated the word "parish" in an effort to move beyond the personal to inter-personal and 

social reaims of ministry collaboration. Finaily, 1 reflected on my expenence of . 

interdisciplinary collaboration with members of the Faculty of Nursing who were involved in 

the development of Parish Nurse initiatives at the University of Albena. 

As mentioned in an earlier chapter, preliminary discussions on "parish nursing" 

cornrnenced within the Faculty of Nursing toward the end of 1993 and an Ad Hoc Committee 



on Parish Nursing was formed the following year. The primary purpose of that cornmittee was 

to determine the feasibility of implementing parish nursing programs within the province of 

Alberta. In order to achieve this purpose, members of the cornmittee "reviewed the literature, 

developed ongoing networks with parish nurse experts and nurse educators, conducted a 

survey of clergy and church leaders, and made formal and informal presentations to church 

and cornrnunity leaders" (Simington, Olson & Douglass, 1995, p. 5). At the conclusion of 

these activities, the cornmittee arrived at two recomrnendations. First, it suggested that 

"nurses in ali heahh regions of Canada examine the potential for enhancing the health and 

well-being of citizens through the irnplementation of parkh nursing programs" (p. 15). And, 

second, it proposed that "nurses become actively involved in developing networks of parish 

nurses in Canada to aggressively work toward implementing parish nursing demonstration 

programs across Our vast country" (p. 15)- 

Having retained contact with rnembers of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee fiom its inception, 

and having served as a consultant in finai phases of their repon development, 1 welcomed the 

invitation to become more directly involved. This occurred in 1995. During that year 1 (a) 

participated in an interdisciplinary panel presentation on the topic of Parish Nursing at a 

Research Day in the Faculty of Nursing, (b) made the acquaintance of several key figures 

involved with the development of parish nursing in the United States, and (c) shared in 

offering a number of presentations on Parish Nursing in both workshop and faith cornrnunity 

settings. Toward the end of 1995, the Ad Hoc Cornmittee dissolved into a Parish Nurse 

Consultation T e m .  1 was included as a member of this new group. 

Our purpose derived fiorn a shared belief that education inforrns practice. As an 

interdisciplinary group of educators, we saw Our role to be in the field of educational program 

development. The three of us who comprised the consultation tearn worked intensively to 

design a six credit theory course. This course was offered for the first time in May, 2996. We 

piloted the course with the title "Promoting Well-Being in Faith Communities". A total of 



t hirty-nine student s registered. 

Tt was in the process of preparing this course that I experienced my first episode of 

"burnping up against something concrete and Linear" which made me "aware" that 1 had 

wandered into new redms of experience. 1 found myself overwhehed with the language and 

assumptions I perceived to be emanating f?om my nursing collaborators. I dare Say, 1 was 

probably emanating an overwhelming flood of language and assumptions myself! On a nurnber 

of occasions we were using the sarne words but the meaning of these words was quite 

diEerent. A climate of arnbiguity set in which tended to bog us down in tension and 

uncenainty. While more will be said about this kind of "bumping into" experience in a later 

chapter of the dissertation, at the tirne it was first encountered 1 felt a need for additional input 

fiom those of my own discipline. In this regard, I made a recommendation that we form an 

Advisory Cornmittee comprised of faith community representatives to serve as consultants in 

Our course development. This was a welcomed suggestion, and complemented the nurses' 

educational method of aligning with community based health resources. In addition to the 

Advisory group, 1 invited a pastoral education colleague to join the teaching team. 

Since it is beyond the scope of this dissertation to go into depth on course 

development within the Faculty of Nursing as well as Pastoral Care at the University of 

Alberta Hospital, 1 will simply underscore the fact that three courses have evolved: (a) the six 

credit theory course, (II) a six credit practicum course, and (c) a basic extended unit of Clinical 

Pastoral Education for parish nurses. It was within the first theory course that the idea for a 

book was conceived. Likewise, involvement with these educational endeavors has paralleled 

my experience of CO-authoring the book (01son & Clark, 1999; Olson, Clark, & Simington, 

1999; Olson, Sirnington, & Cladci, 1998). 

Methods of Data CoIlection 

The development of data collection methods began to be formulated in my 

Project/Dissertation Design document (Clark, 199%). 1 onginally intended to tape record and 



transcribe "self-dialogues" related with my CO-authoring experience in terms of the theme of 

interdisciplinary collaboration. It was soon evident to  me that this method was not a "fit". 1 

therefore abandoned it in favor of keeping a process log (August, 1997 to lune, 1999). In 

addition, 1 gathered journal reflections ( 2  997-1999), "doodle diagrams" (sometimes referred 

to as mind maps), and student evaluation comments provided with course offerings (three 

theo~y, two practicum, and one CPE). Likewise, dunng the last four months of CO-authoring 

the book a carefully constructed interdisciplinary review was canied out. In this process 

chapters of the book were read by representatives of four identified "reader" groups: (a) fkont 

line faith group/pastoral leaders, (b) practicing parkh nurses, (c) theological educators, and 

(d) nurse educators. Feedback from this review conuibuted significantly to the revision of 

book chapters. It has also provided important data for me, as 1 retrospectively reflect upon the 

experience of book writing.[See data surnmaries and details of the consultation process in 

Appendix B,] 

Augmenting data collection methods narned thus far, a nurnber of schotarly activities 

occurred in conjunction with the experience of CO-authoring the book. These included shared 

writing of several published articles and collaboration in two research projects. While it is not 

appropriate to reveal information from research endeavors while they are still in process, 

reflection upon these experiences of writing and researching is relevant to my heuristic 

investigation. Fiïnally, there is the book itself (Clark & Oison, 2000). This nch data resource 

must not be over-looked. Indeed, it serves as a focal "depiction" in the CO-authorship 

experience. 

Methods of Organizine and Svnthesizin~ the Data 

The data I have gathered is now ready to be worked with in forthcoming chapters of 

my Dissertation document. This work-in-progress commences in Chapter IV and will be 

further developed in Chapters V and VI. Of special note is the fact that our book manuscript 

serves as the focal or pivolal data base around which information fiom other data sources c m  



be organized, surnmarized, and synthesized- 

The book is read three dBerent times for three different reasons. This is a method of 

organizing and synthesizing the data that will allow me to "incubate" with "parts" and "whole" 

of the CO-authoring experience. In reading, 1 am interested in ailowing "qualities and a 

thematic c l u s t e ~ g  of qualities inherent in the research question to breakthrough into 

conscious awareness" (Moustakas, 1990)- 

First 1 wiU look at the experience of CO-authoring the book as revelatory of self, story, 

and world. Second, 1 will read the book in conjunction with teaching the 1999 parish nurse 

theory course. That is, 1 will read the chapters as they are currently being integrated alongside 

other books and articles in the course cumculum to assess our manuscript's usefùlness as a 

textbook. Lastly, 1 will read the book in light of my heuristic preoccupation with 

ir,rerdisc@~i~tary minishy cokzboralion. Here 1 plan to organize concepts as well as rneanings 

relevant to this topic in preparation for identifjing "benefits, possibilities, banïers and 

limitations". Interspersed through the chapters where 1 am working with collected data, 1 use 

charts, diagrarns and self-dialogues to formulate "depictions" that are pertinent to 

ii?terdiscip(i,lary rninisziy collabornlio~~. Thus, every method or procedure 1 use relates back 

in some way to my question, and seeks to unveil the "nature, meaning, and essence of my 

experience" of CO-authonng the book in a context of focused reflection. 

Theories and Assumptions 

in writing our book on NirrsÏng Wifh a FaÏth Commun@: Promofing Healfh 

bl T h e s  of Tra&tion (Clark & Olson, 2000), 1 have frequently needed to examine my 

theoretical as well as personal biases. As a theologicdIy prepared clinical pastoral educator, 

what did 1 already know about nursing theory? What else did 1 need to leam in this field? 

Likewise, in addition to nursing, what other theory bases in theological speciaity areas, the 



behavioral sciences, and process methodologies did 1 need to explore in order to accomplish 

my task? In another vein, how were my beliefs, values, and assumptions in evidence as I 

commenced writing? Were there biases 1 needed to be cognizant of as 1 proceeded? 

Theories 

Three areas of theory development have informed my heuristic search. These are: the 

developmental health model of nursing practice, relationai theones undergirding the - 

development of interdisciplinary partnerships, and transition theories. A brief description of 

each theoretical field, together with a listing of significant resources, is outlined below. 

Areas of Theon. Develorimeat 
The developmental health model of nursing practice: 
This is the name of the nursing theory developed at 
McGill University in Montreal. Quebec. It was fim 
envïsioned and designeci - Dr. Moyra Ailen but is 
referred to in the Iiterature @ several narnes: "The 
McGilI Mode1 of Nursing", "The Ailen Nursing Model" 
and "The Developmental Heaith Mode1 of Nursing", 

Relational theones undergirding the development of 
hterdisciplinary patfnershjps: The core focus here is 
on the development of reIationships tfirit foster 
pannership through m u m l  respect and empowerment. 
In this field a number of theoq- bases are drawn upon- 

TranMon theones: Because of a n m k r  of factors 
that have their source in a comples matns of histoncal. 
culturaI, social. and systernic phenornena. w7e are living 
in times of transition and massive change, This 
"climte" does and will affect (a) the process of nursing 
nithin faith communities. (b) the fostering andfor 
stifling of rneaningfüi nursdfaith leader partnerships, 
and (c) furtherance of heaIth promotion as well as faith 
renewal. Helpful resources in esploring the concept of 
"transition" are listed. These authors stretch the two- 
dimensional notion of transition aIong b t h  vertical and 
horizontal parameters, thus transforming it by creation 
of a spiral perception that is both mdti-faceted as 

Resou rce 
Allen, 1982 
Ford-Gilboe? 1994 
Gottlieb & Ezer. 1997 
Gottlieb & Rowat. 1987 
Kraviiz & Frey, 1989 
Murph5 1994 

Eisler & LOF, 1990 
Fortune. 1983. 1989, 1992 
Giliigan 1982 
Killen & deBeer. 1994 
Lebacqz, 1985 
Montuori & Conti, 1993 
Pierce, Page & Wagner l986/1998 
Poiing. 1991 
Rutter. 1989. 1996 
Russell, 1981 
Whitehead & Whitehead 199 1 

Barker. 2992 
Berry: 1988 
Bridges. 1980. 199 1 
B rueggemann, 1978 
Capra & Steindl-Rast, 1991 
Graham. 1992 
Hall, 1986 
Holland & Henriot 1986 
Holland 1990a 1990b 
Holland 1992, 1994 
TirW. 1992 

well as multi-dimensional. 



In the writing of our book, each area of theory factored into the finai product. 

Foundational chapters were written that included broad pnnciples of nursing theory and 

practice. As well, special emphasis was given to the McGili nursing model. Relational themes 

developed in chapters on faithhealth seeking, rninistry partnership, and faitmealth promotion. 

Discussions on vocation~profession, elements of colleagueship/colIaboration, and bnnging a 

vision of faithhealth into the future drew heavily f?om psycho-social-theolo@cal theory bases. 

Finally, four chapters in the rniddle of the book addressed "transitions" as developmental vis a 

vis situational, personal vis a vis communal, and also integral with regard to faith community 

ministry by both nurses and pastoral leaders- In the end, I beIieve it has been through a depth 

of expenence derived fiom broad based theoretical leaming, as distinct fiom excellence in a 

depth of field, that has enabled me to make significant contributions to both the book's content 

and the process of book writing. 

Assum~tions 

At the end of the previous paragraph 1 began to introduce my biases. Specifically, 1 

named my preference for depth of erperience in contrast to depih ofj?eId. This preference has 

definite implications for my approach to scholarship. I believe it has contributed to my love for 

expenential leaming and clinical education. On the other hand I struggle in the area of 

academic ngor, especiaily when it cornes to detailed or nuanced cornprehension of specific 

scholarly arguments. Again, 1 prefer to arrive at depth of learning and knowledge by means of 

broad-based intuitive discovery rather than methodicd detail. This bias both fiees and limits 

me. 

There are other biases with which 1 have approached my heuristic inquiry..What 

follows is a listing of operative assumptions that need to be declared. First, 1 intentionaily 

pursued a co-authored writing of our book because I believe this approach is more valuable to 

the outcome than writing as a single author. Second, co-authorship of the book is an 

outgrowth of interdisciplinary partnership and, as such, underscores a value to which 1 am 



already strongly committed. Third, 1 assume that my cornmitment to the vaiue of 

interdisciplinary coilaboration functioned as an important motivator in various stages of the 

writing process. Fourth, 1 believe that theory and practice are integrally connected. In this 

regard, there is need for theov to inform practice and practice to contribute to the 

development of meaningful theory. Fifth, theoreticai growth in the field of parkh nursing 

needs to be drawn not only ffom a nursing knowledge base but also kom a 

pastoraVtheological knowledge base. Finally, sixth, we are living in times of significant 

transition. Some of the precipitators as well as expressions of change are faitmealdi related. 

It is important, therefore, for faith cornrnunities as weU as health communities to collaborate in 

optirnizing systems/resources that are onented toward faith renewal, health promotion, 

wholeness, and well-being. 

"Book Writing" Stories 

Dunng the introduction to this dissertation 1 referred to six maturation stages in the 

expenence of CO-authoring the book. These stages were summarized as follows. First, there 

was a point in time when the need for a course textbook on the topic of pansh nursing was 

recognized. Second, a period of negotiation followed with regard to the authorship of such a 

text- Third, a series of relational connections occurred in the process of approaching the 

publishing Company, submitting a book proposal, and having Our proposal accepted. Fourth, 

there were phases in the development of authorship which eventuaily lead to the uniqueness of 

Our text being its focus on theoretical underpinnings for faith community nursing written f?om 

the perspectives of two disciplines: theology and nursing (Clark & Olson, 2000). Fifth, there 

was the serendipitous, and wondrously energking, discovery of a CO-reading process through 

which chapters were shared and collaboratively refined. Finally, we successfùlly met the 

"deadline" for getting our book manuscript to the publishing Company. 



While the first three of these stages have already been elucidated in Chapters 1, II, and 

earIier in the current chapter, stages four through six desenre fiirther attention. Thus, 1 would 

like to provide additional development of these stages by means of book writi~lg slories. In 

each story 1 supply some of the broad strokes, in time and space, that surrounded 

development of CO-authorship and interdisciplinary ministry collaboration between Joanne 

Olson and myself. With these stories told, I beiieve the foundations wiii be in place for sharing 

my "work-in-progress" of the next several chapters in this dissertation- 

Once U ~ o n  an Appendix C 

Seems like a long time ago. In fact, it was autumn, 1997.1 was working on my 

Project/Dissertation Design document. During a meeting with my doctoral cornmittee in 

September, it was recommended that 1 include an Appendix regarding CO-authorship with 

Joanne Olson. That is, 1 needed to have Joanne give her permission for me to use the book, of 

which she would be CO-author, as the mode1 ministry in my doctoral studies- While 1 

recognized and valued theprofessiorlaiim in this recommendation, 1 was dso struck with its 

formality. The document I drafted was entitled "Recognition of Inter-Disciplinary and 

Collaborative Partnership between Margaret B. Clark and Joanne K. Olson in Matters 

Pertaining to Margaret B. Clark's Project Dissertation as a Partial Fulfillment of Requirernents 

for the Doctor of Ministry Degree". Talk about getting into the fomality of it! 1 really went au 

out! That document becarne Apyerzdix C in my P/D Design. [It is also included in the current 

dissertation document as, ironically enough, Appendix C.] 

In hindsight, this is probably "where we were" at the time: Le. the "formai" stage of 

approaching our book writing venture. We w&ted to make sure al1 the t's were crossed and 

i's were dotted. As yet we had not begun our period of intensive writing. We were still making 

preparations. Indeed, times of preparation need to include a degree of "fomality" in order to 

constnict a collaborative working relationship that is focused on the specifics of a task. 

Appet~dix C was at the s e ~ c e  of collaboration insofar as it facilitated the development of 



boundaries and working tools. 

Tt took nearly another fourteen months fiom the day in October of 1997, when Joanne 

signed Appeildix C, until 1 first typed words found in the preface of our book: "The 

uniqueness of this text is its focus on theoretical underpinnings for faith community nursing 

WCitten f?om the perspectives of two disciplines: theology and nursing" (Clark & Olson, 2000, 

manuscript p. iv). The "exact wording" came as Joanne and 1 were reviewing a dr& of what 

was then called Chapter 1. Subsequent revisions found this sentence included as part of the 

Introduction, and tùially the Preface. It was something we kept- It was a h  something we 

returned to on those occasions when we needed to reconnect in solidarity with Our shared 

purpose. These were times of renewed "recognition of interdisciplinary and collaborative 

partnership". Less "formal" in nature than Appemiix C, later times of focus and revitalkation 

served to water the roots of the initial cornmitment. 

Drafting Chapters and Reading Them Out Loud to Each Other ... 
In the process Iog 1 kept during Our various phases of book writing, three entties stand 

out during the rnonth of November, 1998. 

10-1 3 November: 
Worked on book writing (1 now have drafts for Chapters 2, 3. 5; 12, 13 and 14 ... and 
Joanne has drafts for Chapters 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, I l  and 17). We are making progress! 
19-20 November 
Met with Joanne. We commenced a process of reading our chapters out loud to 
each other - to share, add, edit, etc. As we talk, interdisciplinary understanding 
grows. E.g. she talked about understanding the 'projection' phenornenon chaplains 
and other religious professionals often get frorn others. Neat! 
25 November 
Continuation of  process of reading and talking across our differences. Significant 
interdisciplinary content. Deiigtitful energy! 

These entries signaled a shifi in CO-authoring. That is, initially Joanne and 1 spent 

significant wrîting periods on our own, generatïng "drafts" of various chapters. We would 

"touch base" by telephone or in person to share discoveries and/or keep on track with the 

outline of our book proposal. Things changed, however, on November 19th 1998. We were 



at a place in Our work where we needed to review what each person had been doing 

separately. We had no "plan" in place for how we would go about this task. It just happened! 

A serendipitous shared discovery! There we were, sitting in the 6th floor Clinical Sciences 

Buiiding research room where we usuaiiy met, and one or the other of us said: "Let's just read 

the chapters out loud to one another, and see what happens." So we did, and that's how it 

began. It was an energy rich process, and one in which Our CO-authoring moved to a new 

stage in its depth of collaboration. We continued with this method of review right up through 

the final week of March 22 - 28, 1999, dunng which time we read the whole book out loud 

together - right there in front of the cornputer in my office at work - and made final changes to 

the text before sending off our completed manuscript to the publisher. 

"Lauphinp All the Way ...." 
In my Song "Stiil Unborn", I reflect on a time in my life when I experienced significant 

discouragement regarding a vision of collaboration 1 was pursuing back then with regard to 

the sharing of intentional faith community between lay and religious rnembers. Two verses in 

that song corne to mind as 1 ponder the words 1 have chosen as a way of introducing the final 

story in this chapter. 

Standing here at the junction of wonderings 
Fragile hopes, mixed with fears ... 
Questions dancing al1 around me 
Sounds of laughter in rny ears. 
With the darkness shadows play; 
they are still believing 
In the dawn that beckons for me 
To joumey through this gneving. 
Barefoot clown in life's parade 
Comic coming out 
As a giggle in my spirit 
Overwmes the doubt. (Clark, 1978) 

Where would we have been without humor in the development of this book project? It has 

served as a constant cornpanion in the up and down times of both our "writing rigors" and 

evolving interdisciplinary collaboration. The story 1 have in mind is as follows. 



The 1999 summer theory course was just ending. Joanne and 1 were enroute to a local 

church for the closing worship s e ~ c e .  We commented back and forth about the learning 

experience, enthusiasm of participants, nchness of cross-cultural influences brought by one of 

the students, and how helphl it was tu be able to draw on materials from our book in the 

teaching process. I said, "Yes, we really have a resource now from which to continue drawing 

ideas and nuances". Joanne said, "It's like we have been preparing for this course dl-year 

through the book writing we have done". Then 1 had a fieeting memory of the number of 

times we had made reference to Our book in the process of our teaching. I said, "Do you 

suppose we sounded Iike walking advertisements for the book, with al1 the times we said 'in 

Our book that will be coming out sometime next year ....' ?" Joanne tumed and looked at me 

with a twinkle in her eye saying, "How could we 1701 sound like that? We did write the book, 

and we like talking about it?" It struck me as hilariously fùnny! We both laughed, deep belly 

laughs. And, once again, my mind tapped fleetingly into mernories of the past. Al1 those times 

we had worked Our way in and out of discodort, discouragement and/or codicted 

perceptions with assistance from the paradoxical combination of wit and wisdom. Indeed, as 

we rounded the corner mid-way to the church, and tears of laughter were r u ~ i n g  down my 

cheeks, 1 glimpsed for a brief instant in time the rich resonance of how Joanne and 1 met the 

deadline for getting Our book manuscript to the publishing Company "laughing d l  the way". 



Chapter IV 

A "Work in Progress" 

And the priestess spoke again and said: 
Speak to us ofReason and Passion. 
And he answered: .,. 
Your reason and your passion are the 
rudder and the sails of your seafârïng soul. 
If either your sails or your rudder be 
broken, you can but toss and drift, o r  else 
be held at a standstill in mid-seas. 

(Gibran, 1923/1985) 

The pages of this chapter are developed as a "work in progress", in which 1 irnrnersed 

and incubated myself (Moustakas, 1990) in the experience of CO-authoring Our book by means 

of reading the completed manuscript three different tirnes. Each reading involved me in 

heuristic investigation. First, 1 read the manuscript looking for nory references. This approach 

is based on my belief that the expenence of CO-authoring our book included self-revelation 

through story. As well, stories move beyond the self to reveal a broad spectrum of 

relationships, both human and divine. Seen in this light, it can be appreciated that stories are 

related to theology and the structures of faith communities (Bausch, 1984). 

My second reading of the book was carried forward in the context of teaching 

"Promoting Well-Being in Faith Communities: A Course in Parish Nursing (Nursing 498)". 

This two week, six-credit intensive course was offered during July, 1999, through the Faculty 

of Nursing at the University of Alberta. My objective was to read Our manuscript dong side 

other texts and resource materials developed in the cumculum in order to assess its usefùlness 

as a textbook. 



Finally, a third reading of the manuscript provided an opportunity to highlight words, 

themes, and core learnings contained in the book. These are the "threads" of meaning as well 

as wisdom that were previously only "heard, half-heard, in the stillness" (Eliot, 1963) of the 

w-riting and reviewing phases of CO-authorship. The focused third reading aliowed me to reach 

into the text and draw out some of its deeper topical as well as meaning nuances. The manner 

by which 1 organized the highlighted words, themes, and leamhgs was by means of 

constructing key word reference lists- 

Thus, the "work in progress" of this chapter is a gathering of story threads, 

coursework threads, and key word threads into a cumdative data base. It is a task that can be 

viewed as sojourning with "reason and passion" (Gibran, l923/198S) through my co- 

authoring experience, retracing my seps and rewinding the "bal1 of thread" that has unfolded 

dong the labyrïnthine paths of this particular interdiscipliitary rninisby cokboration. With 

my (old as weii as new!) rewound bal1 of thread in hand, 1 pass through "the unknown 

remembered gate" (Eliot, L963) of my total CO-authoring experience. This threshold event 

results in the summarizing of accumulated data, themes and core leamings. Upon these 

foundations of new awareness and a new sense of meaning, chapters five and six of this 

dissertation will be a tirne for explication and creative synthesis relative to my heuristic quest. 

Reading One: A Gathering of Story Threads 

The Ex~er ience  of Rearlinp #I:  Three months have passed since f ix ing the last piece of 

tape to the box containing a disc and two hard copies of our book, and sending it off to Sage 

Publications. During these months 1 have moved out of the job 1 held for almost nine years. 

While I'm technically on an unpaid leave of absence in order to complete this dissertation, 1 am 

also aware that this is a much deeper period of transition in my life. 1 am trying to be faitffil 



to the "endings", and commence my trek into this "nowhere between two somewheres" 

(Bridges, 199 1) with as much grace and tranquillity as 1 c m  muster. It is not always easy, but 

1 keep renirning to the sound of a stiIl small voice within me that says: "1 am here, 1 am here ... 

I am Me, eternaf life" (Frankl, 1959/1984). 

Events surroundhg the commencement of Teadhg FI" were somewhat unexpected 

and tumultuous. 1 needed to travel, so 1 tucked the manuscript into my backpack and started 

rny reading venture in the airport. There was something very "right" about this tum of events. 

There 1 was sojowtring! It was a new story. It was also the revisiting of old stories with an 

opportunity to view them differently. Indeed, 1 dare to Say, it was a tirne of incarnating grace. 

Reudhg il occurred, therefore, in two stages. Dunng my travels I read ten chapters of the 

manuscript. M e r  returning home again, 1 finished the remaining thirteen chapters. The 

outcomes of Reading $1 are described, with both reason and passion, in the following 

paragrap hs. 

According to Crossan (1975), "we live in story like fish in the sea" (p. 47). He maps 

different lcinds of story by means of a fivefold typology. Each type is described in its 

uniqueness of relationship to world. Crossan's use of the word world is qualified when he says 

that "these relationships are not to world oziside story, world which story describes and 

imitates, but to world Ïtrside story, world which story creates and defines" (p. 59). That is, 

each kind of story is a life posture or worldview. Seen in this light, Crossan's fivefold typology 

is summarized as follows: (1) mylh establishes/posits world, (2) apologne defends world, (3) 

acriot~ investigates world, (4 )  satire attacks world, and (5) parable subverts world. 

Returning to the metaphor of "fish in the sea", 1 understand the sea to be what Crossan 

refers to as the "world inside story". Further, 1 perceive thefish as ditFering "worldviews". 

Five of these are depicted in Crossan's typology, with each type of story providing a 

distinctive way of living inside the world. If this sounds paradoxical, it is intended. The 



paradox of@ in the sea and the sea infjSh has its parallel with the worfd NI story and s~ory 

in the world. Such paradoxical reality is what one discovers when studying the disciplines of 

narrative theology, philosophy andor psychology. It is multifaceted and multidimensional. It 

is ais0 "fUn"- 

Both story and world, then, invite deepening levels of awareness as well as 

appreciation- In this regard, 1 would lïke to describe four types of world encountered during 

our wrïting experiences. Each world has generated stories in our manuscript that can be 

expanded upon through Crossan's fivefold model. 

First there is the t o p a  world around which our book is organized: "nursing within a 

faith comrnunity". Second, there are professsiorzal worldr that filter Our perception of the 

topical world (Barker, 1992; Burley-Allen, 1995)- That is, as a comrnunity health nurse and 

nurse educator, Joanne approaches nursing within a faith community quite differently than 1 

do as a hospital chaplain and clinical theological educator. These difFering professional 

viewpoints have been an important element in Our interdisciplinary collaboration. Third, in 

spite of their differences, our professional worlds are also closely related through shared 

cornmitment to promoting the integration of faith and health in times of transition. Thus, 

"transitional events" cm be viewed as Our coflaborative world - that is, the world we mutually 

explore and discover to be meaningfùl. Finally, each author is a unique person, in al1 the 

complexity and mystery the word "person" implies (Graham, 1992; McBrien, 198 1). In this 

regard, persona1 worlds need to be recognized as integral to the CO-authoring experience. 

This is the richness of s~ory and world that has been a part of Reading # I .  In diagram 

form, then, distinctions and connections can be depicted. Crossan's fivefold story typology and 

my grouping of four types of simultaneously experienced worZd corne together when they are 

configured around the focal point pertinent to Our experience of CO-autho~g: '~romoting the 

irîtegracion of fairh and heaMff. What results is a theological reflection tool through which to 



approach a narrative study of lives (both individual and communal) through story and worM 

Let us look more closely. 

1 KlNDS OF STORY TYPES OF WORLD 

topical 
apologue 

rofessional 

action of 

colla borative 

satire personal 

parable 

Chapter IV, Figure 1: Five Kinds of Story and Four Types of World 

There are many myzhs about both faith and health. For example, there is the expert 

myth of how both the pastor/priest as weIl as the doctor/technician "know best" about a 

person's spirit or body. Likewise, there is theprescriptiw myth that cornes to light when we 

listen to pillars of the parish andor the pharmaceutical a m  of medicine tell us what 

combinations of actions or herbs/chemicals "work best". In addition to myths, as nurses and 

pastoral care providers immerse themselves in faith community ministry they hear stones of 

apologue. These may be narrated as expressions of defensiveness and rationdiration, or corne 

across as well developed justifications for beliefs, values, and assumptions operative in the 

faith community's religious heritage. Likewise, there are stones of action, expressed as 

cunosity about and investigation into the traditions that inform a particular faith cornmunity, 



or nidimentary interest concerning various people, places, and things associated with a local 

congregation. A fourth kind of story is satire. In minimry settings it is not uncomrnon to hear 

tales of criticism, codict, and cornplaint that c a r y  a tone of ridicule or scorn. While such 

stories may draw attention to a world (as posited by myth) that is in need of change, they 

frequently escdate the level of tension and unresolved confiict residing within a faith 

community , 

It is the £ifth and last kind of story, parable, which merits special consideration by 

those who rninister within faith community settings. Indeed, among Chrîstians, the gospel 

narratives give plentfil evidence of Jesus as a comrnunicator ofparable. This is the End of 

story, we need to remember, that "subverts world" (Crossan, 1975). What does it mean to 

ccsubvert" a world posited by myth? And what implications can parable have for those who 

are explonng the worlds of both faith and health? Let us investigate fùrther. 

Tilley speaks ofparable as a story "set within a world created by myth and which 

functions to subvert the world in which it is set" (Tilley, 1985). For a story to work as a 

parable, two things must be operative. First, the hearer of the parable rnust accept the myth in 

which it is set. Second, the hearer of the parable has to "get it" in a manner similar to the way 

we "get" a joke (Tilley, 1985). At the moment one "gets" a parable, they also see the myth 

differently. The parable unmasks illusions hidden within the myth, and calls the world posited 

by myth into question. When this occurs, a cnsis of awareness and judgrnent is likely to ensue 

(Vine, 1966; Lonergan, 1972). This is an important eventudity. In our book we refer to such 

"getting it" moments as rimes of trmtsition. Retuming to the earlier diagram, transitions 

generate a "collaborative world" in which rnutually empowering efforts at learning, Iistening, 

explonng, discovering, and (yes!) "CO-authoring" are made manifest. 

As comrnunicators of parable, faith community nurses and pastoral care providers 

participate in processes that subvert operative myths. For example, if the myrh asserts that 



"experts know best" about faith and health, then aparable would communicate ways in which 

"non-experts cm also know best" in matters of the integration of faith and health. Thus we 

notice stones of ordinary people who are becoming case managers in the protection as well as 

improvement of their heaIth and weli-being. Whïle professionds may be consutted for health 

education andior counseling, it is the persodfamily who "knows best" about what is healthy 

for them. Likewise, ifthe myth says the way wefve always done it is the way that "works 

best", then a parable would comrnunicate alternative ways of doing t h g s  that dso "work 

best" for those involved. There is ample evidence of this kind of empowenng shift among 

those-who participate in small basic Christian communities (Fe- l986/l 992; Kleissler, 

LeBert & McGuinness, 1991). These are creative minorities who seek to relate their Christian 

convictions to their everyday lives. As communities of faith, these ordinary people "'gather 

together to worship God and live out their responsibility to make Christ real in their lives7' 

(Ferm, I986/l99Zy p. 12). In cultural contexts where there is a shortage of ecclesial 'cexpens", 

the small basic Christian cornrnunity approach is "working best" for those involved. 

To be a communicator of parable is to engage in activities that undermine what, 

appears to be "best" insofar as this "best" is unquestioned andor unexarnined. To be a 

communicator of parable, likewise, can be richly integrative. In language used by both nursing 

and pastoral care professionals, the one who is a bearer ofparable is easily recognized insofar 

as she or he is a question-raiser (Navone, 1988) and a promoter of inquiry in self as weil as 

others (Gottlieb & Ezer, 2997). 

When approached through this line of reason and passion, it can be posited that the 

underlying kinds of story communicated through Our book are those of action and parable. 

As such, the book becomes part of a larger shift in consciousness that is both investigating and 

subverting worlds dominated b y the rnyths of (to narne only two) expertise and prescrïption 

(Bmeggemann, 1978; Freire, 1 97O/l993). The book rests upon a premise that faith and health 



are experienced in a broad variety of relationships. Further, these relationships are contexts for 

coUaborative leaming (Men, 1982; Dulles, 1994). Expertise needed for the integation of 

faith and health is learned through promotion of inquiry. That is to say, in our book we 

encourage curiosity as weiI as investigation regarding what is %est" for individuals and 

groups. We promote inquisitive approaches to the worlds of faith and health. Further to  this, 

we believe that the outcomes of inquiry will be informing and empowering (Rodweil, 1996). 

This sort of leaming as weli as collaboration relative to the integration of faith and health will 

destabilize myths of expertise and prescription by calling into question the beliefs, values, and 

sssumptions that undergird these myths. It is in tirnes of such destabiiization and 

disequilibrium, however, that energy in the story/world system is freed. Furthermore, it is this 

liberated energy that is then available to be re-channeled holistically, promoting the renewal of 

both faith and health in times of transition. 

For me, the CO-authoring of our book on the "topical world" of ~mrsing wilhin a faith 

commzn?ity has been more than an exercise in scholarly reflection. It has immersed me in a 

milieu of inter-subjective engagement involving my whole person. As such, I have needed to 

sojoum "personal" as well as "professional" worlds in coming to a deeper appreciation of the 

myths 1 live in, defenses 1 have acquired, curiosities/investigations 1 have pursued, and 

criticisms/attacks 1 have struggled with in relationship with both "faith and health" . Needless 

to Say, there is great resonance in my own story with the phenornena of change and transition. 

Likewise, stones arisiig fiom within this "collaborative world" of transition have been 

multifaceted and multidimensional. Thus it can be said that a complexity of perception and 

awareness is what has characterized my experience of Reau'ittg el. Out of the adventure some 

helpful "data" has been generated. 

Data Set #1: Reading our book in search of its story content yielded a total of 

eighty-five story references. I believe there would be more of these references if Joanne were 



to parailel my reading exercise and highiight story references through the uniqueness of her 

personai as well as professional filters. In my experience, 1 began by reading each chapter with 

a pink highiighter in hand and marking each story reference. 1 didn't try to analyze "what" 1 

chose as a story. Neither did I try to understand "why" I made the choices 1 did. 

Following the reading of all twenty-three chapters, 1 went back through the book and 

copied out the "story references" into what becarne a thirty-five page collective document. 

Next, 1 compiled a reference "Overview of Stories" in which 1 iisted book chapters, total story 

references in each chapter, and manuscnpt page numbers for the story references [see 

Appendix DI. Third, I proceeded to work with the collective document of eighty-six stories to 

dign them with insights gained through work on the typologies of sroy and world developed 

earlier in this chapter. The resulting document fiom that investigation, %nds of Stones and 

Types of Worlds", is also located in Appendix D. Finaily, 1 developed a "Case in Point" of one 

narrative that illustrates the inter-relating of story and world typologies. 1 believe this case can 

be used as a leaniing tool arnong persons involved in theologicai reflection on the broad topic 

of "faith and health". What 1 am calling Data Set $1, therefore, is the combination of 

accumulated stories (not found in this dissertation) and the three documents Iocated in 

Appendix D (Parts 1, II, and III). 

Reading Two: Piecing Together Coursework Threads 

The Ex~erienee of Reading #2: Parïsh Nursing is, as yet, a relatively new developrnent 

within both nursing and rninistry circles. Even though its roots run deep, its current expression 

is still being formed. In some ways it can be said that today's parish nurse is a contemporary 

manifestation of the age old linkages between faith and health. This sense of "old" and "newl' 

is something we have trkd to communicate in teaching the theory course "Promoting Well- 



Being in Faith Comunities: A Course in Parish Nursing". From Our first offenng of this 

course in 1996, we have compiled a binder of readings and resource materials for the nurse 

students. Each year we sort through this binder, review the materials, and conduct a "keep or 

toss" exercise. In addition to the artkles, survey and self-reflection tools found in the binder, 

several books have been recornmended to students for further study. To date, we have not 

found a resource that we would consider to be a "textbook" on this topic. Thus, part of our 

objective in CO-authoring the book has been to introduce it as a teabook option within the 

field of faith comrnunity/parish nurse education. 

This July, unlike previous years, Joanne and 1 were the only course faculty (Olson, 

Clark & Simington, 1999; Olson, Simington & Clark, 1998). Given this fact, we realized we 

were in a good position to integrate content fiom Our book as part of the cumculum design. 

TO this end, we referenced appropnate chapters in the course syllabus. Even though students 

did not as yet have access to reading them, the inclusion of topical chapters provided Joanne 

and me with points of reference in conveying course content. At the sarne time, students 

received a binder which included the course outline together with articles and learning tools. 

Three "recornmended texts" (Carson, 1989; Solari-TwadeU & McDermott, 1999; 

Westberg, 1990), three "other texts which may be helpful" (Clark & Olson, 2000; Gottlieb & 

Et-, 1997; Whitehead & Whitehead, 1999, and fifty-nine articles compnsed this years 

Cotwse Rradi>gs in the syllabus Copies of the articles were provided to students in their 

binders. Four of the texts were available for purchase at the University Book Store and the 

rernaining text (Whitehead & Whitehead, 1995) was available through local religious book 

stores. Al1 texts were put on reserve in the University library. 

As part of the course outline, readings were organized on a day to day basis under the 

headings "texts" and "other readings". Chapters fiom books as well as topical articles were 

selected in keeping with the content being discussed andor developed. Students were 



encourage to select articles that appealed to them. Likewise, articles that we felt to be 

especialiy relevant were pointed out as the course proceeded. No one was expected to read 

everything . 

My onguiai intention for Readilg #2 was to conduct an exercise of reading-in-tandem 

with the fiow of course content. 1 wouid read and/or re-read ail recommended materiak As 

things turned out, the intensity and demands of  our teachîng load made it impossible for me to 

proceed with this approach. What I have ended up doing is to read evewhing ajrer the two 

week course but before receiving the students final papers. My method of reading has been to 

start with the chapters fiom the book Joanne and I CO-authored. After these chapters were 

read, I proceeded to read the "texts" materids, and then end with the "other readings". 

What 1 discovered in this Readilig $2 experience was a tremendous upsurging of my 

artistic-sojourner self That is, interactions of "reason and passion" rnixed, rningled, walked, 

logged and sang in me as 1 plodded through chapter after chapter and article after article. In 

the end 1 had acquired twenty pages of "idea jottings", eleven "research ideas", and three 

"learning resource tools". ihere were numerous "ah-han/insight experiences. As well, I felt 

repeated confirmation about the content and approach used by Joame and me in developing 

Our CO-authored text. 1 believe it will serve well as a textbook option within the field of faith 

comrnunity/parish nurse education. 

Three interesting "jottings" are worthy of development at this tirne. First of  d, on Day 

2 1 wrote the following reflection dong the lefi margin of my note pad: 

Value of this reading = 
- discovery of and/or re-immersion in selected literature 
- contextual interactions and interfaces 
- freshhew awareness via "fhis" reading 

& expansion of previous reductionism/reductions 

As 1 wrote these words, what struck me was how quickly 1 "reduced" what 1 read ancilor 

learned into neat, faMIiar categories of insight. The phrase "windmills of your Mnd" came up 



in me as 1 caught myseIfïn a mixture of feelings. 1 seemed to be going in two directions at the 

same time: expansion and contraction. A Iine fiorn the Song "Windrnills o f  Your Mind" 

seemed to capture the essence of what I was feeling: "Mind! Like a tunnel that you follow to a 

tunnel of its own ..." (Bergman, Bergman & Legrand, 1968). There 1 was reading al1 those 

fascinating ideas. .. all those expressions of scholarly discipline.. . all those mullings and siftings 

into creative synthesis! At the sarne tirne, 1 knew that within weeks (or, more Iikely, days!) 1 

would have forgotten much of the richness and variety to which 1 was being exposed. The 

effort of authors to "make clear" their diffenng "precise points" was being both caught and 

lost by me as 1 followed the tunnel of various authors' thoughts into the tunnel of my own 

mind's patterns of reasoning. It was an encounter with human limitation. Suddenly ail those 

things 1 have heard over the years, about the human mind retaining oniy ten to twenty percent 

of what it is exposed to, came alive in my own expenence. I was sad. I was also accepting. 1 

decided to "enjoy the moment", savor the expenences 1 was having of lights going off in my 

awareness and feelings being ignited in my gut. This approach definitely a e c t e d  the way I 

proceeded with Reading =2.  

Second, on Dai, 3 as 1 was reading several chapters fiorn the Solari-TwadeIl & 

McDermott (1999) book, 1 wrote this marginal notation: 

"Glad I didn't read allot of this earlier [Le. while still writing our own book] ... 
would have discouraged me. .. vis a vis issues of repetition, inadequacy, etc.". 

At the time Sage released the book on parish nursing, and 1 received my cornplementary 

copies as one of the text's contnbutors, Joanne and I were deeply involved in the shared 

reading and review processes referred to in earlier chapters of this dissertation. I definiteIy 

wanted to read the Solari-TwadeIl & McDermott (1999) book in depth. At the sarne tirne, 1 

also wanted to not read it. 1 didn't want the final phases of my own writing to be unduly 

influenced by thoughts, writing styles andor imer ruminations that might be trïggered by what 

1 read- While some chapters needed scmtiny in order to ensure that references to "parish 



nurse" and "parish nursing" were accurately portrayed in our CO-authored book, I felt 1 needed 

to "wait until later" before reading most of the rest of the book. This is what 1 decided to do. 

Thus, the marginal notation quoted at the beginning of this paragraph served as an afnnnation 

of a choice 1 made nearly six months ago. While it felt "right" back then, it felt even "more 

right" during Reading =2. 

Finaiiy, also on Dqy 3, there was a third jotting f?om my readings which I would like 

to speak about at this time. During the course, while teaching on the concepts of "worldview, 

paradigm, and filter", one of the students asked "How are you defining 'filter'?". This question 

Iead Joame and 1 to the following awareness: in both Our book and the recomrnended 

readings selected to provide information about the concept of "filter" (Barker, 1992; Burley- 

Allen, 1995), no clear defi,li~ion was in evidence. Even though definitions were implied with 

use of the words "filtering" and "filtered", there was no explicit definition. The word "filter" is 

important to a number of ideas developed in Our book. Indeed, it is a concept that would 

benefit from formal, scholarly concept analyss. Since this depth approach to use of the word 

"filter" is not a task we had envisioned for ourselves, Joanne and 1 decided to write out ozrr 

m e m h g  of the word. What we came up with was the following: 

Filter/filters: assurnptions, attitudes, values and beliefs that result from 
expenence and affect (andlor "cofor") the way we view new experiences. 

In our book we use this word in relationship with "faith", "hedth" and "leaming". It is 

important, therefore, that we include its definition in the final drafi of our CO-authored 

manuscript. Engaging the student's query involved Joanne and me in a11 experience of 

collaborative leaming with the total class/student group. It was an experience that grounded 

values referred to earlier in this chapter, about question-raising (Navone, 1988) and 

promotion of inquiry (Gottlieb & Ezer, 1997). It was delightful to have this serendipitous 

event of "definition writing" occur! 

Data Set #2: In the process of carrying forward Reading #2 , I  gathered various 



types of data. First, I needed to consolidate the texis and other readings into a workable 

fiame of reference f?om which to proceed with my reading exercise. In Our syllabus we Iisted 

the authors narnes together with reference title. It served as a means through which the 

students could track course content and reading references. When it came time for me to 

imrnerse myselfin the readings &er the course days were over, however, 1 found the 

authodtitle listings unhelpful. Therefore, I re-drafted the syllabus schedule with day number, 

content topics for that day, and authorldate references for the readings. At the end of this 

revised list 1 added a complete bibliography of resources. While I believe it would not be 

appropriate to include this complete and detailed listing in my dissertation document, 1 have 

created a document that summarizes the references we used this year according to days. 

Further, I have included the bibliography of resources. [ See "Our Book in Course Context" 

and "Theory Course References: Texts and Other Readingsfl in Appendix D, Parts IV and V.] 

A second piece of data derived fkom Reading $2 has been my revisioning of the course 

schedule. In reading through everythirlg in the binder, it was clear to me that a s m d  number 

of articles were "to keep" and a larger number of articles were "to toss", in light of the 

probability that Our CO-authored book will be available to students by the time our year 2000 

theory course is offered. My revision of the course schedule, therefore, includes the sarne 

texts. This time, however, our CO-authored book's chapters are listed dong with these other 

texts. Further, the fi*-nine articles have been thinned down to ten. Again, while it would not 

be appropriate to inciude this revision in my dissertation document, it is an important outcome 

of my expenence of Reading $2. 

Findly, as I read various chapters and articles, 1 noticed the words "collaboration", 

f'collaborative" and "collaborator" appearing in a number of references. I decided to list these. 

The result is a one page "Collaborationf1 document which outlines the location of references to 

this concept in both theory course readings and the manuscript of our book [see Appendix A, 



Part II]. Since 1 wiIl return to this list in my next chapter of the dissertation, I am only drawing 

attention to its existence at this point- 

In sumrnary then, what 1 am calling Data Set %? consists of seven documents: (1) 

notes, jottings, research ideas and Iearning resource tools, (2) a revised 1999 theory course 

schedule, (3) a drafk 2000 theory course schedule, (4) an abbreviated course schedule, with 

readings listed, for inclusion in this dissertation, (5) the complete bibliography of 1999 theory 

course references, (6) a one page summary of references to collaboratzon found in both the 

course readings and Our book manuscript, and (7) extrapolation of sentences using 

collaboration as found in course readings. Of these documents, numbers 4, 5 and 6 are found 

in Appendix D (Parts IV and V) and Appendix A (Part II). 

Reading Three: Threads From a Focus on Key Words 

The Exaerience of Readinp #3: Unlike my previous two readings of the rnanuscnpt of 

our book, this reading involved two "false starts". The first of these occurred as 1 began 

reading with green highlighter in hand. What 1 found myself doing was underlining a number 

of words that caught my attention as relevant to different themes arising in the book. 1 thought 

to myselE 1'11 highlight and list these various terms in a "key word index", then go back and 

draw out themes and core learnings. As I proceeded with this project 1 noticed myself 

highiighting three types of concepts: (a) ideas related with the "key words" developed in my 

P D  design and sumrnarized in an earlier chapter of  this dissertation, (b) concepts found in the 

nursing process, the McGill mode1 of nursing, as well as pansh nursing literature, and (c) 

words that 1 have corne to associate with rny underlying theology of ministry as developed in 

previous sections of this dissertation. Before completing two chapters with this highiighting- 

by-association method, 1 had listed a total of 146 words and/or word clusters. 1 was feeling 



overwhelmed, and the question arose in me: Why am 1 doing this? 1 could not see how this 

method was going to provide me with a means for extracting themes and core learnings. 1 

labeled my five page surnmary "False Start #1". 

My second reading attempt involved the gathering of key words and a notation of the 

fiequency with which these terms appeared in our manuscript. 1 knew fiom my f is t  fdse start 

that 1 needed to h i t  the number of words in my search. With this in mind 1 went back to the 

"key words" listed in Chapter 1 of this dissertation. These are the words derived eom my 

question: Whai beneflts, possibdities, barriers, and limitariom tteed to be cottsideredfar 

i~zterdisciphary mit~istry collabora~iut~ to be fostered betweett faith commrrrti~ (parsh) 

rtzwses andfath gro21p leaders in prornotit~g a renewal of faith and healrh fit times of 

trumitzotr? The word list 1 constructed consisted of 15 terms: 

collaboration 
conmunity 
faith 
fostered 
gr OUP 

health parish 
interdisciplinary pronioting 
leader reneml 
mini* times 
nurse transition 

Using these words, and developing a chapter-by-chapter list of their fiequency occurrence, I 

read a total of seven chapters before once again encountering the question: Why am 1 doing 

this? In the course of my second fdse start 1 noticed two things. First, as the words emerged 

in'a variety of parts of speech (such as collaborate, collaborative, collaborator, and so forth), I 

wondered about exploring our use of the key words as nouns, verbs, adjectives andor 

adverbs. 1 thought this rnight shed Iight on benefits, possibilities, barriers, and limitations 

pertinent to interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. Second, I found myseif constructing and 
0. 

noting the frequencies of five word combinations. These appeared to have meanings that were 

different fkom the single terms. The five word combinations were: (1) faith comrnunity 

nurse/nurses/nursing, (2) faith group leaderneaders, (3) interdisciplinary Mnistry 

collaboration, (4) parish nurse/nurses/nursing, and (5) times of transition. At the end of 



reading seven chapters, when 1 amived at my second encounter with feeling overwhelmed and 

ended up abandoning this approach as "False Start #2", I decided to eliminate the frequency 

cdculation for such words as "community", "fostered", "group", "leader", "nurse", "times", 

and "transition"- 1 was finding these words (as single t ems)  too broad andor vague in light of 

my heurhic question. The frequencies 1 gathered and the contexts within which 1 was finding 

these words indicated that my reading was moving me in a direction of dispersive thinking 

rather than summary as weiI as cohesive reflection. 

Having these two false starts under my belt, 1 became more focused in my search- 

What evolved into my "Third Times a Cham!" list was a total of 16 words and/or word 

combinations. These terrns, similar to "False Start #2", derïved fiom the "key words" in my 

heuristic question. What was different in this listing was rny use of both single concepts and 

word combinations. In several instances the word combinations were cumulative constructs 

(such as faith, faith community, fath comrnunity nursehursing). The new list looked Iike the 

following: 

collaborate/collaboration 
fai th 
fait11 community 
faith community nurdnursing 
faith group leader 
heaVheaIing/healer 
healtlfiealthy 
interdisciplinaq 

interdiscipli~g- ministr)- collaboration 
rninister/rninistry 
parish 
parish nurse/nursing 
prornote/prornotion 
renewal 
transition 
times of transition 

With clarification of focus, my overail experience of Rr&g #3 generated creative 

energy as well as deepened insight on such themes as faith and health, faith renewal and heaith 

promotion, collaboration, and transition. In addition, when contemplating the notion of "core 

learnings contained in the manuscript", what 1 discovered was that the very word leanring has 

been core to the experience of CO-authoring our book. That is to say, "leaming" is integrd to 

both faith and health. It is aiso one of four key concepts relateci with the McGill mode1 of 

nursing. Further, learring is crucial to growth through times of transition. Finaily, what Ioanne 



and 1 discovered both experientiaily and theoreticdy is that a decision to learn is at the hem 

of working toward power equity in relationships of ministry collaboration. More will be said 

about these insights in the next chapter. For the present, their discovery is noted as a hi t ion 

of Reading =3. 

Data Set Three: Of dl the data generated in the experience ofReading $3, 1 do 

not believe it is necessary to include s u m a r y  pages from "False Start #1" and "False Start 

#2" in this dissertation document. The gradual focusing and formulating of key words as 

described earlier has resulted in three pieces of usefil data. First, there is a Listing of my 16 

selected words andior word combinations together with chapter by chapter frequencies found 

in the manuscript. Second, there is an ordering of fiequency occurrences indicating words 

with highest to lowest use in the text. In this regard, it was interesting to observe the phrase 1 

have considered to be the center of my attention in formulating my heuristic question (that is, 

ittrerdisciplittary miniswy colloboraliott) receive a "zero" fiequency. More will be shared 

about this in the next chapters. Third as 1 was formulating words, word combinations and 

frequencies, several other important concepts emerged in relationship with my key words. 

Thus, 1 have provided a listing of these terms. Datu Set $3, therefore, consists of four items: 

(1) words/fiequencies, (2) frequencies ranked in descending order, (3) a list of related 

concepts integral to the key words, and (4) extrapolation of sentences using collaborafiorz as 

found in the manuscript of our book. Of these items, 1, 2 and 3 are found in Appendix D 

(Parts VI, VII, and VIL?). 

Celebrating the "Beauty" of This Unique Bal1 of Thread 

What a wonderfùl adventure this has been! In my "work in progress" of reading the 

completed manuscnpt of our book three difEerent times with three distinct purposes, 1 feel as 



though 1 have triggered depth charges within both my consciousness and memory. 1 have 

reconnected to a number of "loose ends" associated with my heuristic question. 1 have 

retraced feelings and f?ee associations of thought linked with various phases of the book's 

development Indeed, 1 have metaphorically traveled through Eliot's "unknown remembered 

gate" in coming full circle - back to the "last of earth lefi to discover" being "that which was 

the beginning" (Eliot, 1943, p. 59) of my sojourning in CO-authorship. Retuming to this 

beginning, I feel as though 1 now know significantly more about interdiscipli~~ary minisiry 

colZuboratiott than 1 did at the outset of this adventure. In addition, I have gained tremendous 

appreciation for the broader topic of the &nity between faith and health in seeking 

wholeness. 

With the unwinding of question rhreads and a regathering of discovery threads, my 

inquiry process has enabled me to leam through both reason and passion as well as experience 

and reflection. Using the words of Eliot yet again, I know that "here, now, always" these 

heuristic processes have brought me to a new place of contemplating and celebrating the 

profound beazity of this unique bal1 of thread which 1 carry in a "condition of complete 

simplicity" that has cost me "not less than everything" (Eliot, 1943, p. 59). 

Self Dialoque #3 
Hey! Don? forget the part about '-'And al1 shall be w e l L  And al1 manner of thing shall 
be well': 
Yes, those lines speak to me of how faith and health can intertwine. I guess the cost 
of well-being has something to do with trusting that "ail things work together for good 
for those who love God". 
Heavy stuff! Here 1 wanted to talk about what if fek like to be inundated with al1 those 
loose threads that we've been gathenng from hither and yon ... gatheniig into the 
beauty bal/. Now you've gone "ponderous" on me! 
We have had some laughs at the 'Yhreads" haven't we? 
Sure have! Sometimes I've felt as though the "question threads" were coming out 
in wads and maris, while the "discovery threads" wefe nothing but disfjacting 
tangents into and back out of blind alleys, 
Well, there are certainly more questions than can be explored in this dissertation ... 
and I guess part of my process al1 along has been chasing down this or that corridor 
of questioning - only to discover that I've been off topic. 
But is if really off topic ? 
I guess when one is contemplating the afflnity between faith and health it is hard to 



be off topic. At the same time, I think you know what 1 mean. My topic, after ail, is 
refledion on interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. 
Yes, 1 know what the topic is, and 1 also know what you mean. You're supposed to 
be tracing the threads of  your heunsfic question.,. and when you've chased down 
certain cam'dors o f  quesfioning you've end up being disfracted by thaf side venture 
instead o f  staying the course. 
Its been fun, though, hasn't it? 
Got that right! ln f a c L  see those wee bits o f  gold thaf are wound into this unique 
bal/ o f  thread? 
Yes..- those tangents of reason and passion have often kept me going. Its a mix, I 
guess. 
Lots o f  mixes, actually. 
Guess that's what makes "sojouming" so important ... and such fun. 
Don7 forget the "and such a struggle" paR. 
Yes, that too ... but now who's getting "ponderous"? 
Oops! lime to go back to that beauty bal1 o f  thead.., 

What 1 will do at this point, then, is (a) chart the cumulative data found throughout not 

only the current chapter but also previous chapters of this dissertation, and @) draft a 

synthesis of themes and core learnings that comprise the threads of meaning as well as wisdom 

gained through my "experience of CO-authoring our book within the context of reflecting upon 

interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration between faith cornrnunity (parish) nurses and faith 

group leaders". In the next chapter I will develop these ideas, compare/contrast new leamings 

with previous assumptions, and further enjoy my celebration of discovery. 

Cumulative Data Base In considering how best to ponray the abundance of 

accumulated data bom out of rny heuristic leamhg process, I have corne up with the idea of a 

chart. It is an effort to encapsulate not only the identified methods of data collection described 

in Chapter III, but also the serendipitous amplifications of data emerging fiom my current 

work-in-progress, as developed in the present chapter. The chart will portray both data source 

and data location relative to this dissertation document. In other words, some of the data is 

"included" in the dissertation and a great deal more is "excluded" for a variety of reasons 

having to do with confidentiality and appropriateness. The location column of the chart, 

therefore, indicates where the "included" data can be found in the dissertation. By contrast, 

"excluded" data is indicated with a simple "X" mark. 



Chart of Accumulated Data 

Data Source Data Location 
In du ded Exclu ded 
[location] 

(a) Data gathered during the X 
introductory and esploratory 
phases of the D-Min, program 

(b) Data gathered through courses. X 
ISM1s, projects & papers 
completed as part of D.Min- program 

(c) ProfessionaI Paper IX (Clark 1998) X 
(d) Project/Dissertation Design (Clark 

199%) X 
(e) Log of dates associated with X 

Parish Nursing [August 28. 1997 
to June 1- 19991 

(f) Journal reflections [l 997-1 9991 X 
(g) Mind rnapddoodle diagrams X 
(h) Self dialogue #I Chapter L p. 6-7 

Self dialogue #2 Chapter III- p. 49 
Self dialogue #3 Chapter N, p. 8 1 

(i) Concept analysis: Collaboration Appendis A Part I 
0) Theological reflection tool (Clark & Chapter III p. 21 

Olson 2000) 
(k) Cntical incidents related with inter- Chpter IL p. 42-44 

disciplinary ministry collaboration 
(1) Areas of theory development Chpter m. p. 56-57 
(m) Interdisciplinary review of book Appendis B [7 parts] 

chapters during the wrïting process 
Draft of book manuscnpt sent to 
Sage Publications on March 3 1. 
1999 (Clark & Olson, 2000) 
Published book Separate tehq 
Prevïously pubiished rnaienals on topic: 
Clark (1998) 
Olson. Simington & Ciark (1 998) 
Olson. Clark & Sirnington (1999) 
Olson & Clark (1999) 
Research in progress on topic: 
Olson. Clark & Simington. (1998) 
Olson DougIass, Paul, Simington 
Goddard & Clark (1998) 
Course evaluation documents: 
1996. 1997.1998 The07 Course 
l996/97. l997/98 Practicurn Course 
1997/98 CAPPEKPE Course 
Chapter N [Data Set #1] 
i. Accumulated stories (35 pages) 
ii. "Oveniew of Stories" Appendis D. Part 1 



i i i  "Kinds of Stories & Types 
of Worlds" 

iv. "A Case in Point" 
(t) Chapter IV p a t a  Set #2] 

i, Notes, jottings, research ideas & 
learning resource tools 

ii. Rwised 1999 Theory 
Course Schedule 

iii. Draft Theoxy Course: 2000 
il-. Course schedule and references 

for dissertauon inclusion 
v- Bibliography of references 
vi. S u m m q  references to 

collaboration in readings 
and draft book manuscript 

vii. E~ctrapolation of sentences 
using collaboration 

(u) Chapter IV [Data Set #3] 
i. Wordfiequencies 
ii. Frequencies in rank order 
iii. Listing of related concepts 
iv. EX-trapolation of sentences 

using collaborarion 

Appendi.; D, Pan II 

Appendis D. Part III 

X 
Appendix D. Part IV 

Appendk D. Part V 
Appendi. A Part II 

Appendk D. Part VI 
Appendi. D, Part VU 
Appendis D, Part VLII 

X 

Threads of Meanine and Wisdom For nearly three decades 1 have enjoyed the craf? of 

crochet. Ifthere is one thing 1 have learned about the craft i t  is this: a bail of crochet thread is 

for "rnaking something". So too with the unique bail of thread 1 have acquired through 

questions and discovery. It is time to make something out of al1 the data pieces that are, up to 

now, ody disparately joined together. 

In crochet, outcomes of the crafi are guided by working with both patterns and 

creative design. In similar fashion, the rhreads of meaning as well as *sdorn gained through 

my heunstic sojouming of CO-authorship need further work in order to refiect a combination 

of patterns as well as creativity. To this end, 1 am identifying the following themes and core 

leamings. They have emerged as illuminations during my reflection upon interdisciplinary 

ministry collaboration between faith community (parish) nurses and faith group leaders 

involved with health promotion and faith renewal. What is captured with illumination is a 

"breakthrough into conscious awareness of qualities and a clustering of qualities into themes 



inherent in the question" (Moustakas, 1990, p. 29). Upon this foundation, the next two 

chapters wiil provide further development o f  these illuminations: first, through comparing and 

contrasting new leamings with previous assumptions and then by discussing my understanding 

of "benefits, possibilities, barriers and limitations" associated with interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration in the context of faith seeking and hedth seeking as parailel integrative 

processes- 

Conceptual Themes Inherent in the Heuristic Research Question 
described as 

Qualities and Clusters of Qualities 
essential to 

Interdisciplinary Ministry Collaboration 

(1) The quality of personal/communai stories or narratii~es as points of entry 
in the exploration of both faith and health 

(2) The q u a l i ~  of voice, as antecedent to listening dialogue, and esploration 

(3) The qualities of "a decision being made ro learn " and "lenrning through 
inqui? ", as ways to both faith and health 

(4) The qualities of vocation and profession as contests for the development of 
disceniment. ministry. respect, cornpetence. boundaries, and accountability 

(5) The qualities of tinre and cornmirnrenr to processes that ernpower the renewaï 
of faith and promotion of health in self and others (both individual and 
qstemic others). 

Core Learninqs Derived from the Heuristic Research Question 
described as 

Threads of Meaning and Wisdom 
integral to 

lnterdisciplinary Ministry Collaboration 

(1) PersonaUcornmunaI stories or narratives, as points of entn. invite both fait11 
conmunih (parish) nurses and faith group leaders to: (a) expiore operative 
worldviews, p;aradigms and filters. and (b) obsendassess how these filtering 
processes influence (as botli possibilities and limitations) the ways faith and 
health are leamed. 

(2) The p r i m q  "tool" relative to considering benefits. possibilities. barriers and 
limitations integral to interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration as welI as 
renewal of both faith and health in times of transition is multidimensional 

lisrening. 



(3) hterdisciplinary mini* collaboration is essenuaily an inquisirive 1earnin.q 
collaboration. For the faith cornmuni@ (parisli) nurse and faith group leader 
this inquisitive learning collaboration occurs at the interface of faith and 
heal th. 

(4) Interdisciplinary ministry collaboration advances through increased 
appreciation for both "vocation" and "profession" as multi-faceted as 
well as multi-dimensional learnirig contel%- 

(5)  Minisu'. collaboration evolves over time, It requires cornmitment to 
(a) constnicting conditions for leamhg across differences, (b) staying in 
relationship with God/seWothers during good times and bad t h e s ,  and 
(c) conm~unicating personal benefits/barriers as well as broader 
possibilitie~imitations related wvith this approach. 



Chapter V 

Unfolding a New Sense of Meaning 

Questions and clowns hold a secret, 
Their meaning is hid in the laughter of time. 
Ody a fool or a prophet 
Can hear al1 the sounds that are made 
In the wondering mind. 

(Clark, 1974) 

They Say it is a fine line between wisdom and folIy- 1 would like to add that it is also a 

fine line between purposeful sojourning and diffüsed meandering. 1 feel as though 1 have had 

experiences of both in the course of this heuristic research endeavor. Now it is time to sifi and 

sort the abundance of information acquired as a result of my innedouter travels. What are the 

essential qualities, conditions and relationships (Moustakas, 1990) underlying the expenence 

of interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration 1 have had in CO-authoring Our book? How do these 

essential elements reveal "benefits, possibilities, bamers and limitations" related with the 

broader topic of rninistry collaboration in faith community nursing? My focus in this chapter 

will be on both the experie~rce 1 have had in CO-authoring our book and the context of 

interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration in which this experience has occurred. 

The chapter wili be-developed in three sections. First, T return to the "key words" 

denved fi-om my research question. In Chapter 1 these words were described using the 

Ianguage of my P/D Design document (Clark, 199%). In the current chapter, they will be 

discussed using language developed while CO-authoring our book. Second, 1 will "fùrther 

niminate with" (Moustakas, 1990) the five conceptual themes and five core leamings 
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hi~hlighted at the end of the previous chapter. Third, 1 wilI document what 1 consider to be 

"benefits, possibilities, barriers and Limitations" worthy of consideration by faith community 

(pesh) nurses and faith group leaders who are seeking to foster rninistq collaboration in 

promoting a renewal of faith and health during these times of transition- 

Key Words Revisited 

In Chapter 1, 1 described key terms within my heuristic research question as follows: 

(a) interdisciplinary ministry collaboration, (b) faith community (parish) nurse, (c) faith group 

leader, (d) prornotinj a renewd of faith and health, and (e) times of transition. 1 went on to 

develop working definitions of these terms in the following order: rel~ewal, rrumiiiot~, 

c~llab~rutiodpar~~ership. irrterdiscIplirtary, mministry, fai& cornrnzrnity, faith comrnzoirîy 

(parsh) tnrrse, failh groirp leader, faiih, and healrh. In Chapter IV, when 1 explored these 

rems as a dimension of Reading #3, sixteen concept cIusters evolved. In addition, related 

terms integral to the key words were noted. Thus it c m  be said that the experience of co- 

authoring our book effected a type of "before" and "after" perspective on the key concepts in 

my research question. 1 would now like to demonstrate some of the shifis in awareness and 

meaning that have occurred. 

From promotinp renava/ to renerval of faifh and promotion of healih: Before 

writing the book my attention was on the word "renewal", now it is on not only renewal but 

also "promotion". Being a post-Vatican II Roman Catholic, 1 was schooled in use of the term 

"renewal". This concept was usually linked with processes of conversion, metanoia, or change 

of heart. It was also proclaimed that a "renewal of spirit gives Iife" (Flannery, 1975). In the 

1960's and 1970's my understanding of how renewal worked was individualistically perceived 

(Richardson, 1996). That is, 1 thought personal change would lead to communal and social 



change. It is interesting to note, however, that from its inception post-Vatican II renewal was 

intended to be "implemented not only interiorly and individually but dso extemdly and 

socially" (Pope Paul VI, 1966). Over the past twenty-five years, with additional learning in 

areas of the behavioral sciences as weil as theology, 1 have gained greater appreciation for 

"systemic" thinking related with change of heart. This is where the term "promotion" becomes 

important. 

In the expenence of writing Our book, 1 learned about "promotion" in its relationship 

with health and inquiry- The manuscript defined healrh promo1ion as both "any activity or 

program designed to irnprove social and environmental living conditions such that people's 

experience of well-being is increased" (Labonte, 1993, p. 99) and "the process of enabling 

people to increase control over, and improve, their health" (World Health Organization, 

1986). Likewise, promo~ion of inqzriry is discussed in relationship with the McGill model, 

where nursing is descnbed as "continuous inquiry" (Allen, 1986) and a leaming objective 

among nurse educators at McGilI is to promote rnethods of exploration and discovery through 

"thinking and inquixy" (Gros & Ezer, 1997). 

What "came together" for me in the expenence of writing Our book is that fath 

renewal and health promotion are parallel processes that occur in a climate of continuous 

inquiry. What do 1 mean by this? In drafling book chapters, 1 frequently found myself 

combining the words "faith and health". 1 also noticed I was using "renewal" in relationship 

with this combination, as in my research question: "promoting a renewal of both faith and 

health". At the same time, I was uncornfortable using the word "promotion" in speaking about 

"faith". Thus, 1 avoided phrases like "faith and health promotion" or "the promotion of faith 

and health". M e r  months of struggling with this discornfort, 1 decided to dserentiate the 

concepts of renewal and promotion. 1 began using rer~ewal with "faith" and promuficm with 

"health". At that point something clicked! I expenenced a shift of awareness and meaning. 



That is to Say, it "makes sense" to speak about faith (perceived as being in relationship with 

divine/seWothers) using words like "restore, replenish, revive, re-establish and recover" 

(Webster, 1989). These words "fit1' the notions of change of heart, animation of spirit, and the 

reassessment of individual/societal relationships called for in Vatican II renewal. By contrast, 

Webster's words do not "rnake sense" or "fit" when refemng to healfh [perceived as a "social 

phenornenon, and a way of living and behaving that includes elements of developing and 

becoming, coping and leaming (AIlen, 1981; Clark & Olson, 2000)J. Renewal as restoration 

and recovery suggests illness/cure thinking rather than an emphasis on improvement of living 

conditions and overdl well-being. Thus, I am now gaining cornfort with the idea of a parallel 

process where "faith renewal and health promotion" are complementary to one another while 

being sustained in a climate of "continuous inquiry". This leads to further consideration of the 

notion "promoting inquiry". 

What 1 have learned about the basic posture of collaborative co~~ti~nmrrs iqzriry is that 

it involves mutuai questioning, learning and discovery. 1 love it! The "question-raising word of 

God" has long been operative in my theology of rninistry (Navone, 1988) and my appreciation 

for narrative theology (Hauerwas & Jones, 1989; Navone, 1990). To conceive of faith group 

leaders and faith community (parish) nurses poised in a stance of shared as well as continuous 

inquiry, question-raising, learning and discovery was like "corning home" (Jones, 1989) to a 

new awareness of the ancient theme of "hospitaiity" (Leon-Dufour, 1973). It is hospitaiity that 

complements sojourning. Likewise, it is hospitaiity that both encourages inclusive living as 

healthfùl and witnesses to faith as open-heartedness. When pursued together, as parallel and 

complementary activities, "renewal of faith and promotion of health" address a quality of 

receptivity tu growthkhange that is not only individudistic but dso familial, communal, and 

systemic. For me, this shift in awareness was profound. 

From faith and health as isolated conce~ts, to broader me an in^ clusters: Another 



breakthrough to consciousness occurred in relationship with the terms faith and heaïrh. It was 

agreed that 1 would write a chapter on "Characteristics of Faith Cornmunities" and Joame 

would write about "Health, Healing, WhoIeness and Health Promotion". As 1 developed my 

chapter I began to see that "faith" is constitutive of and integrally linked with three other 

terms: "spirituality", "theology" and "religion". Much of the chapter on the characteristics of 

faith cornmunities, therefore, dwelled on constructive Linkages between these terms. What 1 

came up with were the following four descriptions: 

Failh = being in relationship with ... (add persons, places, objects, and 
so forth) 
Spirillrulity = experiences of being in relationship with ... 
Zkeology = reflection and celebration around expenences of being in 
relationship with.. . 
ReZigiotz = community contexts within which to share reflection and 
celebration around experiences of being in relationship with,.. 

While each description was grounded in theological literature, it was also dynamically 

presented. Thus, the word fairh pointed to fiirther reflections on "being" and "relationship", 

qiriftdizy evo ked consideration of "expenences", theology introduced the notions of 

" reflection" and "celebration", and religion spo ke of "community context s" as well as 

"sharing"- 

When 1 read Joanne's chapter on health, healing, wholeness and health promotion, 1 

observed similar iinkages and dynamics at play. While each chapter developed differently in 

topic, style and outcomes, 1 observed that both faifh and henlth could be better understood 

not as isolated concepts but rather in the context of rneaningfùl concept-clusters. In other 

words, faith c m  be better appreciated when constructi~ely linked with spirituality, theology 

and religion. Likewise, health cm be better appreciated when constmctively linked with 

healing, wholeness and health promotion. This was a significant and meaningful awareness. 

From parish ro faith cornmunitu: Since Chapter I of this dissertation included 

information about mitNstry, faith commmity, faith commu~tity (parish) trurse, fuith grmip 



leader derived fiom Our book, 1 do not feel a need to repeat it here. Important as these areas 

of reflection have been for me in CO-authoring the book, I did not experience significant 

"before" and "after" breakthroughs of consciousness. Rather, what became meanin,@ to me 

in approaching these key words was how my understanding of "parish" and "sojounllng" have 

evolved. A desire to research and write about the connection between parish and pilgnmage 

first lead me to attempt a chapter on "Exploring 'Parish' and Reclaiming Its Meaning". In the 

review process, 1 received some extremely helpful feedback which lead me to radically rework 

this chapter. What evolved was a reflection on "Local Faith Comrnunities as 'Places of 

Seeking"'. Let me share a bit further. 

In considering questions that rnight arise as nurses enter local faith communities, 

insights on the concept of "place" (Groome, 1991) combined with some of my previous 

reflections on "seeking" (as a kind of spiritual hunger as well as emotionaily complex longing). 

The conclusion 1 came to in the chapter is that faith communities are strategically located to 

be "places of seeking" that cornmunicate a foundational messaje: "we are here". As 1 wrote in 

the chapter, "we are here in many forms, many places and with many names ... small and large, 

simple and cornplex, local and global" (Clark & Olson, 2000). Seen in this light, sojouming 

becornes a twofold movement of outward reaching and inward welcoming. That is, in our 

book we envisioned local faith comrnunities sojouming to meet others in "dispersed places" 

and also welcoming these others into "ernpowering places". This twofold movement is well- 

çrounded in traditional theological terms such as "evangelization", and the rich theological 

discourse around differing "ecclesiologies". 

In addition to envisioning local faith communities as places of seeking, Our book also 

speaks about "Faith Seeking and Health Seeking as Parallel Processes" and "Bringing a Vision 

of Faith and Heaith into the Future". These chapters portray faith community nurses as both 

historically rooted in and also a "new" manifestation of ancient as well as essential linkages 



between faith and health (Clark & Olson, 2000). Faith cornmunity nurses "bridge" a 

community's outward reaching, sojouniing impulse in their functions of  "referral agent" and 

"health advocate". They also strengthen the inward reaching, empowering fâith impulse in 

their functions of "health educator", "health counselor", "coordinator of  volunteers", and 

"developer of support groups" (Holstrom, 1999). Thus, in the experïence of CO-authoring our 

book, my ideas about sojouming shifted as 1 was able to more clearly envision local faith 

cornrnunities saying "we are here" where faith seeking and health seeking are encouraged and 

wholeness is fostered. 

From an emphasis on transition to a deeper appreciation of Hom:  The work of 

researching and writing three chapters on "transition" in Our book taught me a great deal 

about that topic. One of the breakthroughs of consciousness that came to me in this leamhg 

was to see "story as the first line of response to change and the starting point of transition" 

(Clark & Olson, 2000). In his book Matraging Transitio~rs: Making the Most of Chollge, 

William Bridges distinguishes change (something situational and extemal) fiom tramiZiott 

(something process based and intemal). He goes on to define traï~sition as "a psychological 

process people go through to corne to terms with the new situation" (Bridges, 1991, p. 3 ) .  

While 1 find this definition rich and engaging, I aiso find that it lirnits the full scope of what is 

being descnbed. That is, transitions are not oniy a psychological process, but also physical, 

intektual, emotional and spiritual processes of the "whole person" who is coming to terms 

with change. Given this broader perspective, our book develops the idea of transition as both 

a "whole person process" of coming to terms with change, and "conduits/passageways" 

through which the person works implications of the change into the total fabric of a11 that has 

gone before and al1 that lies ahead in his or her life story. Thus, with regard to my key word 

"transition", 1 have experienced a shift of awareness and meaning. Rather than focus on the 

"coming to terms" aspect in times of transition, I am choosing to look more at "life story", or 



narrative, aspects. This broadens the scope, offering a link of meaninç between transiriotr and 

story. Much has already been said about this rich fieId of "narrative" in theology, psychology, 

mythology and diverse literary genre. What 1 note at this point is the shift in consciousness 

that has occurred. 

From an allure to an understanding. of collaboration: While it rnay be obvious 

by now, it needs to be reaffirmed that my greatest breakthroughs to awareness and new 

meaning have occurred around the term "coIlaboration". As mentioned in Chapter I of this 

dissertation, my original allure was toward "interdisciplinary partnership", based on my 

interest in the writings of Eisler (1 987), Eider & Loye (1 WO), Montuon & Conti (1 993), and 

Russell (1 98 1). With the help of Sullivan's (1 998) comprehensive analysis [see Appendix A, 

Part r], 1 could accept "collaboration" as the broader concept I needed to work with, and 

relegate "partnership" (with the richness of meaning 1 had gathered around this term) to  the 

realm of being a characteristic or attribute of collaboration- 

Sullivan's definition of colldoration as "a dynamic, transfonning process of creating a 

power sharing partnership for pervasive application in health care practice, education, research 

and organizational settings for the purposefil attention to needs and problems in order to 

achieve likely successful outcomes" (Sullivan, 1998, p. 6) captures the rich texture of this 

concept. Ln drawing upon this definition for use by faith cornmunity (parish) nurses and faith 

group leaders, 1 would Say that the only change needed is to replace "in health care" with "in 

the integration of faith and health reIated with ministry". Since Sullivan's definition is lengthy 

and cumbersome, there is a second definition that I find helpfùl. It speaks of znterdzsc@Zzt~ary 

col(aborntion as "continuous interactions of two or  more disciplines organized into a common 

effort" (Mariano, 1989, p. 286). 

While the foundational sections of our book needed to be developed, 1 have to Say that 

the most exciting, original and "fun" CO-authoring experiences occurred for me in writing 



Chapters 21 and 22. By that time both Joanne and 1 had learned back and forth fiom one 

another on a variety of topics. Furthemore, 1 had just completed a chapter on "Nurses and 

Faith Cornrnunity Leaders Growing in Partnership" in which 1 discussed ministry partnerships 

as both inwardly developed and outwardly expressed. That iq the inward looking eiernents of 

a ministry partnership constitute its depth of colleagieship. These eiements include growth in 

an understanding of (a) "ministry" as both a profession and vocation, @) "power" as both 

caring and forceful, and (c) "power dserences" as factors which invite ever deepeninç Ieveis 

of communication. By cornparison, 1 said that the outward looking elements of a rninistry 

partnership constitute its breadth of collaboration. These elements inciude (a) "leaniing" as a 

creative interchange between ministry professionals and those who are the focus of their 

ministry, (b) "boundaries" as places where care and influence encounter respect as weU as 

Limitation, and (c) "dialogue" as a nuanced and creative integration of insights, words and 

ministry actions (Clark & Olson, 2000). Various sections of Chapter 20 addressed the topics 

of ministry partnership, colleagueship, and collaboration. Al1 of my reflections were informed 

by a belief that "faith comrnunity nurses and faith group leaders are cornpanion sojourners on 

a path of inquiry which seeks to foster health as integral to faith and faith as integral to heaith" 

(Clark & Oison, 2000). 

A creative synthesis resulting fiom my work in Chapter 20 was development of a 

"Ministry Partnership Continuum" (see Appendix E, Part 1). Both Joanne and 1 worked on this 

instrument, which combines insights fiom the writings of Pierce, Page & Waper  

(1986/1998)6 with phases of process developrnent in the McGil1 nurçing mode1 (Warner, 

1997). More will be said about this tool in discussing conceptual themes and core leamings. 

For the present, I draw attention to this synthesis insofar as it highlights the grounding of 

theory and experience upon which Joanne and I proceeded into the fhition of our 

cotlaborative endeavors in Chapters 21 and 22. 



"Health Promotion and Faith Promotion: A Muiistry Spiral that Connects and 

Deepens" is the title given to Chapter 21. It is noted that, even as late as the writing of t k s  

chapter, 1 had not as yet expenenced my shifi of awareness in distinguishing "health 

yromoiiaiz and faith r-e~zewal"- But that is not the point 1 wish to make in taiking about this 

chapter. Rather, the big discovery was our "Paradigm for Collaborative Ministry Reflection: 

The 'Hermeneutic Spiral' of Leaming Guided by Inquhy" (see Appendix E, Part II). -This 

diagram draws upon guiding questions found in theoretical underpinnings for the McGill 

mode1 of nursing (Allen, l986), and refiarnes them fiom the perspectives of both faith 

cornmunity nurse and faith group leader. Further to this, it depicts the faith cornmunity nurse 

and faith group leader as "collaborative lemers" sojouming in relationship with the "client as 

leamer". What we did in Chapter 22, then, was dernonstrate how this paradigm c m  work. 

Drawing on composite vignettes from Our various experiences in nursing and chaplaincy, 

Joanne and 1 worked through the guiding questions collaboratively. This was an exciting 

experience! It drew together numerous "theories and ideas" in the practical forum of "lived 

experience". What was even more exciting was teaching fiom this chapter dunng our 

University of Alberta 1999 Theory course. At that time we copied Our composite vignettes 

and had Our students work in srnail groups with the five questions. This, too, was both 

delightful and affinning It "worked" well! Thus, in appreciating i>~terdiscip/i,mry rnh~isfry 

collaboration, the experience of CO-authonng our book has grounded my allure in concrete 

benefits, possibilities, barriers and limitations. More of this Iater- For now, it is time to move 

on fiom this revisiting of key words to discussing the "threads of meaning and wisdom" 

identified at the end of Chapter IV in this dissertation. 

Conceptual Themes and Core Leaniings 

What 1 have shared before bears repeating at this time. In heuristic methodology, 



illrcminution and explication refer to processes in which the researcher culls through the 

massive volume of data coiIected in pursuit of discovery and attempts to glean "essential 

qualities, conditions and relationships" relevant to the quest (Moustakas, 1990). For me, the 

quest is about interdiscipli~tary minisîry collaboration. What I have cuUed are five "qualities" 

that 1 consider to be essentiai to  this quest, and five "core leamings" that 1 perceive as integral 

to interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. In the way I have developed them, there is direct 

linkage between qualities and leamings. In this section of the chapter, therefore, I shall 

explicate these five intercomected threads of meaning and wisdom- 

- jl) The Qualitv of Ston'es and Narratives: In the development of this dissertation 

I have made numerous reference to s ioy  It is an important conceptuai theme. As such, 1 have 

identified slories and narratives as points of entry into the exploration of both faith and health. 

What 1 have learned in ministry collaboration is that sfory is a meeting and gathering place. 

When faith cornmunity (parish) nurses and faith group leaders consider working together, 

cunosities anse. These curiosities, in the form of questions, may initiaiiy evoke factual 

responses. In time, however, they invite self sharing through personai narrative. As nurses 

listen to faith leaders and faith leaders listen to nurses, they begin to hear about each other's 

"worldviews, paradigms and filtersu. In Our book we develop each of these terms as follows. 

A world view is a perceptuai framework used to speak about one's reality (Bosch, 1996; 

McBrien, 198 1). Our worldviews are "personal" constructs which reflect the uniqueness of 

Our perceptions, reasoning processes, understanding about and relationship with ail that 

surrounds us (Lonergan, 1972). By contrast, paradigms grow out of "communal" perceptions 

and practices. A paradigrn is a "set of rules and regulations (written or unwrïtten) that 

establish or define boundaries and describe how to behave inside the boundaries in order to be 

successfùl" (Barker, 1992, p. 32). While much has been wîtten on the topic of paradigms 

over the past several decades, it rernains a fascinating field for firther exploration. Findly, 



filers "color" our perceptions in that they are "learned attitudes, values and beliefs that result 

f?om day to day living and affect the ways we approach new experiences" (Clark & Olson, 

2000). When communication across professional disciplines occurs, it is inevitable that there 

will be a "bumping into" differing worldviews, paradigms and filters. Once it is acknowledged 

that these filtering processes exist and are influencing perceptions, the very filters thernselves 

can be observeci and assessed with regard to their impact on how faith as well as health are 

leamed- 

Needless to Say, this is a huge topic area, and far beyond the scope of my current 

chapter. In CO-authoring our book, rny learning relative to this topic has been substantial. One 

positive outgrowth of learning was the construction of our "Mïnistry Partnership Continuum" 

(Appendix E, Part 1). It is modeled after the "male-female continuum" of Pierce, Page & 

Wagner (1986/1998), and depicts major stages of communication across the professionai 

disciplines of faith group leader and faith cornmunity nurse. Participating in these 

communication processes rests upon an assumption of power differences. In Our continuum 

we have situated the faith group leader in a position of power advantage insofar as this person 

is usually a hiring agent. Movement along the continuum involves nurses and faith leaders in 

three shifts of awareness. First, there is recognition that "collusions of role stereotyping" exist 

in which worldviews, paradips and filters are unexamined/unquestioned. Second, there is 

movement into a time of "transition" where the decision is made to learrr across differences of 

perception, ability, cornpetence, and skill. Finally, there is a shift toward "colleagueship and 

collaboration" experienced as ongoing dialogue, mutual empowerment, and rninistry sharing in 

the promotion of health and renewal of faith. Various stages of leaming are fostered through 

concepts f?om the McGill mode1 of nursing. Thus, (a) promotion of inquiry facilitates the 

examination of worldviews, paradigms and filters, and the breakdown of collusions related 

with role stereotyping, (b) identification of strengths, limits, potentids and growth areas 



fosters leamhg across differences of perception, and (c) penodic evaluation of relational and 

ministerial goals facilitates deepening levels of muiistry collaboration. This is a continuum 

Joanne and 1 have traveled expenentially in CO-authorhg our book. It is thrilling to now have 

a tooI through which to encourage others to sojourn along this path of narrative discovery. 

There is one final comment related with stories and nurru,les, as points of entry in the 

exploration of both faith and health, that 1 would like to share at this time. In his book 

S~orytelIirig: Intagi,lation ortd Fairh, William Bausch points out that "promoting health" is 

one of the characteristics of story. Likewise, he proposes that stories relate theology to faith 

community structures insofar as stones are "more important than facts", give rise to 

"traditions", and produce "many theologies" (Bausch, 1984). These insights highlight the 

important role ston'es and narratives play, at the interface of faith and health, in linking these 

dynamic concepts one to the other. 

j2) The aualitv of wice: 1 recentiy took a look at my booksheives and noticed 

three titles which included the word "voice" . First, there is Joan Baez's autobiography, Ami n 

V i c e  lo Sing Wilh (Baez, 1987). Second, there is the classic text 111 a Dlffereni Voice by 

Carol Gilligan (1982). Third, there is an introduction to pastoral counseling by Michael Jacobs 

called S M  SmdZ Voke (Jacobs, 1982)- As 1 reflect on these book titles, 1 am struck with how 

they capture what 1 perceive to be three core elements of voice as an essential quality in 

forming and sustaining collaborative rninistry relationships. 

First there is the voice of autobiography, self-discovery and self-disdosure. In their 

watershed work, based on grounded research related with epistemological development, the 

authors of Womeri's Ways of K I I O W ~ I ~  discovered that "women repeatedly used the metaphor 

of voice to depict their intellectual and ethical development; and that the development of a 

sense of voice, rnind and self were intricately intertwined" (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger & 

Tarule, 1986, p. 1 8). It is an important, if not necessarily easy, task to gain skills in disceming 



the voice of "me" fiom voices of "you" and "we". 

Second, there is the voice of one's uniqueness andor difference- When faith 

community nurses and faith group leaders engage in communication with one another, voices 

of uniqueness and difference d be heard. In fact, this dimension of voice rreeds to  be heard- 

One of the fundamental fiaws in so much study and research has been the denial of 

"difference". This is the point being made by Carol Gilligan in relationship with Kolberg's 

theoretical construct on moral development. Women approach moral decision rnaking and 

ethical processes with a "different voice" than men. But gender is just one among many kinds 

of "difference". Thus, the voice of one's uniqueness andor difference is a multifaceted topic 

d e s e ~ n g  of a great deal of respect and continuous inquky in efforts of dialogue. 

FinalIy, there is the "stiii small voice" of  appropriation into divine revelation. In this 

regard, it is not the content of Michael Jacob's book that has my attention so rnuch as its title. 

This title resonates with a biblicaf passage fiom 1 Kings 19 in which the prophet Elijah 

encounters God (1Kings 19, 9- 1 8). In verse twelve there is an enigrnatic phrase that is 

translated in a number of ways including, "a sound of sheer silence", "the sound of a gentle 

breeze" and "the sound of a still smali voice". What one cornmentary says about this elernent 

of voice is that it portrays how God "is a spirit" and that God "converses intimately" with the 

prophet (Jerusalem Bible, 1966). 1 would add to  this that God converses intimately with all 

humankind. Throughout both Hebrew and Christian scriptures the theme of voice is richly 

documented'. Hearing the voice of God is an essential task in al1 aspects of ministry. This 

theme, furthemore, is not limited to the religious hentase of Jews and Christians. According 

to ancient Eastern texts, the femde vozce was an important symbol of creation and source of 

the original creative Word that was referred to by the Greeks as Logos. Additionally, in a 

number of early faith traditions, the creative aspect of Voice was varioilsly known as Vac, 

Echo, Bath Kol, and Samjna (Walker, 1988). For me, voice, in al1 its richness, is a quality that 



is essential in forming and sustaining collaborative ministry relationships. 

Complernentary to an ability to  gain and express one's own voice is the ability to 

attend and distinguish the voices of others. What 1 have leamed in my experience of co- 

authoring Our book is that the primary "tool" relative to considering benefits, possibilities, 

barriers and limitations integral to interdisciplinary ministry collaboration (as well as renewal 

of both faith and health in times of transition) is mztltidime~tsioi~al lisrrning- In approaching 

this multidimensionality, voice is seen to be an antecedent of speech, listening, dialogue, and 

exploration (meaning "to cry out") in search of the divine/selflothers. Without an ability to 

both express the uniqueness of who I am and recognire such self expression in another, 

authentic interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration will falter. Furthemore, voice is something 

that can be discerned in not only individuals but also systerns. Notice phrases like "voice of the 

people", "voice of the poor", "controlling andor marginal voices". Indeed, the creative 

impulses of voice and multidimemio~~uZ Zlisteniilg are important elements in collaborative 

ministry endeavors involving both health promotion and faith renewal. 

J3) The aualitv of learninp rhrouatr inguirv: In a previous section of t h  chapter 

I referred to "promotion of inquj." and "continuous inquiry". While 1 do not need to repeat 

what has already been developed on this topic, 1 do need to emphasize my core learning. That 

is, interdisciplinary ministry collaboration is essentially rooted in inquisitive leaming 

collaboration. Shared rninistry between faith cornrnunity nurses and faith group leaders that 

circumvents a decision being made to leam across disciplines will falter. Indeed, 1 believe that 

al1 types of interdisciplinary rninistry rest upon such Ieaming through inquïry. For the 

disciplines of nursing and theology, this learning needs to occur at the interface of  faith and 

health. In this regard, one needs to wonder about the possibility of developing and including 

acadernic courses on health, healing, wholeness, and heallh promotion in t heology degree 

programs. Conversely, in preparing for faith comrnunity nursing, what about the possibility of 



acadernic courses on faith, spiririraiity, theulog): mai religion in these degree programs? 

J4) Thesualities o f  iwcation andprofession: In theexperienceofwritingour 

book a nurnber of theological threads of awareness and meaning were enriched. Significant 

arnonç these were the threads of vocation and profession. I can identiQ four dimensions of 

e~chmen t  on this twofold topic. First, in identwng faith cornmunity nursing as a "mininry 

profession", 1 needed to distinguish between ministry "office" and ministry "functions" '- 
Second, in situating faith community nursing within the specter of "recognized religious 

ministries", I delineated the four levels of rninistry developed in McBnen (1987): 

universaV~eneral, universal/specific, religious/general and reliJious/specific. Third, insofar as 

the rninistry of faith community nursing gives expression to both a sense of cal1 and fkee 

response (vocation) and the practical shaping of this response by means of a uniqu.e body of 

knowledçe and related skills @rofession), it was important to spend time on these two 

concepts of vocation and profession as contexts for the development of discernent, ministry, 

respect, competence, boundaries, and accountability. Finally, since my experience has been 

colored by the fact that theologically based rninistry has given greater emphasis to vocation 

than profession, and nursing has given greater emphasis to profession than vocation, I found it 

an important exercise to differentiate between "ministry identity" and "ministry relationship". 

Let me share further on this latter point. While there may be need for ongoing debate 

with regard to what makes apersm~ professional, there needs to be increased clarity with 

regard to what makes a reiazioriship professional. What I have corne to understand is that any 

relationship emanating ffom one's ministry office/functions is, in its very nature, professiuttal. 

This irnplies a need for ministry education programs to both ensure communication about and 

foster learning of professional standards for competence in: (a) diferentiating respect and 

empathy, (b) developing healthy self-care, (c) structuring as well as maintaining appropnate 

boudaries, and (d) including mechanisms of relational assessment, evaiuation and 



accountability. In surnmary, 1 have identified my core Ieaming pertinent to this topic as 

follows: Interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration advances through increased appreciation for 

both "vocation" and "profession" as multi-faceted as well as multi-dimensional learning 

contexts. In my expenence of CO-authoring Our book, 1 have learned fiom Joanne about 

professiorl and she has learned fiom me about vocatiort- 1 believe this is a leamhg exchange 

that can be more broadly applied as those of us who are theologically educated share our 

language of vocarion and those who are nursing educated share their langage ofprofesiorl. 

[S) The q urlities of iime and cornmitmeni: In my experience of interdisciplinary 

m i n i s q  collaboration, as developed over the past five years, I have learned the following two 

important points. First, interdisciplinary collaborati~n takes tirne. In order to listen, dialogue 

and explore issues pertinent to the promotion of health and renewal of faith, quality tirne for 

communication needs to be built into the working relationship. Second, MNstry collaboration 

requires commimient. Specifically, this cornmitment is onented toward processes that 

empower the renewal of faith and promotion of health in self and others (both individual and 

systemic others). That is to Say, interdisciplinary ministry collaboration is rooted in "an. 

orientation to serve others that is both representative of and camied out in relationship with a 

faith cornmunity's reason for being" (Clark & Olson, 2000). Seen in this light, 1 believe that 

ministry collaboration can thrive by means of "inclusive consciousness". Further, there are at 

least three ways of fostering commit ment to inclusive consciousness. 

First, circles of interdisciplinaiy ministry collaboration can expand inclusively b y  means 

of constructing conditions for leaniing across differences. These differences may be 

interdisciplinary. They may also be differences that arise in relationship with those. to whom 

one ministers. Potential for learning, in this regard, is endless. 

Second, inclusiveness grows by staying in relationship with God, self and others during 

both good times as well as bad times. In good rimes it is tempting to "cling". Thus the 



corrective as well as evangelical commissioning from Jesus to Mary MagdaIene in John 20, 

17. Yes, profound breakthroughs of consciousness, connection andor reunion need to be  

celebrated. In addition, however, these breakthroughs need to be channeled as errungelion, 

good news for others. By contrast, in bad tirnes it is tempting to "flee". If, in the Christian 

paradigm, clinging cornes to Iight as a resurrection narrative, we need look no fanher than the 

passion narratives for expressions of Beeing. For example, in Matthew's gospel we read that 

"al1 the disciples deserted him and fled" (26,56). The diverse ways that people journey into 

isolation, desolation andor loneliness is a topic too broad for this dissertation. It is a kind of 

journey, however, that needs to be recognized as an obstacle in sustaining relationships of 

ministry collaboration. So, in good tirnes and bad, it is important to include others in Our 

closeness and solitariness. 

Third, while "collaboration" is now being more broadfy valued and written about 

(Gottlieb & Ezer, 1997; Lloyd & Ludwig-Beyrner, 1999; Sullivan, 1998), it is a topic area that 

is far from being comprehensively understood. Broad inclusion of successfùl expenences as 

well as aborted collaborative attempts need to be documented. In this regard, it wi11 be 

important for faith community nurses and faith group leaders who are working collaboratively 

to add their discovery as well as leaming to the body of literature on this topic. Indeed, 1 

believe there is much yet to be unraveled before an accurate assessrnent of individudsystem 

benefits, bamers, possibilities and limitations can be elucidated. For the present, leaming, 

dialogue and sharing needs the support of tirne and cornmiment. Furthemore, these supports 

must corne fiom not only faith community nurses and faith group leaders, but also faith 

judicatones and nursing/theology learning centres. One of my hopes, resulting fiom the 

growthful expenence I have had in CO-authoring our book, is that a more inclusive and 

comprehensive development of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration can flounsh among 

those of us who sojourn at the interface of faith and health. 



Benefits and Barriers, Possibilities and Limitation 

Speculation on "what benefits, possibilities, baniers and limitations need to be 

considered for interdisciplinary ministry collaboration to be fostered" has been part of my 

heuristic quest from the star& of this dissertation. It has taken much cornmitment and 

continuous inquiry, however, to arrive at a point of providing direct response to my research 

question. In the pajes that follow, 1 wîIl surnmarize some of the  advamages and challenges 

discussed in Iiterature on the topic of collaborazion. 1 will then compare these leaniings of 

others with my own expenence in the CO-authonng of our book. Finally, 1 will surnmarize the 

benefits, possibilities, barriers and limitations that 1 believe need consideration for faith 

community nurses and faith group leaders to pursue interdisciplinary ministry collaboration in 

empowenng faith renewal and health promotion. 

What  others have learned: The reading 1 have done in Ieaniing from experiences 

of others draws on four sources: (1) a collection of writings on the McGiII mode1 of nursing 

(Gottlieb & Ezer, 19971, (2) a series of articles on interdisciplinary educationg, (3) Sullivan's 

book on ColIabo~'atiotz: A ffeulth Care Impera~ive (Sullivan, 1998), and (4) a chapter in 

Parish Nz~rsing: Promoritrg Who/e Persorr Healrh Within Fairh Commzrriities (Lloyd & 

Ludwig-Beyrner, in Solari-Twadell & McDermott, 1 999). While this mixture of readings 

addresses topics that are broader than my focus on collabora~ion, 1 will cull the points that 1 

consider important for appreciating benefits, barriers, possibilities and limitations. 

In the McGil writings, collaboration is situated in the nurse and client/family 

relationship. The nursing role, as described by Moyra Allen (1977), is "cornplernental" to  

client/family explorations and discoveries regarding "a way of living and bebaving that 

includes elements of developing and becoming, coping and leaming" (Allen, 198 1). Bemfils in 

this approach are its (a) emphasis on health, (b) potential for empowering client/families to 



acquire additional ski11 and assume increased responsibility for improved hedth, and (c) 

outcornes that can be measured in terms of not only heaith but dso learning. Shifling to my 

focus on this model's relevance to interdisciplinary ministry collaboration, 1 would Say that it 

offers tremendous possibiliq for use by nurses and faith group leaders. In this regard, 1 

believe it is the model's attention to "learning", together with its emphasis on the 

"complemental role" of helpers, that makes it so promishg for application within fath 

cornrnunities. Primary attention is focused on those being ministered to. These persondgroups 

are viewed as "lemers" in the matter of integrating faith and health. Nurses and faith goup  

leaders take their place, then, as "CO-leamers" in suppon of their congregants/parishioners. 

Barriers to using a McGill model approach are linked, in my way of thinking, with the myths 

of expertise and prescription. In both faith and health domains, we are accustomed to having 

experts prescribe advice, medication andor solutions to ailments of body-mind-spirit. 

Assuming a complemental stance in ministry is parabolic to the myths of expertise and 

prescription. This stance does not discount knowledge or skill, rather it channels these 

cornpetencies through activities of empowering others. For me, such posturing evokes 

awareness of the rich theologicd theme (in PhiIippians 2, 6-1 1) that is known as kenosis (self 

emptying)- In another vein, one of the limirafiom to broad based use of this model by faith 

group leaders and faith cornmunity nurses is: most people have never heard about the McGill 

model of nursing. Other nursing models are currently being explored with regard to their "fit" 

for parish nursing (Bunkers, 1999). My hope, therefore, is that Our book d l  contnbute to 

broader exposure for the McGill model. 

Several articles about interdisciplinary education provide insight on the topic of 

collnborario~~. A key concern in these articles is balancing personai/professional autonomy 

with shared expertise (Huff & Garrola, 1995). One article advocates for a "redefinition of 

professional autonomy" (Cook & Drusin, 1995), another promotes the benefits of "education 



for teamwork" (OIToole, 1992), and a third draws attention to the "importance of attitudinal 

change" (Bass& 1983). Al1 of these elements are significant in fofining collaborative ministIy 

relationships. Without an ability to  be  one's seIf, sharing across dgerences in knowledge and 

ski11 will be impeded. Furthemore, in matters of  teamwork and attitudinal change, 1 believe 

the "information age" is ushering in sipnificant changes to educational assessrnent. That is to 

Say, academic cornpetence was assessed in times past by means of  "exhaustive scholarship", or 

knowing all there was to know about a particular topic. For Our information age it is no longer 

possible to know all there is to know. In this regard, 1 beiieve we are rnoving toward 

assessing educational competence in t e m s  of "interactive scholarship", or knowing where to 

go and who to ask in order to find out what one wants to know. These shifts can be perceived 

as potential benefits when considering ministry collaboration in which nurses and faith group 

leaders learn where to go and who to ask in order to fuid out what they want to know about 

promoting health and renewing f a .  

Turning to evidence in the articles on benefits and limitations related with 

interdi~ciplinar~ education, there was a survey done in the Faculty of Health Professions at a 

Canadian university on the topic o f  interdisciplinary course development. Survey results 

contained a listing of advan~ages and disadvan~ages to this educational approach (Stewart & 

Wong, 1982). Benefits included: (a) a "better" course, since teachers were drawing from their 

strength in differing acadernic knowledge bases, (b) higher levels of expertise and fresh 

insights, as valid but different perspectives were shared, (c) some benefits related with 

teaching load, (d) sixdent benefits by virtue of leaming about differing disciplines without 

necessarily learning the stereotypes (e) reduction of interprofessional contlict, and (f) 

provision of baseline information to  al1 hedth profession groups. On the side of limitations, 

the following items were listed: (a) tremendous time investment, @) lack of full autonomy 

leading to reduction of participant cornmitment, and (c) without faculty cornmitment, the 



course could not succeed- As I read over these lists 1 found myself reflecting on rny own 

expenence in the University of Alberta Faculty of Nursing, and both agreeing as well as 

disagreeing with the findings. For example, 1 agree that our pmish nursing theory and 

practicum courses were "better" because they were taught in an interdisciplinary style- On the 

other hand, 1 did not experience benefits related with teaching load insofar as teachinç Our 

courses, eom both nursing and chaplaincy venues, was "additional" to  existing work.loads. 

Likewise, 1 did not find lack of full autonomy leading to decreased cornmitment. This was 

probably related with the fact that al1 faculty in our courses shared cornmitment to  

interdisciplinary collaborative endeavors. 

Moving on, Sullivan's review of the literature on collaboratiort yieIded an interesting 

finding: "there is not one negative consequence of collaboration reported between or  to  

anyone" (Sullivan, 1 998, p. 1 0). Furthemore, on the possibilities side of the ledger, Sullivan 

applauds collaboration as a way out of solitary functioning and/or isolation. She says that 

collaboration is a "vehicle for bringing disparate disciplines and organizations together to act 

in ways they could not act on their own to resolve needs and concems they are not able to 

address on their own" (Sullivan, 1998, p. 56). This is salient in considenng interdisciplinary 

ministry collaboration between faith community nurses and faith group leaders- Promotion of 

hedth and renewal of faith have potential to draw people out of solitary ways of doing things 

in both furthering knowledge of salvation and the learning of wholeness. 

Good as the potential for increased collaborative ventures may sound, Sullivan 

cautions that "the very positive picture of collaboration that emerges fiom this concept 

analysis could lead to the erroneous conclusion that al1 health care providers and educators 

embrace collaboration in their practices and organizations" (p. 57). There are a number of 

barriers to collaboration which have resulted in its not being widely used. These include: (a) 

degree of  commitment required, @) perceptions of loss (such as income, authority, 



independence andor autonomy), (c) lack of aability regarding the meaning of collaboration. 

and (d) the tenure of cultural expedience that is cumentIy driving both processes and outcornes 

related with health care. In emphasizing these limitations, Sullivan quotes Pellegrko (in 

Prescott and Bowen, 1985) saying: "The focal human problem that we have not yet solved is 

how best to employ the particular skills of each of the health professions synergistically to the 

benefit of the patient". In faith comrnunity nursing, the challenge is to employ skills of nurses 

and faith group leaders synergistically to benefit improved faith/health integration. 

Finally, turnuig to the book on Parish Nursing, Lloyd and Ludwig-Beyrner (1 999) 

believe the advunlage of collaboration is its investment in "cooperation" and its rnovement 

away from "cornpetition". They reference the work-of Kohn (1986, 1993) in supporting this 

perspective. While they are not tembly specific regarding an assessment of limizatiorls in 

collaborative approaches to parish nursing, they point out that "challenges become more 

complex when moving from individual collaboration to a group setting", and that parish 

nurses must be "skilled at both levels" (Lloyd & Ludwig-Beymer, 1999, p. 1 10). This 

reinforces the thread of reflection woven through my explication regarding individualistic vis a 

vis systemic consciousness (Richardson, 1996)- 

What mv ex~erience has taueht me: The expenence of CO-authoring our book 

evolved over a period of three years. During that time, Joanne and I have susrained 

interdisciplinary collaboration oriented toward the professional rninistry currently identified as 

nursing within a faith community. How have 1 benefited? What bamers have arisen for me? 

What possibilities do I envision? What limitations rnight I encounter? 

For me, the primary benefit from interdisciplinary collaboration with Joanne has been 

leamitg across the disciplines of nursing and theology. In particular, I value learning about 

the McGill model of nursing. It validates my theolosjcal af3ïnity toward question raising and 

story telling. It gives me new tools to  work with in fünctioning as a clinical pastoral 



theologicd educator. And it renews my belief in a professional stance that draws alongside 

others as sojourner, CO-lemer, and collaborator. In experiences of ministry, when 1 can say "1 

am w i ~ h  you" and "1 am for you" Io there is resonance with deep theologicd themes in my 

Christian hentage pertinent to the embodiment of Emmanuel (God with us> and the realization 

of Redemption (God for us). 

In another vein, coliaboration has been fostered between Joanne and me because each 

of us has "gifis" to bring fiom Our personal and professional worlds. For m e  there are roots in 

parish based pastoral care, hospital chaplaincy, and clinical pastoral theological education. In 

the writing of our book, therefore, I brought to the table of shared reflectiom and discovery a 

number of worldviews, paradips and filters that have informed my ministry Functioning for 

many years- One of these is my openness to other faith traditions. When I speak of this 

openness 1 feel tmly humble, for 1 am keenly aware of my ignorance and limited consciousness 

in this domain. At the same time, 1 believe the efforts both Joanne and 1 have made in 

stretching the concept of "parish nursing" to becorne that of " f ~ t h  comrnuni-iy nursing" are 

important contributions that will advance this emerging ministry profession. 

Just as learning across disciplines has been my greatest delight, stmggles related wïth 

interdisciplinary commrrnication have been my greatest challençe. This may, at first, sound 

paradoxical. On the other hand, there is the reality of "stereotypes". Ministry personnel have 

stereotypes about nurses and, likewise nurses have stereotypes about ministry personnel. 1 

have frequently encountered my own and other's stereotypes. For example, it took me a long 

time to realize that nurses do not identie with the medical establishment. From my experience 

in hospital chaplaincy, where nurses are often in positions of power advantage in relationship 

with spintual care providers, 1 camied a stereotype of nurses as part of the medical hierarchy. 

It has been important for me to unmask this misperception. As 1 have done sa, I have 

discovered a nch professional world d e d  "nursing". It isn't "my professionai world", but I 



have certainly gained greater clarity and appreciation for it in its own uniqueness. While 1 am 

speaking of an experience in which 1 have projected a stereotype of mine on to nursing, I 

could dso speak of having expenences when others seemed to be projecting their stereotypes 

about ministry personnel on to me. Working through such projections, back and forth, is 

integral to the " collaborative world" of interdisciplinary ministry development. 

Finaily, as 1 sit in a time of transition, contemplatingpossibiliries and iimitu~ior~s, I am 

encouraged by: (a) the potential benefit to faith communities that d l  unfold as faith 

community nursing develops more broadly; (6) the potential for growth in faith renewd and 

heaith promotion, as this new incarnation cf the age old complernentarity between faith and 

heaith is further researched, and (c) the potential for "bringing disparate disciplines and 

org,anizations together to act in ways they could not act on their own" in matters of brïnging a 

vision of faith to health and a vision of health to faith through collaborative leaming, dialogue 

and exploration- While I am mostly optimistic and heartened, 1 also experience times of 

discouragement when (a) 1 witness this new ministry "bumping into" personal/professional 

agendas of ego need, turf skirmishes, and boundary ambiguity, (b) 1 see growing econornic 

disparity between "haves" and " have-nots" insofar as this usually has implications for faith and 

health, including the risk of fiagmentation as well as alienation, and (c) I re-read the eospels 

and realize that, in the core of my Christian faith is the drawing of a Love and the voice of a 

Cdling that costs not less than everything ... and 1 wonder, can I stay the course in my 

cornmitment to interdisciplinary rninistry colIaboration? 

Self-Dialo~ue #4 
Now thaf's no way to end this section! So ponderous and foreboding! Whaf 
about a /Me "aRer thoughf" of delight? 
Maybe that's what this self-dialogue is al1 about ... touching base with "humor 
as an essential eiement that wasn't previously captured in my summation of 
conceptual themes and core leamings. 
Now we're clicking! Humor is the spnirgboard faith group leaders and faith 
community nurses will need to keeg bouncing on if they are going to dive into 
this new collaborative ministry venture. 



Well, I see we are into puns, and a little bridge work between the "what my 
experience has taught me" section and the next bit. 
Caughf me! So.,. let's boogie! 

Considering the pursuit of interdisci~iinary ministrv collaboration: 1 said 

earlier that it is too soon in the development of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration 

between faith community nurses and faith group leaders to accurately identify benefits, 

ban-iers, possibilities and limitations. What I propose, therefore, is an explication of co1~ditioi7s 

within collaborative ministry relationships which wi11 contribute to assessrnent of benefits, 

bamers, possibilities and limitations. Further to this, returnhg to my articulation of four types 

of "world" in the previous chapter of this dissertation, 1 suggest that (a) benejirs and barrirrs 

can best be appreciated through the lens of personaI/professiona1 worlds, and (b) posnbiIities 

as well as h i t a ~ i o n s  can best be appreciated through the lens of topicaVcollaborative worlds. 

What do 1 rnean by this? 

In speaking about advantageshenefits and disadwntages/bamers related with 

col/nbora~ion, people draw on their own expenences. Thus, in the books and articles I 

referred to earlier, conclusions or outcomes were grounded in some form of demonstration 

project or survey tool designed to assess personaVprofessiona1 attitudes, perceptions, 

expenences, and so forth (Bassoff, 1983; Laatsch, MiIson & Zimer ,  1986; Stewart & Wong, 

1982). By contrast, in discussing possibilities/lirnitations related with interdisciplinary 

collaboration, a shift toward less personalized and more global language is in evidence 

(Gottlieb & Ezer, 1997; Lloyd & Ludwig-Beymer, 1999; OYToole, 1992; Sullivan, 1998) . 

Here we see the use of phrases like "heaith care", "course development", or "faith renewal and 

health promotion". This is an important shift to note. While it would be both premature and 

naive for me to guess at "why" this shifi in language eventuates, 1 offer rny observation and 

encourage fbrther exploration of the phenornenon. At the same time, my sumrnarization of 

"benefits, bamiers, possibilities and limitations" rests upon this observation. Thus, I have 



organized two groups of considerations. The first addresses personaUprofessionaI benefits and 

barriers. The second is directed toward topicaVcollaborative possibilities and limi-tations. 

Betrefits undBarriers: At one point in Our book 1 wrote "it dl starts with 

relationship" (Clark & Olson, 2000). 1 believe this is the fundamental basis upon which both 

benefits and baniers can be assessed. What is the tmtzrre as well as ~t~ulizy of relationship 

being developed by faith group leaders and faith cornrnunity nurses in their interdisciplinary 

ministry collaboration? Given its roots in the context of "ministry", it can be said the nature of 

the relationship is professional How, then, are the benefits and barriers to professional 

relationships explored across differences of knowledge, skiil and power? 

I suggest that benefits originate in and can be assessed through experiences of sharhg. 

Where would 1 be now if I did not share my story about "parish nursing" with a nurse 

colleague, as we sipped our coffees and listened to the background sounds of an indoor 

waterfàil at the hospitai, over seven years ago? And where would the University of Alberta 

Faculty of Nursing initiatives be if this nurse did not share her excitement about the idea with 

other nurse colleagues, and facilitate the scheduling of an ad hoc meeting for interested. 

nursing faculty? Indeed, collaborative sharing occurs through such an exchange of 

stones/narratives, enthusiasm, rninistry discernrnent, and the complementary engagement of 

professional cornpetencies. Further, increased benefit to experiences of sharing cm evolve 

with the use of voice, multidimensional listening, dialogue and collaborative inquiry. Thus, a 

relationai climate of respect, trust, accountabiIity, self-care and holistic boundary development 

will be a beneficial outcome that can foster deepening interpersonal as well as 

interprofessional exchange related with empowenng the renewal of faith and promotion of 

health in self and others (both individual and systernic others). Essential ingredients in these 

endeavors are skills, time and commitment. Finally, some concrete expressions I have either 

expenenced or observed that may be described as beneflts to interdisciplinary ministry 



collaboration between faith leaders and nurses are the following: (a) learning across the 

disciplines of theology and nursing, (b) discerning personal as well as professional "gifis" that 

can be drawn upon in rninistry collaboration, (c) a "bette? quality of rninistry, (d) 

participation in the parable of complemental CO-learnins, (e) encouraging conditions for co- 

learning, (f) witnessing the fhition of "ernpowerment" as co-learning develops, (g) assessing 

educational readiness for rninistry based on not oniy "exhaustive" but also "interactive" 

knowledge, (h) leaniing about differences without necessarily learning stereotypes, (i) 

provision of baseline information on "faith and heaith" to both nursing and theologically 

prepared ministry collaborators, and (j) greater emphasis on "cooperation" rather than 

" cornpetition" in the carrying fonvard of interdisciplinary rninistry. 

Barriers to collaboration, like the benefits, are conditioned by relational qualities. 

Thus, one method for assessing impediments to collaboration would be to reflect on oppusiles 

t o  the benefits that have been descnbed. This, however, would over-simpiify the broader 

picture. In addition to reviewing barriers as opposites to benefits, therefore, 1 suggest the 

following further considerations. Barriers may arise out of unexamined/unquestioned 

worldviews, paradigms and filters. Likewise, barriers may be by-products of stereotyping, 

clinging, fleeing, or "bumping into" things that are disorienting and confusing. Further to this 

are the myfhs of expertise and prescription that can inform personaVprofessionaI functioning. 

How is one's knowledge, skiIl and cornpetence being channeled in relationship with those 

being rninistered to? Finally, it is important to assess issues arising under the topics of 

"secondary gain", "always too busy", "hidden agendas", "unresolved hurts", "duplication of 

sefices", "giving into discouragement", and the like. Any of these dynamics can serve as 

bmiers  to growth in ministry collaboration. 

Possibilities and Limitatio~sr Shifiing attention fiom personal/professiond 

considerations related with interdisciplinary rninistry coilaboration, 1 would now like to look at 



some possibilities and limitations related with the ropicnl world of "nursing within a faith 

comunity " and the collaborafiver world of "empowering faith renewal and heaith promotion 

in tirnes of transition". Here, 1 believe, emphasis needs to be given to rnMsfry. However 

defined, the basic posture of those who engage in ministry is an orientation to serve others. 

These others may be individuals andor  systerns. 

The first possibility apparent in faith cornmunity nursing is what I would respectfully 

describe as resurrecting, in a new incarnation, the ancient linkage between faith and hedth ". 

One outcome of our contemporary healthcare systems, wonderful as these rnay be, is their 

propensity to disempower patients/cfients/residents. By contrast, a possibility within faith 

cornmunity nursing is its potential to empower people with infomation/education, self- 

agency/advocacy, supportive networking, collaborative inquiry, and integrative leaming in 

pursuit of both faith and health. This possibility wil be fostered as faith communities (a) 

"sojourn outwardly" to where people may be wander=ng/wondering in their dispersions of 

time, space, energy and virtue, and (b) "sojourn inwardly" as cornmunity contexts where 

people are welcomed and a~matedhevitdized by shared reflection and celebration around 

experiences of being in relationship with God, self and others. If faith renewal and heaith 

promotion are to be achieved, what "needs and concems that they are not able to  address on 

their own" (Sullivan, 1998) do nursing prepared and theologically prepared professionais need 

to focus on so that "disparate disciplines and organizations" can be brought together to act in 

empowering ways? This question, 1 believe, holds great potential in exploring not o d y  

individual but also systernic possibilities pertinent to "nursing within a faith comrnunity" as a 

ministry profession that invites the fostering of interdisciplinary collaboration between faith 

cornmunity nurses and faith group leaders in times of transition such as our own. 

To think systemically is to stand in the face of "royal consciousness" with "prophetic 

imagination" (Brueggemann, 1978). This can be exhilarating, but it can also be mistrating and 



disheartening. Herein lies the thread of limirnrioti for those seeking to collaborate in faith 

renewing as well as health promoting interdisciplinary rninistry ventures. Unmasking the myth 

of scarcity and proclaiming a parabolic value of blessedness for al/ people is no easy task. 

Budgets can aEord faith community nursing. This fact is beins demonstrated in numerous 

locations. It is phenomena such as "blindness", "hardness of  heart" and "political will" that 

frequently prevent needed ministries fkom fl ourishing. Likewise, the "cost" of such ministries 

c m  receive limited assessment (e.g. dollars and cents) and miss the broader implications of 

time, energy, comrnitment to  process, skilis in negotiating contlict, and so forth. Chances are 

great that resistance, cornpetition, fragmentation, stereotyping, and dienation will "show up" 

among those who are attemptuig to rebuild on the foundations of vital ancient connections. 

Such limitations need to be anticipated, creatively engaged, and worked through with myriad 

intrapenonal, interpersonal and systernic tools. 

In concluding this chapter, then, it is clear to me that both potential and limitation will 

mix when pursuing interdisciplinary ministry collaboration dedicated to empowering the 

renewal of faith and promotion of heaith. In the face of al1 this, what is there Ieft to Say? The 

melody of my Song returns to me now with a thread of encouragement implied in its words: 

"Questions and clowns hold a secret, their meaning is hid in the laughter of time". To engage a 

prophetic task, one needs hiunor. This being said, it is now tirne to tum my face in the 

direction of "creative synthesis" . 



Chapter VI 

The Sound of a Stitch in Time 

Learning how to bring together 
Both our lirnits and Our wealth 
In this time of shared cornmitment 
To the bonds of faith and fiealth. 

(Clark, 1999) 

Along a path of heuristic inquiry 1 have amved at this place of "creative synthesis". 

Now is the time for me, as researcher, to formulate "an original integration of the material that 

reflects the researcher's intuition, imagination, and personal knowledge of meanings and 

essences of the experience" (Moustakas, 1990, p. 50). In the current chapter, 1 wiil reflect on 

"the sound of a stitch in time". Just as this phrase is comprised of three elernents, so will the 

chapter develop in three pans. First 1 will concentrate on the element of "tirne" by reviewing 

six cntical incidents in my experience of CO-authoring our book. 1 believe these incidents form 

the basis for idenfi%ng six stages in developing relationships of interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration. Second, tuming to the element of "sound", 1 share the unique fom my 

"creative synthesis" has taken. That is, I will share a new song. Music, as a theme of 

integration in my personal as well as professional sojourning, is something 1 described earlier 

in this dissertation. It feels wonderfil to have this Song "emerge" as the form my synthesis is 

taking. Finally, there is the'element of "a stitch" 'to capture the bal2 of fhread which has served 

as a comective metaphor in previous chapters. It surfaces once again to indicate that I want to 

"make something" explicitly theoiogical out of the final pages of this chapter. Thus, 1 will 

draw upon the process employed in Chapter II, pondenng both "time" and "sound" with 



" stitches" of theological reflection. 

Critical Incidents in Collaborative Ministry Formation 

Maturation stages in the collaborative mininry relationship between Joanne and me, as 

experienced in the CO-authoring of our book, have been discussed in three previous chapters 

of this dissertation. While it is not necessary to reiterate the particular points addressed earlier, 

1 do believe a bnef sumary  of the six "critical incidents" is pertinent to what I am sharing in 

the current chapter. 1 envision efforts made and reflected upon in the formation of our co- 

authoring relationship to be a "case in point" that can be used by others for developing 

rninistry relationships in which interdiscip~imny co/hboration is an essential value. Further to 

this, when spoken of broadly, as "stages of development", these critical incidents provide a 

tooI for assessing growth in collaborative ministry as it may mise in a variety of 

interdisciplinary settings. Thus, fath cornrnunity nurses and faith group leaders, nurse 

educators and theologicai educators, as well as parish nurses and hospital chaplains may 

benefit by reflecting on these six stages in light of their own collaborative endeavors. 1 hope 

additional documentation of success stories andor aborted attempts at irtterdiscipiitrary 

mi~risrry collnboratiorr will be forthcorning in order that ongoing assessrnent of benefits, 

barriers, possibilities and limitations pertinent to this nch topic area cm be fbrthered. 

The six criticd incidents in collaborative rninistry devdopment identified in the 

relationship between Joame and me are: (1) a point in time when the need for a course 

textbook on the topic of pmish nursing was recognized, (2)  a period of negottatiot~ regarding 

the authorship of such a text, (3) a stage in which we comretired our collaborative objectives 

through a series of relational connections such as approaching the publishing Company, 

submitting a book proposal, and having Our proposal accepted for publication, (4) 



formalization of  co-authorship tasks, t o  a point where we were able to identi@ the rn~iqne~ress 

of our text, (5) recognition of  serettdiyirotrs and energizins collaborative "moments in time", 

such as Our CO-readingco-reflecting process, and (6) inclusion o f  hlrmor as a key ingredient in 

successfiiiiy managing confiict and meeting external "deadlines" required by our collaborative 

objective. The italicized words in each of these incidents highlight what 1 believe to be threads 

of connection between Our particular experience and sornething broader than us. Let me 

develop this fûrther. 

While it rnay be perceived as grandiose for me to draw implications from Our 

experïence as a basis for application t o  others, it is also congruent with heuristic research 

methods to make such a leap. What I have discovered, 1 also share. That is, 1 believe there are 

six critical junctures by which interdisciplinary ministry collaborators can assess their relational 

develo pment . 

JI) Identification of Need: The foundation stone for interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration is identification of need in the ministry context which calls for a joining of 

knowledge and skills drawn Rom different disciplines. Around the topic of  nursing within a 

faith community, 1 see tteed having to  do with "the bonds of faith and health". Insofar as these 

bonds will be perceived differently when viewed through filtenng processes unique to ditferent 

faith settings andor  traditions, reflection on the following questions may help focus tieeds 

arising in one's unique ministry context. What is the faith community s e e h g  in matters of the 

integration of faith and health? How is the faith community going about this seeking of 

integration? What resources already exist in support of integration endeavors (e-g. heaith 

cabinet, wellness cornmittee, parishlfaith community nurse)? What additional resources are 

needed to optimize the faith community's potential for integrating faith and heaith? How might 

theologically prepared and nursing prepared rninistry professionals join together in furthering 

the integration of faith and health in this particular faith community? What conditions favor 



this sort of collaboration? What deterrents could irnpede such collaboïation? 

J2) Discussing and Neeotiatine Roles: ~ i v e n  the different educational and 

experiential paradigms that inforni both nursing and theology, it is important for 

interdisciplinary ministry coilaborators to deveiop methods of communication through which 

to discuss these differences. As both faith group leaders and faith community nurses know the 

scope of their own ministry identity (offices/roIes/fùnctions), they c m  speak about these to 

one another in ways that promote inquiry and an exchange of information. Weighing 

"response-abilities" that derive fiom diverse points of view can bring to light potential 

complementarities for interdisciplinary collaboration. Deciding on whom will take "lead 

responsibility" in particular ministry relationships can foster cooperation rather than 

cornpetition. Additionaily, with leadership tasks ciarified in response to concrete ministry 

needs, there is room for shared expressions of encouragement and support. Thus, 

collaborative efforts becorne reflections of "your success is also mine; my success is also 

yours". 

J3) Becomin~ Grounded in Specifics: The diEerence between seekirg faithhealth 

integration and actzraIizi~g this integration is found in concrete collaborative initiatives. Some 

of these initiatives may have to do with a faith cornmunity's overall vision, while others target 

specific programs, projects or the iike. Assigning lead responsibility in ministry provision, 

based on office/role/function, is only one step in a larger and more complex process of 

furthering "social and environmental living conditions such that people's expenence of well- 

being is increased" (Labonte, 1993). The stage of concretizing collaborative objectives in 

specific relational connections moves interdisciplinary professionals to a place of talking not 

only betweedamong themselves but also cornrnunicating inclusively in broader circies of 

ministry planning. Granger Westberg understood this stage quite well, speaking to it 

extensiveiy in his book on Parish Nz~rsing: PmvÏdÏng o MÏnister of HeaW for Yotir 



Co~gregatiun ( 1 990). It is a phase where the "timellabor intensive" quality of rninistry 

collaboration is likely to be experienced. However, a cornparison rnay be heIp&l to appreciate 

the importance of investing this rime and energy. In construction projects, establishing 

footings, foundations and fiameworks is critical to  the overall qudity of a building project. 

Shon cuts as well as the missing of steps at this phase can mean having to "correct" andor  

"Iive with" structural problems at later phases. 

J4) disco ver in^ Uniaueness: There are standard tasks in every profession that are 

seidorn no~iced until they happen in relationship with the standard operating procedures of 

another profession. Around the topic of nursing within a faith community, this r~oticirtg tends 

to occur most frequently in the area of "spirituaVpastora1 care". Both nursing prepared and 

theologicaliy prepared rninistry professionals hold clairn to care of the "whole person". 

Further, it appears as though a criticai measure of  "wholeness" (for both nurses and faith 

leaders) is based on whether or not attention is paid to a person's "spirit". Nurses approach 

"spirit" through their nursing knowledge. Faith leaders approach "spirit" through their 

theologicai knowledge. These knowledge bases are different. They are also related. 1t is 

important, therefore, that faith cornmunity nurses and faith group leaders taik with one 

another about how they perceive the notions of  "whole person", "care", "spirit" and the like. 1 

believe it is in such conversations that the w~iqurt~ess of interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration between faith cornrnunity nurses and faith group leaders wiil be discovered. 

What language is used by nurses? What language is used by faith leaders? What cornrnon 

knowledge bases do both disciplines draw fiom? What light c m  be shed on the "spintual" 

"care" of "whole persons" through collaborative dialogue between these professionais 

regarding their language differences? While exploration of such questions may involve the 



formality of assessing siMlarities and differences related with cornrnon ministry tasks, these 

very formalities cm serve as boundary c l d e r s  and evaluative tools in moving coIlaborative 

initiatives forward. 

f5) Celebrating Serendipitv: The word "serendipity" has to do with finding 

vahable thzrtgs not identified in a person1s/group's original seeking (Webster, 199 1). These 

are the breakthroughs into consciousness that c m  occur when myths are confronted by 

parables. In the language of Tilley (1985), a myth is unrnasked by a parable when people "get 

it". as we have hunched in the CO-authoring of Our book, fâith community nursing is 

"something ancient, sornething new" (Clark, 1999), then it is important for interdisciplinary 

ministry collaboration between faith group leaders and faith cornmunity nurses to proceed 

parabolically. Thar is to Sayy the ministry collaborators will need to recognize when they have 

"burnped into" vahable thzngs not sought in their original collaborative initiative. 1 hunch 

these unexpected discoveries will prove to be substantially "subversive" of some operative 

myths held dear in both health care and religious circles. At such energy charged "moments in 

tirne", it will be crucial for faith group leaders and faith community nurses to have tools for 

theological reflection that are available to them as a collaborative partnership. Collaborative 

Mnistry guided by shared theological reflection can assist in disceniing divine leads that reveal 

uncharted territones. Celebrating serendipity may involve tears, laughter, hurts, hopes, 

limitations, and/or possibilities. In this regard, there needs to be a quality of wnke$î/~?ess or 

readfiless to  l e m  and grow as faith comrnunity interdisciplinary collaborators situate 

themselves to serve others at the interface of faith and health. 

f6) Humor as Kev Tnpredient: While humor can sometimes be used to deflect, 

distance, diffuse, and/or ridicule, 1 believe its greatest charm is in offering encouragement to 

sojourning humans who live with a tendency to be "grounded" (Le. humus, humor, humility) 

in such a way that we have "both feet planted firmly in mid-air". Humor allows us to udock 



the shackles of a kind of seriousness that c m  mask blindness, hardness of heart. self- 

consciousness andor "certitude" (Killen and deBeer, 1994). In humor we glimpse, if ever so 

dimly, the geat  mysteries and freedom of light-heartedness. The element of humor, 1 contend, 

is a key ingredient for successfûl interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration. Intrapsychically, it 

can bridge the gap between more senous and comical dimensions of one's self(as 1 discovered 

with my self-dialogues throughout this dissertation). Interpersonally, humor cm serve to 

nunure the spirit of inquiry as well as discovery in times of confusing emotiond intensity, 

conflicting perceptions, andor misunderstanding. Finally, humor can foster irnproved 

collaborative sharing as weii as inclusive consciousness in the face of extemal 

stressorsldeadlines and unquestioned beliefs/vaIues/assumptions. In the development of 

collaborative ministry relationships between faith community nurses and faith group leaders, 

therefore, humor will serve as both saving grace and healing baim. 

"Something Ancient, Something New" 

Turning to the element of sotntd integral to my "creative synthesis", what follows are 

the musical notation and lyrics of a song. This Song has ernerged as a reflection of my 

intuition, imagination and personal knowledge of meanings and essences (Moustakas, 1990) 

regarding "interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration" in the experience of CO-authoring our book 

on nursing within a faith community. It is titled "Sumethi,zg Atzcient. Sotnethitg Newf'. The 

melody, while adapted, feels as if it is not original. Its familiarity is a dimension of "sornething 

ancient". By contrast, the Iyrics are original and constitute "something new". Further 

reflection on this Song will be the content of my next and final section of this chapter. For 

now, here is my "creative synthesis". 



"Something Ancient, Something New" 
Music and L w c s  0 Margaret B. Clark (1 999) 

Am-C C-Am G A m  G-Am Am C G 

Corn- ing 
With our 

out of ma- ny 
voi- ces some- times 

5.  Learn- ing how to bnng to- 

pla- ces Learn- ing 
sil- enced In the 
geth- er Both our 

from each point of view, Joined to- 
sound of ma- ny needs, We have 
Iim- its and our wealth, In this 

geth- er to emp pow- er Some- thing an- cient some- thing 
quest-ions for ex- plor- ing How to heal with ma- ny 
time of shared corn- mit- ment To the bonds of faith and 

new. 2. We- are well and we are bro- ken We have 
creeds, 4. From our worlds and fiom Our sto- ries Cornes the 
health. 6. We will work with com- mon vi- sion DifT- rent 



sto- ries yet 
pow- er to 

to 
re- 

tell With a 
veal What is 

vi- sion for ail 
hid- den in trans- 

know- Iedge difT- rent ski11 To em- pow- er one an- 

peo- pIe That in whole- ness we c m  dwell. 
tion Will be found as we can heal. 
ther With God's pro- mise to fiil- fill. 

Prayer One: God of 
Prayer Two: God of 
Prayer Three: God of 

Love and God of 
Tears and God of 
Hope and God of 

Heai- ing Hear our 
Laugh- ter Hear Our 
Long- ing Help us 

prayer as we corn- mence On a path of 
prayer to per- se- vere In this cal1 of 
now col- lab- or- ate On our path of 

faith re- new- hg Heaith pro- mo- ting cov- en- ant. 
faith re- new- hg Health pro- mo- tion ev- er clear. 
faith re- new- in; Health pro- mo- tion cel- e- brate. 



Toward a Theology of Interdisciplinary Ministry Collaboration 

Chapter II of this dissertation included a section on theologicai reflection as a multi- 

faceted activity that can foster self-knowledge, learning about others, discovenng the 

collective story of a faith comrnunity, and doing social analysis. Additional sections of that 

second chapter provided a personalized application of multi-faceted theological reflection as 1 

shared factors in my heuristic search pertinent to interdisciplinary Mnistry collaboration 

insofar as these factors have shaped my approach to and experience of the collaborative 

phenomenon. While a personalized exposé seemed appropriate to the work unfolding in that 

earlier chapter, I believe the task at hand now has to do with employing multi-faceted 

theological reflection in relationship with the collaborative phenomenon itself Thus, what 

follows is my inquiry into the topic of rnoving toward a rheology of interdisciplinary ministry 

coIlaboration. 

To begin this process, 1 wish to reconfigure the four approaches to theological 

reflection that are found in Chapter II by drawing on the narrative theological frame of 

reference discovered as part of the work-in-progress of Chapter IV. That is, in Chapter II, 

h t ~ w ~ i ~ g ,  ~emnh>g. discoveritig. and d o i r t g  were used to summarize theologicai reflection as a 

fourfold movement of inquiry into: (a) positions - perceiving with greater consciousness how 

one's own convictions, beliefs, values and opinions inform personal experience, (b) action - 

opening to s t o k  and events as these are narrated by as well as learned from others, (c) 

tradition - exploring one's own as well as others' faith traditions andor religious heritages, and 

(d) culture - drawing from the behaviorai sciences (anthropology, psychology, sociology, and 

the like), as weil as econornic, historical, and political sciences in undertaking the social 

analysis of belief systems, ecclesial systems and so forth, insofar as these interface with a wide 

range of other systems, including heaithcare systems. 



In Chapter IV, 1 introduced the langage of "story" and "world" as dimensions of 

narrative theology. 1 went on to provide an example of how various kinds of story cm interact 

with different types of world. In particular, 1 pointed to the subversive role of parable in its 

a f f i n i ~  with myth, and highlighted the potential within interdisciplinary ministry collaboration 

between faith comrnunity nurses and faith group leaders to be "parabolicfl. What 1 would like 

to do now, is align the four approacks in theological reflection with the four worlds in 

narrative t heology. That is, personol ivorld. professsioaZ world. tupical ~~orlcf, and 

collaborative world can be seen to align with btowi»g. leartring, discoveritrg and doing. The 

following diagram depicts what 1 am trying to describe. 

(Based on Clark & OIson. 2000) 
GSage Publication, Inc. 

Chapter VI, Figure 1: Overlay of Four Types of Worlds and 
Four A y proaches to Theological Reflection 



With this realignment cornes a new theological reflection instrument. It is a tool that 

can, 1 believe, assist faith group leaders and faith comrnunity nurses at those serendipitous 

"moments in time" when they are d i s c e h g  Ieads that reveal uncharted territories. The 

instrument develops as a fourfold movement of interdisciplinary collaborative inquiry 

betweenhnong ministry partners. Thus, (a) as a way to self-knowledge, theological reflection 

involves sojourning one's ownpersotial world, (b) as a way of leaming about others, 

theologïcal reflection involves promotion of inquiry into the professional worlds of ministry 

collaborators, (c) as a way of discoverhg the collective story of a faith community, 

theological reflection involves exploration of the iopical world described in Our book as 

nursing/ministry that supports an integration of faith and health, and (d) as a way of doing 

social analysis, theological reflection involves recognition of and engagement with the 

collaborative world which 1 believe to be resonant in the phrases promotion of health, renewal 

of faith, and tirnes of transition. This reconfiguration, then, becomes the basis of my inquiry 

into the topic of moving toward a theology of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. 

A nurse and a pastoral leader who work in the same congregation, for example, might 

approach the ropical world of integrating faith and health with genuine concern for the 'îvhole 

person". They may, indeed, use the sarne language of "%body, mind, spirit" in discussing caring 

approaches within the religious tradition that are of potential benefit to faith comrnunity 

members. However, when a cal1 comes to the ministry tearn fiom the local hospital telling of 

an elderly congregant who has fallen and been hospitalized for hip surgery, elements of the 

profes.sionul worlds of nursing and theology enter into their differing ministry responses. The 

nurse draws on her/his holistic assessrnent skills regarding person~farnily/community health 

resources, while the pastoral leader draws on hisher pastoral care skills in listening to the 

congregant's fears about surgery, S ~ O ~ S  of the personys "'unfinished businessyy in matters of 

significant family relationships, andor desire for faith resources that are available within the 



religïous tradition. It is the diEering professional worids of nurse and pastoral leader that 

'YiIter" their perceptions of the topical world arisinç with the c d  for ministry. Further, as both 

nurse and faith group leader enter into the ''transitionai event" of the elderly congregant's 

rninistry need, they commence mutual exploration of the collaboratÏve world out of which 

integrative faithhealth support c m  be offered. Within the role of both nurse and faith leader 

are capabilities for w o r b g  together with the congregant in support of faithhealth linkages 

with family, networks of practical care following hospitalization, the encouragement and 

baclcing of prayer, and ongoing relational contacts. In al1 of its phases this collaborative 

faithhealth ministry response is carried forward with respect for the persmal worlds (beliefs, 

values, convictions, opinions) of congregant/faznily, nurse, pastoral leader, and the broader 

faith cornmunity. 

Sirnilar stones of interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration by faith community nurses 

and faith group leaders are deserving of, and will benefit eom, in-depth theological reflection. 

Indeed, 1 am convinced that increased nursing/theological dialogue has much to oEer in 

positing new 'kvorlds" of integrative health promotion and faith renewal. Likewise, such 

dialogue promises to focus, develop, and expand theoloçical content for the emerging field of 

faith community/parish nurse rninistry. Let us look further at this theological potential. 

The Soiourning of Personal Worlds: Using the words of my song, 1 believe those 

who consider interdisciplinary ministry collaboration are "coming out of many places". It is 

important, therefore, that faith cornmunity nurses and faith group leaders bring to their 

collaboration a readiness tu sojournpersonaZ worlds in new ways. What if others were to 

write ~heir versions of my Chapter II, reflecting on factors in ~heir personal seeking and/or 

longing insofar as these have shaped their approach to and expenence of the collaborative 

phenomenon? Discovering the God, or divine other, of one's personal world cm generate 

profound contemplation. It can also Iink one to tems such as "vocation", "family of origin", 



l1 healing of memones", and "ministry identity" - 

ïXeo/ogies of perso~zal world can be communicated in countless ways. For example, 

there can be the writing of autobiographical sketches, testhonials by "living human 

documents" 12, prayers of larnent and/or litanies of celebration. There cm also be a telling of 

stories, dreams and/or visions, as well as expressions of art in dance, painting, music, 

sculpting, and the like. Sojourning one's personal world can also give rise to rheologes of 

';olacer[ In Our book 1 bring attention to the first question raised in Hebrew scrïptures: 

"Where are you?" (Genesis 3,9). It is a question about place. How many other questions in 

sacred texts awaken awareness about place? How do people talk about places of safety, 

hospitality, formation, transition and/or transformation? How is voice given to one's sense of 

place in personal as well as communal faith statements? What about the ecclesiology of a 

person's dornestic church? What are the boundaries of one's sacred, consecrated, profaned 

and/or lonely places? Who/what is visible (and also ir~visible) in the realrns of a person's 

cosmic, globaI, international, provincial, urban/rural, neighborhood and familial 

consciousness? Needless to Say, this area of theologicai refl ection is inexhaustible. Finally, 

what about ~heoI0~e.s  of sojolmz, mapping the movement in a person's life? What are the 

imer as well as outer geographies through which one has traveled? How are these related? 

What is one's self perception when "on the path"? Again, a rich depth of refiective possibilities 

exist. To surnrnanze then, the sojourning of personal worlds is integral to collaborative 

ministry and will contribute to a person's awareness of the worldviews, paradigms and filters 

that both inform and influence their approach to others. 

Promotion of Inquirv into Professional Worlds: Returning to the Song, I believe 

the lines "learning £?om each point of view" and "learning how to bring together both Our 

limits and Our wealth" speak to theological reflection in terms of prornoting inquiry into the 

professional worlds of diverse ministry collaborators. While there are some baccalaureate 



prepared nurses who go on to study theology, and some ministers with bachelor degrees in 

theology andor masters degrees in divinity who go on to study nursing, most faith cornrnunity 

nurses and faith group leaders will leam about each other's professions in the ciassroom of 

their dialogue with one another. In this regard, it may benefit such exchanges to develop 

~heologies of dialogue for cross disciplinary Ieaming. Ho w are element s of voice, list ening, 

respect, empathy and boundary formation integrated in such theologies? How are joys, 

sorrows, conflicts and frustrations as weIl as insights and celebrations woven into 

communication across professional differences? To what extent does "prayer" andor 

"discernent" have a place in these communication processes? What are the sounds as well as 

the silences in these expenences of interdisciplinary dialogue? 

In addition to theologies of dialogue, ministry collaborators will benefit fiom sharing 

their different fheoZogies of rninishy. In this regard, there may b e  theologies of office (pnest, 

pastor, nurse, educator), role (preaching, teaching healing) and/or finction (preparation for 

sacraments, coordinator of volunteers, promoter of the integration of faith and health). There 

may also be theologies of vocation, faith and works, gifis/charisms, and righteousness. In 

these theologies, how is leaming operative? How is inquiiy at work? How are limits and 

strengths assessed? Who leads? Who foliows? Who calls, who listens, and who's voice is 

heard? What is "lefi behind" when one follows a cal1 to ministry? 

Exploring the professional worlds of both nursing and theologicaily informed ministry 

collaborators by means of explicit as well as implicit theological reflection has great potential 

"to empower something ancient, something new". 1 am aware that such a quality of inter- 

professional communication will be demanding and may even be intimidating. Honoring such 

limits is an important starting point. In addition, learning more about promotion of inquiry as a 

tool in collaborative investigation has great potential to support those who are willing to press 

beyond their limits into the wonder of explonng diverse professional worids. Indeed, 1 believe 



that perseverance into deeper realms of cross disciplinary sharing between nurses and faith 

leaders will produce greater clarity regarding the u?ziqueness of this interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration. My hunch is that the uniqueness can be spoken of in t ems  of a "faith renewi-ng 

and health promoting covenant". This hunch draws upon the rich theme of "covenant" in 

Jewish and Christian faith traditions which, while it is beyond the scope of my dissertation, can 

be approached through biblicai, systemic, pastorai, and spiritual theological avenues. - 

Ex~loration of Topical Worlds: When introducing the topic of parish nursing 

and/or nursing within a faith community, I have noticed that the initiai focus of attention is on 

nursing but the enduring focus is on integrating faith and health. Likewise, when talking about 

pastoral ministry, the initial focus may be on those who serve but the enduring focus of 

attention is on discovering the collective story o f  a faith comrnunity. 1 hunch this shifi from the 

topic of persons to the topicd worlds of fuith ami health and/orfaith cornrnzmity sloy has 

something to do with a rheological activity 1 am describing as exploration. According to 

Killen and deBeer (1994), it is the stance of exploration that makes theological reflection an 

open ended, multi-faceted and multi-dimensional activity. Explonng topical worlds will 

involve faith comrnunity nurses and faith group leaders in a shift toward inclusive 

consciousness. 

The words of rny Song say that "with our voices sometimes silenced in the sound of 

many needs, we have questions for exploring how to heal with many creeds". This is the way 1 

have tned to address topical world as something to contemplate in rninistry collaboration 

between faith group leaders and faith community nurses. In these lines, first of dl, there is the 

presence of voice as a theological concept (see endnote 7). Voice, as 1 have said, is 

antecedent to listening, dialogue, and exploration. Too often voices of the poor, disabled, 

disenfhnchised, and the like, are silenced or relegated to background noise "in the sound of 

many needs". As collegial ministry professionals, nurses and pastors WU Iisten differently to 



the sounds of need. In this regard they will hem different priorities. Thus, having educated 

ears that iisten through different professional paradi-s and filters can benefit the topical 

world of faith cornrnunities as they seek further integration of faith and health. Noticing 

questio~is, as these a ise  in conversations, media, andor the recesses of a person's heart can 

help focus the topical world as it is perceived through the lem of questioninglnquiry- 

Erploring follows upon the raising of questions. In the process of exploration, certain voices 

and sounds of need can be amplified, brought to the foreground and heard with greater clarity. 

Thus, with collaborative learning, the topical worlds of "faith and health" as well as 

"Iistening to the story of a faith comrnunity" are able to be oriented in the direction of "how to 

heal with many creeds" . Once again there is the bnnging together of diverse points of view 

around healing and health promotion in the f o m  of personal beliefs as well as religious creeds. 

The realms of fopical world, therefore, are broad and deep. 1 can see many theologies 

emerging fiom this field. For example, there will be theologies of "faith community nursing" 

and "parish nursing", theologies of "integrating faith and health", theologies of 

"interdisciplinary filters in viewing faith and health", and many more. 

E n g a ~ i n p  Collaborative W-orlds In Times of Transition: The fourth approach to 

theological reflection, to be carried out by faith group leaders and faith comrnunity nurses 

seeking to explore interdisciplinary ministry collaboration, addresses the notion of 

col/abora~ive worlds. These are the worlds where we "meet". In this word rneetmeefing we 

encounter yet another theologically nch concept. In the Torah, for example, there is the Tent 

of Meeting as a rich locus of relationship between God and God's chosen people. Further, in 

early Christianity, as believers were prayinç for an ability to speak out in the face of social 

injustices, the place in which they were meetit~g was shaken, and they were all filled with the 

Holy Spirit and spoke the word of God with boldness (Acts, 4,3 1). What, then, are the 

theo/ogies of meelhg that arise as faith comunity nurses and faith group leaders gather? 



Further, while 1 have never been able to k d  the location of this statement attnbuted to Martin 

Buber, he is quoted as saying: "A11 real Iife is in meeting". What is this Z i f r  that can emerge 

from interdisciplinary collaborative meeting? Leaniing skills denved from the labors of 

liberation and practical theologians who draw upon the approach of social arta&sis c m  1 

believe, contnbute to the knowledge of both faith cornmunity nurses and faith group leaders. 

The writings of Holland and Henriot (1 986), Joe Holland (1 99024 1990b, 1992, 1994), Tim 

Hug (19833, as well as Susan Thistlethwaite and Mary Engel (1 990) are but a sampling of 

reflections done by means of theologicaily informed social analysis. Accessing tools for social 

analysis, such as methods of cornmunity assessment found in nursing and the "pastoral circle" 

found in Holland and H e ~ o t ,  can substantially inform interdisciplinary rninistry collaborators 

who choose to investigate the collaborative world of "transition" in search of lfe. Indeed, 1 

believe the collaborative worId is a place of meeting and probing our many transitional times, 

places, events, and occurrences in search of faith renewal and health promotion. 

The Landscape of My Own Theology 

Throughout the pages of this dissertation 1 have sojourned the landscape of rny 

theology of ministry in a variety of ways. In this concluding section 1 would like to sketch the 

contours of rny experience of CO-authoring Our book by sharing my own theology of 

interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration. This is how 1 have arrived at deeper convictions about, 

and greater hope regarding, the importance of shared ministry initiatives by theologically 

prepared and nursing prepared collaborators in furthering a renewal of faith and promotion of 

health during our current times of transition. 

As a hospital chaplain, I often meet people at a tirne of health crisis, where injury 

andlor illness are the focus of attention. Using the language of "living human documents" (see 



endnote 12), 1 approach those 1 meet as CO-leamers and sojouming companions. My mandate 

is to "be" in the presence of others with both fath awareness and skilled listening 

interventions. By contrast, dunng my years in parish ministry, 1 remember meeting people at 

times of celebration, leaming, worship, and the iike. In those contexts "fath" (in its broad 

meaning of "being in relationship with") was the focus of attention and "health" was rarely 

discussed. During the expenence of CO-authoring our book, my parish and hospitai 

sojournings have corne together in the two theologically nch words: "faith" and "health". In 

this regard, I find myself practicing better self-care as a way of being fai tf i l  to personai 

health. 1 am also aware of interfacing faith and health systemically as 1 seek to CO-create a 

healthier church (Richardson, 1996). FinaiIy, as 1 complete this dissertation, I am about to 

commence interdisciplinary teaching of both a practicum course and a unit of clinical pastord 

education (CPE) for parish nurses. In these courses nurses wiU be explonng the nch interface 

of faith and hedth, as informed by knowledge from nursing and theology. 1 would not be on 

this new "holy ground" of learning and sharing had it not been for the presence of God leading 

and guiding. Specifically, 1 have expenenced the Iead of God in rny collaborative workwith 

Joame Olson. This has opened me to connection with a number of local faith communities, 

national initiatives in the area of parish nursing, and now the medium of our book as a tool for 

shanng stories and insights related with nursing in the context of a faith community. 

Personally, 1 am more light-hearted and adventurous as 1 continue collaborating with 

others. Professionally, 1 am enriched because 1 have learned from another discipline and this 

new leaming complements as well as resonates with previous experiences in my learning. 

Thus, 1 am better prepared to minister as a resuk of CO-authoring Our book. 

On the topic of "nursing within a faith community: promoting health in times of 

transition", I am significantly more informed as a result of the collaborative writing of our 

book. Further to this, our book's uniqueness as a product of interdisciplinary investigation 



promises to foster greater knowledge on the topic of ministry collaboration amonç both 

nurses and faith leaders. In another vein, my inner as weIl as outer sojournings while co- 

authoring Our book have been colored Mth many transitions. Some of these are persond, 

some professionai and some topical. This retums us to consideration of self, story and world. 

To quote Joanne, fiom an observation she made some time ago which caught rny attention 

and remains with me: "I'rn wondering, is there ever a time when we are not in transition?" 

Indeed, is there ever a time when we are not in Our collaborative worlb! 

1 conclude this chapter, therefore, as follows. In al1 that is transition, in al1 that is fath, 

and in al1 that is heaith 1 hear God's voice in my heart saying "1 am with you ... and 1 am for 

you". 1 see God's face in those with whom 1 share colIaborative endeavors- I listen for God's 

self-revelation as nones are narrated through the lips of nurses, faith leaders, students, and 

congregationai members. Ail of these manifestations of God witness to the bringing together 

of faith and health in times of transition. Indeed, for me, CO-authoring our book has been (and 

continues to be) a profound and wonder filIed time of sojourning into the heuristic landscape 

of integrative discovery! 



Conclusion 

And al1 shdl be weU and 
AU manner of thing shall be well 
By the purification of the motive 
In the ground of our beseeching. 

(Eliot, 1963) 

Bringing this dissertation to a conclusion strikes me as an event with several 

dimensions to it. First, 1 am concluding this volume of heuristic research reflections. Second, 1 

am drawing the project/dissertation phase in rny Doctor of Ministry studies to a close. And, 

third, 1 am completing seven years of reflective learning experiences that have profoundly 

influenced the whole of my life as weil as al1 of who I am. 

It stnkes me as I begin, then, that these are an important "iast few pages" to be 

writing. In this regard, 1 approach what follows as holy groutid. It wiil be written in three 

parts and will include sumrnary reflections on (a) the fertile soil of creativity experienced in 

CO-authonng Our book, (b) the notion of "motive" as this has informed my doctoral studies 

and cultivated rny learning, and (c) comic pondenngs as 1 open in discemment to feel new 

earth beneath the feet of my sojourning. 

Validation and New Shared Discoveries 

For heuristic research methodology, the final phase of validation "is one of meaning" 

(Moustakas, 1990). In my particular process of discovery, as informed by the research 

question that has guided my inquiry, validation asks the question: Ooes the Song "Sume~hing 

A~rciet~t, Something New" (denved from my rigorous, exhaustive self-searching on the contextual 



theme of interdiscipiinary mînistry collaboration) present cornprehensîvely, vividly, and accurately the 

meanings and essences of the experience? After Sitting with my song as weli as engaging the 

validation question italicized above, I experienced the words "yes, amen" arising from a deep 

sanctuary within my subjective judgrnent and interpretation. 1 felt that certain "visions of 

tnith" had made their appearance through the Song and were continuing-to gain strength as 1 

sang it over and over many tirnes. Indeed, in repeated singing, both the rnelody and lyrics of 

rny song invited fiirther reflection and expanded evidence of  verification. 1 knew that within 

the Song was a vitality through which I would be able to carry fonvard my claims of 

meaningful discovery about interdisciplinary ministry collaboration at the interface of faith and 

hedth- 

A second stage in the validation phase of my heuristic research was to approach 

Joanne Olson, with my song. As CO-author in the experience of wrïting our book, 1 wanted to 

share with Joanne the surnmary of rneanings and essences of  the phenomenon of 

interdisciplinary ministry collaboration that 1 have been studying and anaiyzing. This is the 

step Moustakas refers to as "participant validation" (Moustakas, 1990, p. 34). That is, in 

heuristic investigations, verification is enhanced by inviting honest feedback andor correctives 

on one's discoveries from those who have shared the phenornenon or  expenence. 

The method 1 used to elicit Joanne's feedback is sumrnarized in "Reflecting on Creative 

Synthesis" (see Appendix F, Part 1). The reflection involved a three part process in which 1 

sang the song to Joanne and she responded from her listening experience. Further, in addition 

to the song, 1 also gave Joanne a copy of the conceptual themes and core leamings 1 have 

gleaned through my heuristic research endeavors (Appendix F, Part II). These two syntheses, 

then, provided a basis for reflective dialogue that 1 tape-recorded and refiected on following 

the time of our sharing. 

Regarding the validation question, "Does the Song 'Somerhitzg A m z e n  Something New ' 



presenf cornprehensively, vividly, and accurately the meanings and essences of the interdiscjplinary 

ministry collaboration expenènce we have shared?", 1 wouid say that Joanne added her "yes" to 

my own, In the tirne of our shared reflection, we moved fiom initiai concentration on the 

words of the Song to deeper levels of creative rnulling as we included consideration of the list 

of conceptual essences and integral leanùngs. Out of our sharing additional discoveries 

emerged which lead me to (a) expand my list of core themesfieanWigs, and (b) add to the 

stages of maturation in CO-authorhg Our book. 

First, hzcmor needs to be added as a sixth themenearning. The descriptive words used 

in relationship with humor were "it has served as a sort ofglue in the process". Indeed, this is 

an excelient way of captunng how humor can enabk interdisciplinary ministry collaboration 

by means of bonding participants in light-heartedness as well as a degree of c o d o n  with one 

another. Likewise, hurnor cm be viewed as a capacity for negotiating difEculties (confiicts, 

barriers, limits) arising within cross disciplinary dialogue. Finaily, experiences of spontaneous 

hurnor can mark moments of awareness in accephg one another across the difrences that 

exist between nursing and theologically oriented persons/professionalç. 

Second, Joanne helpfùlly suggested that our experience of CO-authoring the book 

needs to include not sir but, rather, seven maturation stages. in addition to those I have listed 

throughout this dissertation, there is the "post-manuscript deadline" stage. Yes! How true! 

Since the time of getting Our manuscript off to Sage, we have redesigned the theory course 

based on content fiom Our book and taught this new configuration of the course. It was a 

validation of Our perceived need for a text. It also validated that our book will be able to serve 

as a text in courses on f i t h  comunity nursing. In addition to course connections, another 

aspect of the post-manuscript deadline stage has to do with book "reviews". We have already 

received one review fiom our publisher. This was both a positive and helpful reflection. It 

signaled the fact that additional "reviews" will be forthcoming, augmenting our expenence of 



CO-authoring the book. 

Finally, before concluding this section on validation, 1 rvould like to reflect briefly on 

the etzergv highs and Iows occumng when I shared my creative synthesis with Joanne. First, 1 

noticed significant animation between us when speaking about the songwords "questions for 

explonng", then 1 noticed a ponderous quality of  energy as we mulled over 

"vocation~profession" and "time/cornm-tment". Perhaps these energy fluctuations speak to 

heights and depths of discoveries shared. That is, our expenence has been one of following a 

vision that neither of us fully understood. In this regard, we have been on a joumey rooted in 

personai calls described in Our manuscript as "teil the people 1 love them" and "tell the people 

I want them to be heaithy" (Clark & Olson, 2000). These personai cails have corne together in 

the experiences of CO-teaching courses and CO-authoring the book. Thus, frorn the remote 

preparation of Our separate predispositions to engage in collaborative endeavors, we amved at 

a point where our lives overlapped in collaborative interdisciplinary rninistry. Furthemore, 

individual affinities for both "question raising" and "honoring relationship", developed in Our 

separate professional domains, have facilitated a quality of depth to Our interdisciplinq 

deliberations. This depth, informed by both vocation and profession, is something each of us 

refers to as zmiqtre and/or d~flereizt from previously experienced collaborative ventures. 

Amving at consideration of zriziqz~eiiess returns me to wondering about how Our expenence is 

(or is not) a "case in point" for others fiom nursing and theology who are seeking to  

collaborate in ministry that fosters the integration of faith and health. 1s there a sense in which 

vocationaVprofessional predispositions within nursing educated and theologically educated 

ministry collaborators c m  contribute to unique interdisciplinary breakthroughs regarding 

ministry complementarities and potentidities? Indeed, with this question, 1 feel as though 1 am 

at the edge of yet fùrther heuristic sojouming. 



Learning to Claim What 1 Question a s  Gift 

1 remember hearing, as 1 commenced the Doctor of Ministry prograrn at St. Stephen's 

College approximately seven years ago, that my studies would very possibly be life clmigir~g 

as well as itformhzg. Now, as 1 sit here and write these final pages, 1 expenence the term 

"validation" on a whole new plane of awareness. Indeed, what 1 have encountered, 

questioned, stmggled with, lamented, learned from, and creatively synthesized has been 

validated as not only knowledge expanding but also Me changing- . 

When 1 ponder this transformative dimension of doctoral learning, a line quoted at the 

commencernent of this Condusion retums to me: "By the purification of the motive..-" (Eliot, 

1963). Perhaps that which differentiates learning as life chm~~tzg  rather than merely itformirzg 

has something to do with purification of motive. In my expenence, 1 have corne to better 

accept that what moves me is not only a desire for "higher education" but also, at a more 

foundational level, my deep longing for ~ n r ~ h  (understood to mean "fidelity"). In this regard, 1 

love the line fi-om John's gospel where it says: "The Word was made flesh, he  lived among us, 

and we saw his glory, the glory that is his as the only Son of the Father, full of grace and 

truth" (John 1, 14). In the Jerusalem Bible there is a footnote to this passage that states how 

"grace and truth" recail the "love and faitffilness of God's self-revelation" (Jerusalem Bible, 

1966). For me, the purification of motive experienced in the process of doctoral studies has 

been learning to claim what 1 question as gifi (grace). It is my questions that have engaged, 

unsettled and unraveled the threads of my multidimensiona1 personal and professional 

discovery process. For this joumey into the labyrinth of love and healing, tears and laughter, 

Ionging as well as hope, what can 1 say? "Yes, Amen ... so let it be- .- and ail shdl be weli". 



And the Heuristic Journey Continues 

Eariy in this dissertation 1 claùned "artistic sojounrer" as a dimension of self that is 

integral to  my way of approaching both Me and leaming. Later, f i e r  reading the self- 

dialogues scattered among various chapters, 1 noticed a humorous voice present in my 

conjecturing. Now, in this time of sumrnary reflection, 1 once again find rnyselfengaged in 

comic ponderings as 1 discem future directions. Indeed, artistic quest as well as enlivening 

hurnor have been treasured comparions during the years of my doctoral studies. I trust, 

furthemore, they will continue to accompany me as my heuristic joumey continues. Let me 

share a bit further on this topic. 

On the one hand, there is a quality of emotional intensity residing at the heart of my 

artistic sojouniing which 1 have experienced as "the ground of [my] beseeching" (Eliot, 1963, 

modified). It pulls me into dark places of awareness that invite lament andor crying out (one 

definition of "exploration"). Wdking on the ground of my beseeching, while leaming about 

interdisciplinary ministry collaboration, has been a kind of contemplative prayer process. It has 

@Red me with numerous feelings, insights and graces. Likewise, in this place of prayer, my 

Christian vocation has deepened even as my total faith awareness has expanded with inclusive 

consciousness regarding "many creeds". My hope, as 1 joumey on from here, is that 1 will be 

fajf f i i  to  these prayerfiil ponderings by continuing to discover meaning at the interface of 

faith and health in relationships of interdisciplinary ministry collaboration. 

Regarding enlivening humor, my expenence of opening in discernment to future 

sojourning seems to be resurrecting "a giggle in my spirit" (Clark, 1978). 1 trust what 1 have 

leamed about "laughing al1 the way". I value the musing at times of having "both feet planted 

firmly in mid-air". Indeed, arriving at this place of etiditzg has not been easy. At the sarne time, 



it has been "fùmy" and "fin". So, where wili it Iead? This is for God to know and me to find 

out as my transitional existence continues. Thus 1 conclude with the following songwords. 

At thîs interlude 1 choose 
Dreams of greater worth 
And wander through the maze of t h e  
Until love gives them birth. 

(Clark, 1978, resurrected in 1999!) 



Endnotes- 

1. [çee pp. 9& 131 In various sections of this Dissertation, 1 make reference 

to documents that are required and integral to the Doctor of Mnistry program design at St. 

Stephen's Coilege. Specifically, 1 refer to my Professional Paper II, ProjectlDissertation 

Design, and two course papers. Of these, it is the designation "Professional Paper II" that may 

be least farniliar to readers unfamilia with St. Stephen's approach. According to the 1992 

Doctor of Ministry Guidelines, this paper "konsists of a detailed and sophisticated 

development of the participant's theology of ministry if? dialogire with sig>~ificant non- 

tkologicaZ theog?' reiated with one's area of rninistry specialization. The paper is -en in 

conjunction with preliminary work on one's project/dissertation. In the 1999 Directives, 

Professional Paper II has been renamed as an "Integrative Theoretical Paper". 

2. [see p. 1 O] According to QuickVerse (Rairdin & Parsons Technology, 

19924994)' the word "deep" is used 109 times in 106 verses of the Hebrew and Christian 

scrïptures. Genesis1,2 portrays "the deep" as a place that existed in relationship with the 

waters over which the Spirit of God hovered. In other references "deep" is related with sleep, 

floodgates, spnngs, blessings, skin, darkness, distress, shadow, anguish, gloom, caves, 

SOKOW, love, conviction, truth, secrets, and measurements. 1 use the term here to suggest 

human sojoumings into the ponderous theological as well as scientific domains of mgst 

(Kierkegaard, 1 980) and chaos (Tilby, 1 992; Wheatley, 1 992). Encountenng creatures of the 

deep can be not only abysmal and life threatening, but also primai and creative. In my 

experience of this dual activity of the "deep" as both shattering and healing, 1 have leamed 

about "depth charges" related with God's hoverhg Spirit. Even in one's darkest moments, 



God is present to guide, encourage, and protect those who sojourn at the edges of evil and 

9 
3 - [see p. 123 In her Discography there are 47 recordings listed for Joan Baez 

(Edmonton Folk Music Festival, 1999, p. 64). These musical publications span a period of 

time between 1959 and 1997. When I speak about the songs of Joan Baez drawing my 

attention to global social concerns, 1 have in rnind such songs as the following. 

Sorg TitZe 
Saigon Bride ( 1  967) 

. Prison Trilogy (Biily Rose) (1 97 1) 
HeUo in There (1 97 1 ) 
Song of Bangladesh (1972) 
Brothers in Arms m. Knopfler] 
Asimbonanga [J. Clegg] 
Biko [P. Gabriel] 
MLK pewson Evans, Mullen CIayton] 
China (1989) 
El Salvador [G. Copeland] 
Crack in the Mïrror [B. EIders] 
Fishing p. ShindeU] 

Social Coiteeni 
The -etnarn War 
Correctional institutions 
Older people 
Sacrificing a people for a land 
Paradoxes of war 
South Afnca: Pain and beauty 
South Afnca: Steven Biko 
Martin Luther King's assassination 
Demonstrations in Tiananmen Square 
Militarism and global poverty 
Domestic sexual abuse 
Intenrogation of prisoners 

4, [see p. 281 When 1 was researching the topics of faith, spirituality, theology, and 

religion in preparation for writing Chapter 2 of our book, 1 read a number of articles written 

by nurses on the topics of spirit, spiritual, spirituality, religion, religiosity, and religious. In this 

endeavor, 1 was repeatedly stmck with the human focus in the "spirit" talk. That is, spirit was 

usually used to describe a dimension of the human person - ive. body, rnind and spirit. The 

notion of spirit as transcendent of  humans and/or as divine was seldom discussed. What this 

brought to my rnind waç a distinction made when 1 was studying Christology at Newman 

Theologicai College. The professor differentiated "anthropocentnc" Christologies fiom 

"theocentric" Christologies. It was a helpful distinction at the time, and I believe it is a 

distinction that can have broader application. 



As faith community nurses and faith group leaders look collaboratively at the 

faithmealth needs of human persons, they will draw upon both theological and nursing 

knowledge bases. While they may use similar words, they will be viewing these words through 

different academic filters. It will be important, therefore, for nurses and faith leaders to 

explore with one another the language being used in reference to their anthropological and 

theological approaches. In what ways are a~izhroyocentric [human centered] points of view a 

benefiflimitation to collaborative reflection? How can theocenh-ic [divine/God cent ered] 

perspectives benefit/limit collaborative exploration? How can drawing upon both 

anthropology and rheology open possibilities for shared leaming through mutual promotion of 

inquiry? 

Perhaps the diagram that foilows can serve as a tooi in support of shared reflection. It 

situates the two study areas of anrhropology and fheology in relationship with the two 

perspectives of m~thropocentnc and rheocentric reflection. In the sarne way that anthropology 

can inform theology to develop deeper understandings related with divine existence, so can 

theology inform anthropology to develop deeper understandings related with human . 

existence. The important thing is to stay open to %oth/and" approaches, thus recogniùng 

hurnan focused "spirit/God" talk as well as divine focused 'Auman" talk. 

Ant hropology Theology 
1 

Anthropolo~ 
informs understanding 
about human esistence 

Theology 
informs understanding 
about human esistence 

Anthropology Theology 
informs undermnding idem understanding 
about divine existence about divine esistence 



5, [see p. 791 The University of Alberta has signed an Agreement with CANCOPY, a 

Canadian copyright collective that acts on behalf of copyright holders. This Agreement 

consists of three Parts, wiîh each part specwng a different type of copying obligation. Our 

syllabus, as supplied to students in the theory course offerings of 1996 through 1999, fits the 

terms specined in Part A of the agreement. That is, we rnake multiple copies of recommended 

articles for fiee distribution to students. This copying is covered under a per FTE (full time 

equivalent) t a f i  paid by the University of Alberta in keeping with the CANCOPY 

Agreement. 

6. [see p. 1021 Of note, regarding these writings, is that I first learned about "A 

MaleFemale Continuum: Paths to Colleagueship" (Pierce, Page, & Wagner, 1986/1998) from 

Aldona Ewazko, a graduate of St. Stephen's College Doctor of Ministry Program. It is with 

gratitude that I remember Aldona as the person who mentored my reading course in Feminist 

Theology, thus opening that important field of theological inquiry for me. Her dissertation on 

the topic TheoZogical Field Edztcatio~i: Establishing a Program at Newrna~t ~eologicaI 

(1993), exemplifies a number of the benefits as well as bamers that one c m  encounter 

when seeking to sojourn paths to colleagueship. 

7. [see p. 1071 In QuickVerse (Rairdin & Parsons Technology, 1992- 1994), the word 

"voice" is used 198 times in 193 verses of the Hebrew and Christian scriptures. Its use is rich 

and multi-varied. From its biblical roots to its implications for social justice, "voice" is a 

theologically nuanced concept that invites deeper levels of scholarly attention than allowed for 

in this dissertation. By bringing attention to its richness here, I am highlighting its importance 

even though 1 am unable to give it the depth of attention it deserves. 



8. [see p. 1091 Chapter 1 of our book explores the topic of Tai th  Seeking and Health 

Seeking as Parallel Processes" (Clark & Olson, in press). As a way of responding to the 

question ''what shalI we cal1 those theologicdy and/or professionally educated fairh g-orcp 

leaders who have been ordained, licensed, certified, or commissioned by means of recognized 

standards within different religious traditions?", 1 made a distinction between c'oEce" of 

leadership and ministry 'Yunctions". 1 wanted to differentiate words of official designation 

(such as priest, pastor. clergy, revere~d rabbi, imam) from words that are more closely 

related with role activities (such as preacher. ~eacher, rntrsic rnitzister, pastord cormselor. 

social jtrstice coordinaior. yo~trh minister, and the like). It was an attempt to address a very 

complex topic in a manner that allowed us to situate faith community/parish nursing as a 

ministry profession which was more aligned with role activities ('Yun~tion~~) than officia1 

designation ("office"). The use of c%nctions" could also be cross-referenced with seven 

frmctiom associated with the faith community/parish nursing role (Holstrom, 1999). 

9. [see p. 1 121 Reference information regarding the articles on interdisciplinary 

education is as follows. 

Bassoff, B. (1 983). Interdisciplinary education as a facet of health care 
policy: The impact of attitudinal research. Jo~mzal of AlIied fiealth, 12, 
November, 280-286. 

Cook, S, & Dnisin, R. (1 995). Revisiting interdisciplinary education: One 
way to build an ark. Nrrrsing und Heafth Care Perspectives on 
Cornrnmity, 1 6, (pages unavailable) . 

HuK F. & Garrola, G. (1995). Conceptual and practical issues in 
interdisciplinary education. Jot~rnal of Allied Health, 24, Fall, 3 59-365. 

Laatsch, L., Milson, L., & Zimrner, S. (1986). Use of interdisciplinary 
education to foster famiiiarization among health professionais. J o z r d  
of Allied Healrh, 1 5 ,  February, 3 3-42. 



9.5 O'Toole, M. (1 992). The interdisciplinary team: Research and education. 
Hoiistzc Nrrrsing Practice, 6 (Z), 76-83. 

- 9.6 Stewart, M. & Wong, S. (1982). Interdisciplinary education: Idealism 
and realism. Nursi71g Pupers, 14 (2), 45-57. 

10. [see p. 1 171 I am grateful to Fr- Lawrence J. Murtagh, my first Clinical Pastoral 

Education (CPE) supervisor, for speaking about coming alongside others in pastoral 

relationships in such a way that we first let them know we are "with" them and "for" them 

before we try to "help" them. 

11. [see p. 1221 While developing Chapters 1,4, and 23 of our book, 1 was repeatedly 

struck with how faith renewal and health promotion 'Yit" as integral to the meaning/purpose 

of diverse faith traditions. Bowker has said that since "an aim of religions is to offer the means 

through which hedth in body, rnind, and spirit may be attained, ... the techniques and 

procedures of healing are extensive in a11 religions" (Bowker, 1997, p. 4 16). The ancient 

resources are there, needing exploration and rediscovering. Who wiH access these ancient 

healing techniques and procedures? 1 propose that theologically educated persons alone can 

no longer recognize the ancient linkages. Neither can nursing educated persons, alone, access 

the ancient techniques and procedures available in religions. Rather, there needs to be 

interdisciplinary collaborative research and theological reflection. In this regard, when 

speaking about theological reflection, Killen & deBeer point out that in a "standpoint of 

exploration" it is "possible to bring the wisdom of our religious hentage into Our process of 

reflection in a way that gives us new meaning" (Killen & deBeer, 1994, p. 5 1). Drawing out 

the wisdom of religions' ancient resources, techniques, and procedures for health promotion 

and faith renewal in today's world needs to be a shared enterprise, promising a plenitude of 

integrative fiuition. 



12. [see p. 1371 The term "living hurnan documents" is integral to the theological 

education movement spearheaded by Anton T. Boisen (1876-1 968). Boisen is considered to 

be the founder of Clhical Pastoral Education (CPE). He believed that a first-hand study of 

human experience (Le. "living human documents") was a necessary supplement to classroom 

training in theological education (Asquith, 1992). 

h reflecting back on various expenences that have gone into writing both the Project 

book and this Dissertation, 1 am aware that much of rny ~heology ofpersot~al world (in self- 

shanng) unfolds as a kind of Yiving human document". At tirnes 1 am hidden fiom view 

behind theoretical rumination a d o r  conceptual constructs. At other times 1 am less hidden, 

but only somewhat visible, as ifat a distance while I am involved in personai/professiona1 

namatives or discoveries. Then there are the times when I corne near, with unveiled face (2 

Connthians 3, 18) and a voice to sing with. These are the times when I expenence a sense of 

safety and graced fteedom. Lf the wisdom of Boisen has something to do with reflecting 

theologically on one's own as well as another's lived hurnan expenence, then 1 am blessed to 

have not only studied but also been studied by some very special people. For this mix of both 

seeing and being seen, hearing and being heard, 1 am tmly gratefil. 
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APPENDIX A 

"Appendix A" Includes Two Parts 
1 Collaboration : Literature Review 
II Location of "Collaboration" in Readings 

PART 1 

"Collaboration": Literature Review and Concept Analysis 

In her text Collnboratiorz: A Heahh Care Imperutive, Toni Sullivan (1998) carries 

forward a comprehensive two-part literature review and concept analysis for the word 

"collaboration". The following pages are a sumrnary of her work, providing a description of 

the process Sullivan used, the definition she developed, her findings relative to this definition, 

a Iisting of surrogate terms and related concepts pertinent to the term collaboration, and 

reference to several implications of Sullivan's pioneering work. 

The Process: In her approach to analyzing the concept "collaboration", Sullivan 

used a method which views concepts as dynamic and evolving rather than static and absolute. 

Concepts are "context dependent, rather than universally true", "recognized as private and 

individualized", and "symbolically expressed" both artistically and in words (Sullivan, 1998, p. 

7). Exarnining diverse expressions related with a concept Ieads to the formation of clusters of 

meaning. These give concepts "descriptive and explanatory power" and thus contribute to 

knowledge development (p. 7). The emphasis in this method is placed on what Sullivan refers 



to as "an inductive discovery approach to data gathering and analysis" (p. 7). Specifically, she 

says, raw data are gathered on attributes, antecedents, consequences, sumogate tems, related 

concepts, and references (p. 7-8). 

Sullivan's literanire search for articleshooks on the key word "collaboration" drew 

prirnady upon the Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL, 

1982-1996), MEDLINE (1992-1996), the New Et~glard Jormal of Medicille (NEJM, 1992- 

l995), and "landmark or classic articles and books" (published between 2 98 1 and 1995). A 

total of 3 18 references were initially listed- AU identified articles/books were obtained by 

Sullivan and references were entered into a data base called Pc~pyrtls. From this literature 

base, Sullivan selected 8 1 references to f o m  her study sample for a concept analysis (30 fiom 

CLNAHL, 25 from MEDLINE, 6 fiom NEJM, and 20 fiom tandmark artic1eshooks)- Of this 

sample, authorship is pnmariiy cornprised of medical doctors and nurses. 

Andysis of references proceeded in three stages (Sullivan, 1998, p. 9-10). First, each 

article was read for the purpose of identifjring its (a) type (research, theory development, or 

case study), (b) themes, and (c) scope. Second, phrases, themes and direct quotes were 

extrapolated and organized as either attributes, antecedents, consequences, references, related 

concepts, or surrogate terms. Third, foundations for an analysis of the theoretical and 

contextual fiarneworks underpinning "collaboration" were labeled and barriers as well as 

facilitators of collaboration were recorded. 

Definition: As a result of her concept analysis, Sullivan developed the following 

definition. "Collaboration", she says, "is defined as a dynarnic, transforming process of 

creating a power sharing partnership for pervasive application in hedth care practice, 

education, research, and organizational seîtings for the purposeful attention to needs and 

problems in order to achieve likely successful outcornes" (Sullivan, 1998, p. 6). She points out 

that the words dy»arnic, trm~sformitg, process. power sharitrg, and part>terqmrinership are 

characteristics taken directly from referenced articles/boo ks. The two words petvasive and 



pruposefil are included insofar as they Iink the five characteristics o f  collaboration with 

descriptive types of collaboration identified in the riferences. 

In highlighting each of the five characteristics of collaboration, Sullivan gathers the 

following quotable gems. First, as +7amic, Sullivan quotes Evans (1994) in stating that 

"Collaboration does not exist without a measure of passion". Under the characteristic of 

~rm~sformitg, Sullivan notes that those who collaborate "have a commitment to change and a 

conviction that collaboration is needed" (Sullivan, 1998, p. 13). Furthemore, in a 

transforming partnership, "disciplinary interests or personal agendas are secondary to the 

shared goals of collaboration" (p. 14). Third, asprocess, Sullivan notes that the "behaviors 

required to collaborate are considered to be learned - not automatic" (p. 15). Based on this 

awareness, she goes on to say that education for collaborative practice is considered a 

necessary part of the process of collaboration, and that relationship building and shared 

decision making are the two most monumental features of the entire process of collaboration 

(p. 15- 16). In this latter matter of relationship building, Sullivan quotes W s  (1 994) who is 

speaking of an education-service project: "This project was characterized by mutual respect 

for differences of opinion and perspectives, a longing for greater understanding of ideas and 

theoretical viewpoints and a commitment to one another". On the founh characteristic, 

powJer-shari~g, Sullivan noted its linkage with her fifth and final characteristic ofparhiership. 

She points out the difference between "competency based" and "authority based" power 

sources- Quoting Henneman (1994), it is said that "Power is shared [in a collaborative 

practice]; it is based on knowledge and expertise rather than role or title". In this regard 

"power" is related with such terms as "empowered", "autonomy", "parity", and 

"accountability" . Finally, Sullivan refers to Weiss and Davis (1 985) who indicate three features 

of collaboration that operationally define power sharing. These features are paraphrased as 

follows: (a) the active and assertive contribution of each participant, @) receptivity to and 

respect for the other person's contributions, and (c) inclusion of a negotiating process which 



builds upon the contributions of both participants in the collaborative endeavor so that new 

ways of perceiving andfor concepîualizing can occur. Finally, Sullivan's fifth characteristic is 

partrzership. To begin with, Sullivan quotes Miccolo and Spanier (1993) who Say that 

"Partnership is the hallmark of true collaborative practice". Sullivan goes on to describe the 

following features of collaborative partnerships. They dernonstrate (a) strength, openness and 

honesty in relationship, (b) a bond or union insofar as respect and trust are operative, (c) 

noticeable cohesiveness and are able to negotiate clifferences of opinion within a context of 

respect, cornfort and honesty, (d) genuine appreciation one for the other (Sullivan, 1998, p. 

20). In terrns of productivity and output, Sullivan notes that "ail partners do their best in a 

colIaborative relationship; they generously support each other and protect the interests of the 

other(s); they help each other" (p. 20). Further to this, Sullivan points to the "abundant 

evidence in her body of literature" which documents that when a "collaborative mode1 which 

has been collaboratively developed, is in place, and is fully operational, it is Iikely that 

successfbl outcomes wilI be achieved" (p. 25). 

Findines: Sullivan identifies seven findings of her concept analysis. First, she says, 

"there is not one negative consequence of collaboration reported between or to anyone" 

(Sullivan, 1998, p. 10). Second she notes that collaboration is a complex and time-consuming 

process, but one with a highly predictable success rate. Third, SuHivan found that al1 of the 

authors in her sarnple were proponents of collaboration. They spoke of collegiality, 

partnership and collaboration as a "way of life" (p. 1 1). Fourth, the existence of collaboration 

in al1 spheres of health care services and education is significant. Fifth, for collaboration to be 

carried forth, a supportive and developmental environment is needed. This inc1ude.s both 

personal/hurnan and systems supports. Sixth, competitiveness can stifle the creation of 

collaborative arrangements, and assessing links with power sharing is important. Finally, 

Sullivan points out that the rnajority of the literature on collaboration between doctors and 

nurses to date kas occurred in hospital based rather than primary care or cornrnunity-based 



settings. She expresses a hope that "literature published over the next 2 t o  5 years will chanse 

this imbalance" (p. 1 1). 

Surrogate terms and related concepts: The second part of Sullivan's two-part 

concept analysis describes three "surrogate terms" and six "related concepts" associated with 

the term coZIaboratzon. She points out that a surrogate term is one that cantains all of the 

same attributes, and can be used interchangeably with, the main concept. A related concept, 

on the other hand, bears some relation to the main concept but does not share all of the same 

attributes. 

According to Sullivan, joint practice. shared govenzmcz and coa l i~ im  are surrogate 

terms for "collaboration". In this regard, she highlights the affinity between collaborative 

ventures among individuals and those among or between organizational structures (Sullivan, 

1998, p. 43-45). Under related concepts for "collaboration" she lists coopera~ior~. collegia/@, 

~vork iq  together, ieamieornwork, interdepe~zde,~ce. and profess~ot~aIis~fprofessiod 

pi-actice. While it is not within the scope of this summary appendix to develop each of these 

terms as Sullivan had done, their existence and relationship with the concept of 

"collaboration" is noted. 

Im~lications: Last but not least, we need to speak about some ofthe 

implications of Sullivan's pioneering work in providing a literature review as well as concept 

analysis for colZabora~iot~. On the "possibilities" side of the ledger, Sullivan promotes 

collaboration as a way out of solitariness and/or isolation. She says that collaboration is a 

"vehicle for bringing disparate disciplines and organizations together to act  in ways they could 

not act on their own to resolve needs and concerns they are not able to address on their own" 

(Sullivan, 1998, p. 56). This is extremely salient in considering interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration between faith community (parish) nurses and faith group leaders in relationship 

with the promotion of health and renewal of faith. 

In referring to the potential for broadening the scope of collaborative ventures, 



Sullivan cautions that "the very positive picture of collaboration that emerges form this 

concept analysis could lead to the erroneous conclusion that al1 health care providers and 

educators embrace colIaboration in their practices and organizations" (p. 57). There are a 

number of barriers to collaboration which have resulted in its not being widely used. These 

include: (a) degree of cornmitment required, (b) perceptions of loss (such as income, 

authority, independence andior autonorny), (c) lack of stability regarding the meankg of 

coIlaboration, and (d) the tenure of cultural expedience that is currently driving both processes 

and outcornes reIated with health care- In emphasizing these limitations, Sullivan quotes 

Pellegrho (in Prescott and Bowen, 1985) as saying: "The focal human problem that we have 

not yet solved is how best to employ the particular skills of each of the health professions 

synergistically to the benefit of the patient". 

For faith community (parish) nurses and faith group leaders who seek to explore 

interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration, 1 Iike Sullivan's definition. It needs to be noted, 

however, that it is a definition born out of primanly doctor/nurse collaborative ventures. 

Perhaps it is a definition that can be expanded upon as new disciplines begin to write about 

their expenences. As she concludes her analysis, Sullivan paraphrases a definition of 

interdisciplinary collaboration developed by Mariano (1 989), saying that collaboratio~r is a 

"complex and rich tapest~y of purposehl action by two or more people working together to 

address important needs and problems in health care delivery, education and research" 

(Sullivan, 1998, p. 56). Mariano's wording highlights the "continuous interactions of two or 

more disciplines organized into a cornmon effort" (Mariano, 1989, p. 286). Both renditions 

speak to the potential existing as the field of faith community nursing continues to expand. In 

this regard, Sullivan makes a very encouraging statement when she says: "Professional health 

care providers who have a stake in advancing collaborative practice need to be educated about 

coilaboration, particularly regarding the strategies that advance collaboration and those that 

do not" Sullivan, 1998, p. 61). 



PART n 
"Collaboration" in Readings and in Our Book Manuscript 

A. Location of "Collaboration" in List of Theory Course References 

Reference Page Number 

1. Bergquist, S. & King, J. (1 994) 157 

2. Carson, V. (1989). 321 

3. Conrad, W. (1997) 27 

4. Droege, T.  (1995) 126-127 

5 - Gottlieb, L- & Rowat, K. (1 987) 55-56, 58-59 

6 .  Gros, C. & Ezer, H. ( 1  997) 2 19-22 1, 224-225 

7.  Olson, J., Sirnington, J. & Clark, M. (1998) 41 

8. Rydholm, L. (1997) 47 

9. Simington, J., Olson, J. & Douglass, L. (1996) 22 

10. Solari-Twadell, P.A & McDermott, M., (1 999) 4 1 , 1 07,109-1 1 1, 
113-1 14,120 

1 1 - Trocchio, J. (1994) 6 

12. Westberg, G.  (1 990) 16 

B. Location of "Collaboration" in Chapten of Book Manuscript - Nursing 
Wirhin a Faith Community: Promoting Health in Times of Transition 
(Clark & Olson, in press) 

CoUaboratiun: [appears 132 time in the manuscnpt text] 
IChap~s:  ReT. 1 2  3 1 5  6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 1 



APPENDIX B 

"Appendix B" Includes Seven Parts 
1 Description of Review Process 
II Reviewer Guide 
LII Sarnple Letter #1: Select Chapters 
IV Sarnple Letter #2: Send out Chapters 
V Sample Letter #3: Thank You 
VI Sarnple: Reviewers Overview Sheet 
VI1 Summary List of Reviewers and Chapters 

PART I 

Description of Review Process For Draft One of Book Manuscript 

A. Select Reviewers 

Reviewers were chosen from four target audience groups for the book: parish nurses, 

faith group leaders, nurse educators, and theological educators. Most people invited to be 

reviewers were fiom our local çeographical area. On occasion we contacted someone outside 

this area with expertise in a needed area (such as the McGill nursing model). In the end we 

had a total of 23 reviewers. Of these, 6 were pansh nurses, 5 were faith group leaders, 7 were 

nurse educators, and 5 were theological educators. [See "Summary List of Reviewers and 

Selected Chapters Reviewed" in this Appendix.] 

B. Prepareko-signhail inquiry letter 

There were three "rounds" of review. Round #1 included chapters 1 to 7, Round #2 

included chapters 8 to 15, and Round #3 included chapters 16 to 23. We selected different 



reviewers for each round. Initially, prospective reviewers were contacted by telephone. This 

cmtact was followed by a letter with chapter titles É ~ e e  Sample Leîîer #.1 in this Appendix] 

and the inclusion of a "Reviewer Guide" [See copy in this Appendk]. Reviewers were asked 

to indicate the? selected chapters by telephone, fax, or e-mail. 

C.  Preparehail copies of chapten to be reviewed 

Once responses were received, we copied the seiected chapters and mailed thëm out to 

the reviewers, with a return date requested [See Sample Letter #2 in this Appendix]. A second 

copy of the "Reviewer Guide" was included. 

D. Reviewers overview sheet (Round 1,2,3) 

An overview sheet was prepared for each round of reviewers, indicating the name of 

each reviewer and the chapters they had selected for review [See Sample in this APpendix]. 

Given that later chapters were still being written as earlier chapters were being reviewed, and 

that some chapters were not written in chronological order, there were some chapters that 

received broad review and others that did not go out for review. The following diagram 

surnmarizes chapters and numbers of reviewers for each chapter. 

E. Collect responses/Review and collaborate on feedback for revisions 

As reviewed chapters were retumed to us, we reviewed comments and incorporated 

recomrnendations into Our revision of chapters. 

F. Letter of thanks sent to each reviewer 

Once the manuscript for Our book was in the mail, we sent letters of appreciation to 

each reviewer [See Samples Letter #3 in this Appendix] . 



PART II 

Nursing Within a Faith Community: Promoting Health in Times of Transition 
bY 

Margaret B. Clark and Joanne K. Olson 

Reviewer Guide 

Questions for Edmonton Area Reviewers 

This book is intended for three types of readers: mrse practitimiers who are exploring faith 
community nursing andor seeking to integrate spiritual care into their practice in a more 
intentional marner, faith grorrp leaders who are interested in knowing more about parish 
nursing as well as theoretical implications for this type of nursing, and educators from the 
fields of both nursing and theology who are interested in the concepts, models and theories 
which may support interdisciplinary learning among nursing as well as faith group ministry 
professionals. 

What is the over al1 readability of  the chapter(s)? 
What is clear/unclear, left out, overhnder emphasized? 
Are there any cornments on fonn and style? 

From your perspective, how does the chapter add to a theory and knowledge base 
in the field ofparish ~ncrsiizg? 
From your perspective, how does the chapter add to a theory and knowledge base 
in the field of itzterdiscipiiizary parr>ierships? 
From your perspective, how does the chapter add to a theory and knowledge base 
in the field of faithheahh dialogue? 

Is the purpose of the chapter clearly stated, and does the chapter fulfill that 
purpose? 
1s the organization of the chapter logical? 

Given the matenal in this chapter, do you believe it is suitable for the intended 
audiences of this book? 
Can you suggest specific ways in which it could be made more suitable? 

What are the overall strengths andor weaknesses of this chapter? 



PART III 

SAMPLE LETTER #1: Select Chapters 

Nursing Within a Faith Communify= Promoting Health in Times of Transition 

MARGARET B. CLARK AND JOANNE K. OLSON 
do Pastoral Gare. UAH 

WMC 1G1.41 
8440 - 112 Street 

Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2B7 

Telephone (403) [Margaret] 492-7165 or [Joanne] 492-6250 
F a  (403) 492-3462 

Dear 

Thank you for agreeing to review one or several chapters of the book we are writing 
on the topic of "Nursing Within a Faith Comrnunity: Promoting Health in Times of 
Trznsition". We are seeking the feedback of Edmonton area reviewers in preparing the first 
dr& of our manuscript for Sage Publications. Since our time-line is very short, we will 
appreciate receiving your response to this letter of inqujr as soon as possible. When we 
receive your response, we will irnmediately send out to you a copy of the chapters you have 
agreed to review. 

A reviewef s guide is provided. We are seeking feedback on: (a) clarity of content, (b) 
questions andlor concerns raised in the reader with regard to materials presented, and (c) how 
you feel the chapter(s) will affect knowledge in the field of parish nursing, interdisciplinary 
partnerships and faith/health dialogue. 

Chapters currently prepared for review are the following. Please let us know which 
chapter(s) you would be willing to read by contacting Margaret (voicernail: 492-7165.. . fax: 
492-3462 ... *mail: mclark@.cha.ab.ca). If by fkx, just place a check mark next to the 
chapter number on the list provided below and retum this page of the letter. If by e-mail, 
please decode "mime" at source since my cornputer doesn't read it. Thank you. 

Part 1: Introduction 
1. Introduction 

dlargarer B. Clark and Joanne K. Oison 



Port II: Theoreticul Foundutions 

2. Characteristics of Faith Cornmunities 
Afargaret B. Clark 

3.  Health, Healing, Wholeness and Health-Promotion 
Jonnne K. Olson 

4. "Parïsh" -Reclaiming itsMeaning 
Marguret B. Uark  

5. Histoncal Roots of Nursing Practice Within a Faith Cornrnunity 

6 .  The McGilI Mode1 of Nursing 
Joanne A-. Olson 

7. The Nurse and Theological Reflection 
A4argaret B. Clark 

We look forward to hearing from you in the near future. If you have any questions, 
please do not hesitate to contact us- 

Once we have mailed you the chapter(s), we will need to receive your comments on or 
before Februarv 15,1999 so that we can include your feedback in whatever revisions need to 
be made. 

Sincerel y, 

-- - 

Margaret B. Clark 
Pastoral Care Senrices 
University of Alberta Hospital 

Joame K. Olson 
FacuIty of Nursing 
University of Alberta 



PART IV 

SAMPLE LETTER #2: Send out Chapters 

Nursing Wifhin a Faith Community.- Promoting Health in Tlmes of Tiansiîion 

MARGARET B. CLARK AND JOANNE K. OLSON 
d o  Pastoral Care. UAH 

WMC 1G1.41 
8440 - 1 12 Street 

Edmonton, Alberta T6G 287 

Telephone (403) [Margaret] 492-71 65 or [Joanne] 492-6250 
Fax (403) 492-3462 

Dear 

EncIosed you will find copies of the chapter(s) of our book that you have agreed to 
review. Since this is a manuscript for publication, with Sage Publications holding copyrights, 
we ask that these materials be treated with confidentiality and according to copyright 
restrictions. 

In reviewing the chapter(s), please make your cornrnents on the pages of text and/or 
on backs of pages across fiom paragraphs or sections you wish to bnng to Our attention. 
Then, retum these materials to us before Februarv 19, 1999. Use the address above for 
mailing. 

The attached Reviewer's Guide provides an outline of questions you may wish to 
consider in your reading. These questions are not meant to be restrictive, so please feel fiee to 
comment on any other aspects of the chapters that you believe are important. 

Once again, we express Our sincere thanks to you for taking time to read these 
portions of Our manuscript and provide feedback to us. We believe your input will add to the 
value of our final product. 

S incerely, 

Margaret B, Clark 
Pastoral Care Services 
University of Alberta Hospital 

Joanne K. Oison 
Facuity of Nursing 
University of Al berta 



PART V 

SAMPLE LETTER #3: Thank You 

Nursing m i n  a Faitfi Communityr Prornoting Health in limes of Tiansition 

MARGARET B. CLARK AND JOANNE K. OLSON 
do Pastoral Care. UAH 

WMC lGl.41 
8440 - 112 Street 

Edmonton, Alberta T6G 287 

Telephone (780) [Margaret] 492-7165 or [Joanne] 492-6250 
Fax (780) 492-3462 

March 29, 1999 

Dear 
With this letter w e  eqxess Our heartfelt thanks to o u  for the contributions you have made to Our 

"book writing" through the review and feedback of chapters. Receiving o u r  words of encouragement has 
rneant a great, great deal. Likewise, your suggestions, questions and recommendations have proved es-tremely 
helpful to us in gaining "reader" perspectiws on various parts of the book. Be assured that your suggestions 
have k e n  taken senousl_v and have. on many occasions, been incorponteci into the test. 

The task of completing the book reaches a benchmark as we mail our first drafi to the publishers. It is 
our understanding tliat the publisher wi11 now conduct an additional review of the book as a whole. This 1111 
be camed fonvard in a "double blind" marner, such that we will not h o w  who reads the manuscnpt and they 
will not knou- who the manuscript's authors are. That process ~111  provide further feedback afier which time 
we niIl r e~ ise  and polish Our final draft- After that time it uill take a minimum of sis to eight months before 
publication. 

The important "first steps" are taken however, and our gratitude for o u r  part in this accomplishment 
is deeply felt. So thank you tliank o u  niost sincerel!., once again. 

Margaret B. Clark 
Pastoral Care Senices 
Uni\rersity of Alberta Hospital 

Joanne K. Olson 
Facul- of Nursing 
University of Alberta 



PART VI 

Reviewers Overview Sheet: Reviewers for Round #1, [of 3 Rounds] 

Name Chapters in Review by each Reviewer 

Reviewer #1: Pansh Nurse 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 

Reviewer #2: Parish Nurse 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 

Reviewer #3 : Past or 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 

Reviewer #4: Pastor 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 

Reviewer #5: Nurse Educator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Reviewer #6: Nurse Educator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Reviewer #7: Theological 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 
Educator 

Reviewer #8: Theological 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 
Educator 

PART W 

Summarv List of Reviewers and Selected Cha~ters Reviewed* 

CATEGORY OF READER 

Parish Nurses 

Paris11 Nurse # 1 
Baptist Churcli 

Parish Nurse #2 
Lutheran Church 

CHAPTERS REVIEWED 

Chapters 1. SI 4 

Chapters 12. 13. 14 



Parish Nurse #3 
United Church 

Parish Nurse W 
United Church 

Parish Nurse #5 
Lutheran Healthcare Socieîy 

Parish Nurse #6 
Lutheran Church 

Nurse Educators 

Nurse Educator #l 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Nurse Educator #2 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Nurse Educator #3 
London, Ontario 

Nurse Educator # 
London, Ontario 

Nurse Educator #5 
Edmonton, Alberta 

N m e  Educator #6 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Nurse Educator #7 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Pastoral Leaders 

Pastor # 1 
Church of the Nazarene 

Pastor #2 
Lutheran Healthcare Socieh- 

Pastor #3 
Hospital Teaching Chaplain 

Pastor #J 
Lutheran Church 

Chapters 20. 21 

Chapters 1-6 

Chapters 17. 19.20 

Chapters 10' 14 

Chapters 1, 3 - 6  

Chapters 16. 17. 18. 19. 20 
- 

Chapters 16, 17. 18, 19- 

Chapters 8. 9. 10. 11, 12- 13 

Chapters 16, 17. 18- 19 

Chapters 8, 9. 10, 1 1 

Chapters 1.3.6 

Chapters 20. 2 1 

Chapters 20.21 

Chapters 12. 13. 14 

Chapters 1, 2. 3 



Pastor #5 
Hospital Chaplain 

Theolo~ical Educators 

Theological Educator #I 
Edmonton. Alberta 

Theological Educator #2 
Edmonton Alberta 

Theological Educator #3 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Theological Educator #J 
Edmonton, Alberta 

Theological Educator #5 
Edmonton Alberta 

Chapters 11. 12. 13, 14-20 

Chapters 1, 2, 4 

Chapters 12, 13, 14 

Chapters 1. 2, 4 

Chapters 20, 2 1 

* These persons revïewed first drafts of chapters. Their revïeuls contributed to revisions 
incorporated into the f i  draft of the completed book manuscript. 



Recognition of Inter-Disciplina- and Collaborative Partnership 
beîween 

Margaret B. Clark and Joanne K. Olson 
in 

Matters Pertaining to Margaret B. Clark's Project Dissertation 
as a partial fulfillment of requirements for the 

Doctor of Ministry Degree 
St. Stephen's College 
Edmonton, Al berta 

L Co-Authorship of Pro iect/Book 

It is agreed upon by both Margaret B. Clark and Joame K, OIson that they wiII CO-author a book currently 
titled Nursing Within a Faith Community: Prornoting Healfh in Times of Transition. (Note: This 
agreement has been attested to by the CO-signing of a contract wïth Sage Publications. Inc-) 

In support of the fact that this book is sening as a Mode1 Minisu'. Project, and therefore as pan of Margaret 
B. Clark's fuifiIlment of requirements for the Doctor of Ministy Degree at St- Stephen's CoIlege in Edmonton 
Alberta, Joanne K- Olson agrees: 

A, To suppon Margaret B. Clark in her role as first author of the first edition of the book 

B. To release those chapters of the book in which Margaret B. Clark has senred as first author 
to be used by Margaret B- Clark for inclusion as an Appendis to her Dissertation document. 
In this f o m  the chapters will verifj- and substantiate the work comrnitted to by Margarct B- 
Clark as evidence of her role as a CO-author in the Mode1 Ministry Project. 

[Signature on Orininal? 
Joanne K. Olson 

[Dnte on Orinindl 
Date 

In support of the fact tliat the book's purpose is broader than the purpose of Margaret B. Clark's h o j e d  
Dissertation- bot h Margaret B. Clark and Joanne K. Olson agree: 

A That future editions of the book niIl rotate f m  authorship, with Joanne K. Olson designated 
to be first author for the second edition of the book 

fSimarure on Orim-nul7 [Dare on Or&inall fSÏmarure on Ori-ginall 
Margaret B. Clark Date Joanne K, OIson 



IL Reflection on Interdisciplinan- Par~nershins between Nurses and Faith Cornmunit\- Leaders 

In support of the heuristic research Margaret B. CIark wïIl be carqing fonvard in conjwidon with the 
experience of CO-authonng the book described above, and for purposes of writing the Dissertation document 
that niII accompany evidence of completion of the Project/Book Joanne K- Olson agrees: 

A To read the "Project/Dissertation Design: A Mode1 Ministn;" developed by Margaret B. 
Clark to guide her Project/Dissertation. This document describes every stage in the 
heuristic research process Margaret B- Clark ni11 be c m i n g  fomard as she reflects in a 
methodical rnanner upon inrerdisciplinaty partnerships berneen nurses and faith 
contmuni p leaders. 

B- To permit the tape recordhg of dialogues, and transcription of the taped dialogues, between 
herseIf and Margaret B- Clark at such tirnes as they both agree may be appropriate for the 
ex~pliwtion of ideas/concepts/insigIits arising within the contex? of their interdisciplinary 
esperience. 

It is understood that the tape recording of dialogues occur: 
B- 1 On a voluntan. basis 
B.2 In order to provide &ta for use by Margaret B. Clark in the process of cornpleting 

ber Doctor of Minisw degree. including the wnting of a Dissertation document 
and any other future pubkitions. 

B.3 With a cornmitment made by Margaret B- Clark to protect identifjing information 
which may arise in the course of the dialogues so that names and other identifjing 
information may not be used. 

fsienature on OriAqinaI l 
Joarme K. Oison 

/Dore on Orirrinal? 
Date 



"Appendix D" Includes Eight Parts 
1 Reading #1: Overview of Stones (in Our book manuscript) 
II Ends  of Stories and Types of Worlds 
U[I Selected Story as a "Case in Point" 
IV Reading #2: Our Book in Course Context 
V Theory Course References: Text s and Ot her References 
VI Reading #3 : Word Frequencies 
VIl Frequencies Ranked in Descending Order 
VLU List of Related Concepts 

PART 1 

Reading #I: Overview of Stories 

Chapter # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I l  
12 
13 

Total Story References Manuscript Page Numbers 



(Continuation) 
Chapter # 

14 

23 

TOTAL 

Total Story References 
9 

Manuscript Page Numbers 
265,267,271,274,276, S77a, 
277b, 285a, 285b 
3 O4 
319ff 
337ff 
351E, 355% 355b, 356 
368ff 
394,397,404 
413% 413b, 414% 414b, 417 
432,433,435a, 435b, 436,439, 
443,444a, 444b, 444c, 445,446~1, 
446b, 447% 447b, 448,452q 452b, 
452c, 455 
458,460a, 460b, 461,462,463, 
465% 465b, 473 

PART 11 

Kinds of Stories and Types of Worlds 

Kind of Story Type of World 
Myth = posits/establishes world TopicaI = health promotion/faitl~ renewal 
Apologue = defends world Professional = nursekhaplain related 
Action = esplores tvorld Collaborative = in a time of transition 
Satire = anacks world Persona1 = Margaret/Joanne experiences 
Parable = subverts wortd 

Reading through the stories listed in Part 1, 1 labeled each story in tems of its kind 

(according to  Crossan, 1975) and in terms of its world (the four types of worlds 1 have 

descnbed, as these are applied to the context of CO-authoring the book). I allowed myself to 

be subjective in this identification process. For exampie, in identifjing story kinds 1 drew upon 



the following criteria: (a) 1s this stoiy about positing a world? [e.g. a world which includes 

faith community/parish nursing], (b) is this story about defending a world? [e.g. defending my 

belief in the value of religious cornmunities], (c) is this story about exploring a world? [e-g. 

travels to Botswana and Rome], (d) is this story about attacking a world? [e-g. 

critiquing/challenging dominant values in our society], and (e) is this story about subverting a 

world? [e-g. discovering the "spiral" to be subversive of exclusively b e a r  reasoning]. In 

identifjing types of worlds, 1 looked at the following points of inquiry: (a) is the storyfs world 

about health promotion and/or faith renewal? ... (b) is the story's world about nursing andor 

theologically based ministry? (c) is the story's world related with expenences/times of 

transition? ... and (d) is the storyfs world about Joar&myself, or drawn from the uniqueness 

of either of our personal life expenences? As 1 read through the stories, 1 also found that a 

number of narratives suggested several Ends of story andor several types of wodd. What 1 

List below is a synthesis of combinations and fiequencies regarding various stories (kinds) as 

well as worlds (types). 

Kind of Story [total] Type of World Freq uency 
1. Myth [i8] 1.1 

1.2 
1.3 

2. Myth/parable [2] 2.1 
2.2 

3. Apologue [6] 3.2 
3 -2 
3 -3 
3 -4 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5 
4.6 
4.7 
4.8 

4. Action [37] 

personal 
professionaVpersona1 
topical/professionaVcoIlaborative 
persona1 
professionaVpersonal 
personal 
professionaVpersonal 
professionaVcoilaborative/personaI 
topical~professional/collaborative 
coliaborative/persond 
persona1 
professionai 
professionaVcollaborative 
professionaVcoUaborative/personal 
professionaVpersonal 
topical 



(Continuation) 
Kind of S t o q  [total] Type of World 

5. ActionParable [8] 5 -  1 
5.2 
5.3 
5 -4 

6. ActiodSatire [I] 6.1 
7. Satire [q 7.1 

7.2 
7.3 
7.4 
7.5 
8.1 
8 -2 
8.3 
8 -4 
8.5 
8.6 
8 -7 

8- Parable [7] 

collaborative/personal 
persona1 
professionaVpersonal 
topicavprofessional 
personai 
professionai 
professional~collaborative/personal 
professional/persond 
topic~professionai/collaborative 
topic~professionaVpersonal 
collaborative 
collaborative/professionaVpersonal 
collaborative/personal 
persona1 
professionaI/personaI 
topical~professionaVcollaborative 
topicaVprofessional~collaborative 
and persona1 

In this surnmary, there are a total of 86 stories arranged in 8 kind/kinds combinations. 

Of these 86 stories: 26 speak to the topical world of heaZrhpromotio,r undor faiih remwu/, 

63 include reference to the professional worlds of rnrrsi,g aador ~heolo~cally bosed 

rninisfry; 44 address the collaborative world related wit h experiences and/or rimes of 

transition, and 5 5 were drawn fiom the persona1 worlds of co-airthor's life experierce. 

PART XTT 

Selected Story as a ''Case in Point" 
(found in Chapter 22 of book manuscript) 

There is one story that stands out as a case in point regarding the nchness of interfacing nory 



and world in Our CO-authorship expenences. In categorizing this story according to kit7d, 1 

have labeled it a parable. In t ems  of world, 1 believe it contains elements of al1 four ripes of 

world. What follows is the extrapolation of this story directly fiom the book manuscript. 1 

have separated sections of the extrapolated text in order to highlight how this story is 

comrnunicated in four parts: (a) narrative, (b) reflection, (c )  reflection upon the initiai 

reflection, and (d) application to the topical world of  health promotiodfaith renewal. The 

theological content of this story is quite evident. Also in evidence is the theme of "fsth and 

health", and a window into the core leaming theme of "interdisciplinary ministry 

collaboration". While the event narrated emerged spontaneously, reflection upon this story can 

be subversive of persondy/professiody separated worlds. 

A: Story (Clark & Olson, 2000) 

Several years ago, whiie planning a course for faith cornmunity nurses, we began 

discussing the idea of "mission". It is a tenn we have used many times in talking with faith 

communities about parish nursins and the benefits of having a registered professionai nurse as 

a staff colleague in ministry. Indeed, we have noticed that a number of faitb communities 

include the concepts of health and heaiing as part of their congregational vision or mission 

statements. In Our discussion, we arrived at an awareness that there c m  be persona1 as well as 

communal expressions of mission. In this regard, Margaret said to Joanne, "For many years 1 

have been motivated in my cal1 to rninistry by a sense of personal mission. It is as if 1 can hear 

God's voice deep within me saying, Tefi the people I love them." Joanne's eyes lit up as she 

made the pardlel connection. "1 guess if 1 were to refiame that for myself, I would say that 

God's calling in my life as a nurse has been: EN the peupie 1 want h e m  to be heallhy." 

B: Reflection on Story, as Found in Book Manuscript (Clark & Olson, 2000) 

In each expression of mission, there is a sense of being moved by a source or impetus 

that is "beyond" one's self. According to the laquage of some faith traditions, "mission" 



onginates with an expenence of grace or charism. This charism is then appropriated over the 

course of one's life through a sense of cal1 or vocation (Bosch, 1996; Bowker, 1997). What 

does this have to do with faith community nurses and faith group leaders? 

Our story about mission cornes back to us as we consider applying theory to practice 

in collaborative ministry reflection. For each of us, there is a dimension of "mission" within 

Our calls to nursing and faith group ministry. In whatever nurse related or pastoral activities 

we h d  ourselves, Our deeper sense of meaning and motivation is derived fiom transcendent 

values such as those of "love" or "health". For Margaret, it is not enough to offer loving 

relationship through pastoral Mnistry. Her deeper motivation is that, through her ministry, 

others may corne to know that they are loved by God. Likewise, for Joanne, it is not enough 

to engage in health promoting nursing relationships. Her deeper motivation is that, through 

her nursing mùiistry, others may corne to know that it is God who desires their health and 

wholeness. 

C: Second Level of Reflection, also as Found in Book Manuscript (Clark & Olson, 2000) 

By reflecting on Our story as it applies to collaborative ministry, we notice that there 

are at least three layers of motivation operating simultaneously when seMng others. Let us 

cal1 these motivational layers "charism", "mission or vision" and "ministry". Chnrism, or grace, 

mswers the question "why?". Why am 1 doing this? Why am 1 here, working in this setting, 

with these people, and in this endeavor? In the story we have shared, charism is the sound 

deep within which says "tell the people 1 love thern" and "teil the people 1 want them to be 

healthy". Mission or visim brings the transcendent grace and values of charism forward into 

time and space. As such, mission or vision answers the question "what?". What do I bnng to 

this ministry experience? What am 1 trying to accomplish? What can 1 do to provide service in 

this setting? Finally, minisby answers the question "how?". It draws on an awareness of both 

grace and purpose, but it also becomes grounded in concrete words and actions. Thus we ask 



furthet- questions. How do I get to know this faith community? How do 1 go about 

establishing rninistry relationships within this context? How do I best respond to the needs of 

this person, f d y  or group? 

D: Application of Story to Topical World (Health Promotion/Faith Renewal) 

We believe it is important for faith comrnunity nurses and faith group leaders to have 

an awareness of these three dimensions of motivation as they approach collaborative ministry 

reflection. What are the stories in your own experience that bnng to Iight a) why you are 

anracted to faith community nursing or congregational leadership, b) what you are about as 

you enter into this unique ministry, and c) how you propose to live out your cal1 both 

persondly and professionally. 

PART IV 

Reading #2: Our Book in Course Context 

UNIT ONE HEA L TH, HEA LING AND WHOLENESS 

Day # 

1 

Readings 

T e x ~ s  
Soian-Twadell, P.A & McDennott, M., (1 999): ch, 3,6 
Westberg, G. (1990): ch. 1,2,3,4,5 
Ofher Readings 
COMO~S, N. (1 995f1996) 
Bergquist, S. & King, J. (1 994) 
Matheus, R. (1 993a) 
Matheus, R. (1 993b) 

Clark 8 Olson (2000) - Chapter 3.6 
Other Read~ngs 
Simington, J-, Olson, J. & Douglass, L. (1996) 
Olson, J., Simington, J. & Clark, M. (1998) 
Simington, J. (1 996a) 



Sirnington, J. (1997) 
Clark 6 Olson (2000) - Chapter f 
Ozher Readings 
Droege, T. (1995) 
Evans, A. (1995) 
Conrad, W- (1997) 

Texts 
Carson, V. (1989): ch. 3 
Solar-Twadeil & McDermott: ch. 4, 18 
Other Readilws 
Jensen, L. & Allen, M. (1993) 
Hilton, D. (1990) 
Meleis, A. (1990) 
Macrae, J. (1 995) 
Martsolf, D. & Mickley, J. ( 1998) 
Bunkers, S. (1998) 
Gottlieb, L. & Rowat, K. (1987) 

Clark & Olson (2000) - Chapter 2,4 
Texzs 
Carson: Preface & ch. 1,2,4,5 
Solari-Twadel & McDermott: ch, 2 
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PART VI 

Reading #3: Word Frequencies 

The development of word frequencies occurred through several "fdse starts" in attempting 
Reading #3. What evolved is a list of 16 terms or word clusters. Root terms are repeated in 
word clusters (e.g. faith, faith community, etc.). Likewise, some search terms yielded a 
number of renditions of a word (e.g. "collabora-" brought forth collaboration, collaborate, 
collaborative, etc). 



Faah Commun* 175-11 
IChqxa: ReT. 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10 1 1  12 13 14 15 16 17 18 192021 2223 1 

Faith Community Nurse4VursiSing: 1-1251 
Chapta: Pref. 1 2  3 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11  12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

A Frqumcy 5 19 5 3 27 O 9 19 8 14 59 32 10 21 4 32 13 12 9 5 32 36 22 29 

Faith Croup Leader.- [IO91 
Chapter. Pref. 1 2  3 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11  12 13 13 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Frcquaiv 2 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 1  2 1 2 5 3 1 1 O O O 2630 6 2 

HealtMealfh-y: (1 12 11 
) Chrpter Ret  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 1 

Interdisciplinaqr M i n e  Collrrborotion: [O] 
Chapta. Pref 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 1 1  12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Frquen- O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  O O O O O O O O O O O O O 

MinisterAWinistn.: 13861 
Chapta: Pref 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 1 

Parish: (981 
Chapia: Ref. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Frzquaicy: 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 5 1 1 0 1 2 2 2 1 1  7 1 1  O O O 0  O O 2 3 6 2 

_Parish N u r s ~ u r s i n g :  (681 
Chapta. Ref. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Frequai- 7 6 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 9 6  7 1 O O O O O O O i 3 4 O 



Times of Transition: (601 
I l h a p i s :  ReT. 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 1 

Part VII 

Frequencies Ranked in Descending Order 

Faith 
Health/Healthy . 

Faith Community 
Faith Cornmunity NurseMursing 
Minister/Ministry 
Transition 
Promote/Prornotion 
Collaborate/Collaboration 
Faith Group Leader 
Parish - 
HeaVHealinglHealer 
Parish Nurse/Nursing 
Times of Transition 
Interdisciplinary 
Renewal 
Interdisciplinary Ministry Collaboration 



PART VlII 

List of Related Concepts 

The following List of words grew up in relationship with the process of Reading #3. The tems 
and/or word clusters which gave rise to these additional concepts is included. Writing of the 
book provided a context within which to learn theology in a new way. 

collaborate/collaboration 

fait h 

faith group leader 

interdisciplinary ministry collaboration 

interdisciplinary 

promot iodrenewal 

vis a vis 

vis a vis 

vis a vis 

vis a vis 

vis a vis 

vis a vis 

vis a vis 

vis a vis 

dialogue 
relate, relationship 

belief, value, assumption 
spirituality, theology, religion 

clergy 

rninistry collaboration 
interdisciplinary collaboration 

learning 
knowledge base 
language 
worldview, paradigm, filter 

health promotion 
& faith renewal 

promotion of inquhy 
fait mealth seeking 
question raising 
exploration/discovery 



"Appendix E" Includes Two Parts 
1 Book Diagram from Chapter 2 O 
II Book Diagram from Chapter 21 

PART 1 

Ministry Partnership Continuum 

PART II 

A Ministry Spiral that Connects and Deepens 



Unexamined Need la Sliare Differing Percepliaiis, 
\Vorldvie~vs/Paradigms/Filters Abililies, Skilis, Cayacilies 

Foriiiation of hl inislry 
Partnersliips 

Transilion 

Ilialogue E m p o w c n t n l  

idt cii~rrinji 
idniiiir 

(Tlir hlcCill Modrl id Ni~rsing as a Refieclitm TwII 
I 

Pronioiioii of Iiiquiry Evaluaiiiig Relational and 
hlinisky Cools 

Figure 20.1 Ministry Partnersliip Continuum 



On this page is Figure 21.1: A Minidry Spiral that Connects and Deepens. cmpied h m  
Clark & Olson (2000), Nursing lYithin a Faifh Cornmunity: Prornoring H e d h  in limes of Transition. 

Thousand Oak, CA: Sage Publications, Inc, 

- -  

P a r a d i ~ m  for Collabontive Ministry Reflection: 
The "Herrneneutic Spiral" of Leriming Guided by Inquiry 

Hmv are they goinç 
about it3' 

What aspects of the 
b r a d e r  context of the 
client's Iife might shed 
iiçht on rheir behavior 
or situation?" 

Faith C o m m u n i t y  Nume Client  as L e a m e r  Fait11 Croup Leader 
(mlLLNirritive leamer) (sci lhhntive I c ~ r n a )  

faith & iual th 

Wut hwith issues 
is the d k n t  faang? 

W l u t  is h d t h  
for o u ?  

What acaons 
have you taken to 
deal 14th this 
health issue? 

W i u t  othcr 
health resources 
couid you 
d r a w  on? 

As o u  think 
about  your life. 
whar might help 
us both undenund 
ho\- it is o u  hJ\-c 
come to respand 
to these healih 
issues in the wa y 
you d o ?  

Point where faith and v IVht  hi th i s sua  
is the family 
clraling rvith? 

LVht is Lith 
for you? 

\nJ! actions 
h x e  o u  mken 
to addras tfiis 
faith issue? 

WIJI other 
faith resources 
could o u  
drats- on? 

As you r e l k r  on 
the meaning of 
vour life. what 

m ~ ç h t  help u s  b a h  
undersund horv 
it is .?ou have 
come IO respand 
to these faith 
i s sua  in the way 
you do? 

New Questions Arising [Nntrr mese are u m p l a  only. and will k diffemc in each collaborative ministq experiena.1 

[ I I  121 13 1 
Wliere is ihere evidencr How a n  faith mourr rs  Hoiv u n  the faith 

of wholrness in the dimt's and hralth mources community. JS a 
faith/health seking? mrnplrment one another? contest for hedth 

promotion. shed Iight 
on thir dimt's . 

Questions that are rnainly lrsked in relation to the client, prcjent situ~tion? 
" @urstions that u n  be s k e d  of bcith the client and pmfessiorw1. 

Figure 21.1 A Ministry Spiral that Connects and Deepens 



"Appendix F" Includes Two Parts 
1 Reflecting on Creative Synthesis 
II Summary of Themes and Core Learnings 

PART I 

Reflecting on Creative Synthesis 

Introduction: The creative synthesis growing out of my heuristic research has taken the form 
of a song. What I would like to do at this time is "share" the Song with you in an experiencd 
reflection process. 

Process: In order to cornrnunicate my creative synthesis in a manner that invites feedback 
fiom you, 1 would like to proceed in three stages. 

A. First, 1 will sing the Song through for you to hear. 
Following this first singing of the song, 1 will ask you to do two things: 

Write down one or two words/phrases that stick with you. 

Suggest a title for the song. 

B. Second, after you have completed the requested tasks of the first shwing, 1 wiii 
give you a copy of the words of the Song and sing it through a second time. 
As you listen to the song, 1 would ask that you mark word/phrases that have 
speciai resonance for you - that is, they touch something meaningful in Iight of 
the expenence of interdiscipiînary rninistry collaboration we have shared in co- 
authoring Our book. 



Also, in light of this second listening, would you change the title you have 
chosen for this song? If so, please write your new title. 

M e r  the second sharing, 1 would like to tape record Our conversation on the 
things that have resonance for you. 

Third, 1 will give you my titie for the song, together with a copy of the 
conceptual thernes and core learnings I have gIeaned through my heuristic 
research endeavors. In the light of this sharing, I would like to tape record 
our conversation in discussing these newly shared items in light of my research 
question: 

What benefits, possibilities, barriers, and limitations need to be considered 
for interdisciplinary rninistry collaboration to be fostered between faith 
community (pan'sh) nurses and faith group leaders in promoting a renewal 
of both faith and health in times of transition? 

PART I I  

Summary of Themes and Core Leamings 

Conceptual Themes lnherent in the Heuristic Research Question 
described as 

Qualities and Clusters of Qualities 
essential to 

lnterdikciplinary Ministry Collaboration 

( 1 ) The quaIity of personaVcommunal sfor ie~ or namdves as points of entn, 
in the exploration of both hith and 114th- 

(2) Ttie qualiw of voice, as antecedent to listening, didogue- and eqloration. 

( 5 )  The quality of leaniirrg rlirorrgh itrqrciy as a way to both îàith and health. 

(4) The qualities ofvocariorr andprvfessiori as contex-ts for the deveiopment of 
d i m e n t ,  minisin; respect, cornpetence, boundanes, and accountability. 

( 5 )  The quaIities of and conimirnlmr to processes that mpower the renewal 
of f~th and promotion of healih in self and othi=rs (both individual and 
systemic othas). 



Core Learninqs Derived frorn the Heuristic Research Question 
described as 

Threads of Meaning and Wisdom 
integral to 

Interdisciplinary Ministry Collaboration 

Personai/commwi;il stories or narratives, as points of en% invite both faith 
cornmunity (parish) nurses and faith group leaders to: (a) explore operative 
worldviews, p a r a d i p  and mters, and (b) obseme/assess how thex filtering 
processes influence (as both possibilities and limithons) the ways faith and 
health are leamed, 

The primmj- "tool" relative to considerhg benefits, po~sibilities~ bamks and 
limitations inte@ to interdisciplinary ministq- collaboration as well as 
renewai of both faith and health in times of -tien is mirlniiimensional 
Iisrsrir~g. 

interdis ci pl^ minise  collaboration is essentially an inquisirive leonii~~g 
collaboration. For the faith comrnmity (parish) nurse and faith group leader 
this inquisitive learning collaboration occurs at the interface of faith and health. 

InterdiscipIinary mini- collaboration advances through increased 
apprecintion for both "vocation" and "profession" as multi-faceted as 
well as m u l t i ~ e n s i o n a l  Iaming contel%. 

Minisuy colIabontion evoIves over tirne. It requires "cornmiment" to 
(a) consuucting conditions for learning across differences, (b) staying in 
relationship with God/seiflothers during good tirnes and bad tirna, and 
(c) communicating personal benefitsharriers as welI as broader 
pssibilities/iimitatiom relatai with this approach. 




